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MM: I·d like to begin if I may by asking you about your background. Would you 

tell me where you were born and where you grew up and a little bit about 

your family and education. 

DC: I was born near West Liberty, Kentucky, Morgan County, Kentucky, December 26, 

1900. My father was of a Virginia family who had~~my father was brought when 

he was very young-~he was the 12th of 13 children--brought when he was very 

young from Virginia to Kentucky because after the Civil War,my grandfather 

participated in the Civil War in Lee's army, and they 1d lost all their stock 

and they had their land left. But everything was depleted, you see. And 

they were given free land in Iowa. Free land was offered to veterans and 

others, too, for that matter, in Iowa. So they started towards Iowa and had 

got over the mountains into Kentucky with their old scrub horses, because that's 

all that was left after the Civil War, and a man rode up with two fine horses 

and said, "Mighty fine horses you have there" to my grandfather. And my grand~ 

father, who was a good judge of horseflesh, knew that those were not fine horses. 

But he kept his mouth shut and the upshot of it all was that he traded his old 

plugs for taking the family and the covered wagon out to Iowa for these two fine 

horses. A half hour later the sheriff relieved him of his fine horses because 

they'd been stolen. So he was dumped near Ezel, Kentucky, and that's where 

the family stayed. It was not Iowa but Evel, Kentucky. And my father then 

married later on a gir 1 from West Liberty, the county seat of Morgan County, 
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the same county, and she was of the Kendall family. And that~s how I happened 

to be born in Kentucky. Otherwise I'd have been born in Iowa, I suppose. So 

thanks to a horse thief on my escutchs'On, I had my first years there. My mother 

died when I was only five years old and there were two smaller children, two 

younger sisters. She taught me to read; she read to me, of course, widely, 

and where she got books I don't know. In that part of the country they didn't 

have any libraries practically, but she had them. She read about lBenjami~/ 

Franklin and LThoma~/ Jefferson and all those people, and also beyond that 

about some Europeans. So she stimulated an idea and I learned to read at the 

age of three. So she was able to interest me in these things. After her death 

'my father decided to go west to what was then the Indian Territory, as the 

eastern part of Oklahoma was then called the Indian Territory, because one 

of his older brothers had already moved out there and he got some land. And 

my father decided to go out there and join him and go back into farming. 

Now my father was a jeweler and a watchmaker. He'd learned the trade 

and he. performed those functions in West Lib er'll:y, Kentucky. He was a watch'\""" 

maker, he had clocks, old clocks, all around and things of that sort and 

jewelry', of course. It was all part of one business establishment. He 

went back to farming later in Oklahoma. He never went back to jewelry again. 

So I grew up in Oklahoma and if you know what the sort of Okies in Cali'l""' 

fornia., you can understand one of my favorite parlor tricks out here was, 

after coming back from the occupation of Japan and they were all berating 

the Okies, and they didn't have too good an opinion of Appalachia either. 

So L would calmy announce that I was born in Appalachia and that I was an Okie. 

And great si.lence would fall over the faculty gathering. That's one way you 

could shush everybody up temporarily. 
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At any rate, I went to school in Winniwood, Oklahoma. Well, I should 

have said the first school was actually near Willimore, Kentucky, a one~room' 

schoolhouse. Pardon me, I'm going back. Miss America Duncan presided over 

that lordly institution. She carried a yardstick in her hand at all times. 

She could point to people easily and also she could rap them if they needed it. 

And she always knew every evil thought that we had. But she was a good teacher 

and in that one~room schoolhouse we learned what we learned there. That was 

all the schooling I ha,d in Kentucky~ We went to Oklahoma and I was in the second 

grade. out in Oklahoma and went to the public schools there, second through high 

school but not in Winniwood. I was two or three years there and then Ada, 

Oklahoma. My f.ather moved to Ada and then later we went by covered wagon in 

19.12 or 1913, somewhere along in there, by covered wagon four days and nights 

down to southeastern Oklahoma, Boswell, Choctaw County', I think it was, down 

near , down in the corner of the state to a sawmill. My father 

worked there in a sawmill seven miles from the town of Boswell That year I 

didntt go to school at all because it was too far away from school. But we 

had the usual work to do, clearing land and getting things ready. And we had 

a flood there a,nd all the rest of it. But then we started going to school in 

Boswell when we lived a little bit closer, and I finished the elementary 

school in Boswell. And one of my aunts living in Ardmore, Oklahoma, invited 

me over there for the freshman year of h.igh school. So I had my freshman year 

:tn Ardmore;l Oklahoma. 

Perhaps I should go back to Boswell. The principal of that Boswell 

school~ an old high. school and elementary school in one, had noticed somehow~~ 

I dontt know how he noticed~~that I was interested in languages. He invited 

me. into his office, which being called into the principal's office was always 
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or usually a bad sign. So I went in with a certain amount of, certain number 

of tremors and a certain amount of agitation. I got in there and found out--

he told me frankly that he. had noticed, how he had noticed I don't know, so he 

told me that if I was interested in Latin and Greek, he would give me elementary 

instruction in those two and from his books that he'd brought from his own 

school with him; and ltd fill out the exercises and he would grade them. So 

that's what he did without charge of any kind, you know. He'd just volunteer 

to do that. So I started Latin and a certain amount of Greek that way. 

Perhaps I should say this is not quite in chronological order. In the 

summer of 19~4 when I was 13, I spent a summer with an aunt in Oklahoma City, 

the capital of the state. And that summer I became a very good friend of 

the rabbi's son who lived just catty-corner across the street from us. He 

was my closest friend and his father had been wanting to teach him Hebrew. 

The boy on Saturdays had been more interested in football than Hebrew. So 

the father was a very wise man"'"'-I knew him up until the time of his death and 

v:i2sited him when I was in Oklahoma City during the war years. The father 

called me in one day and asked me if I would be interested in studying German 

on Saturdays and I said Yes, I would. So his son had some competition then, 

you see. That's what every child needs is a little competition. So he told 

us-:---now you, of course, probably know this but most young American Jews do 

not, that the Jews in the United States in World War I were almost all pro

German because they had come largely from Germany. The Germans had given 

them fairer treatment than .... -and the French had had the Dreyfus Case not long 

before that, which is well known in history, and the Russians of course had 

the. pogroms, Those were the. three allies. Well, pardon me, not the three 

allies~ Britain, France and Russia, and Britain, of course, there was a social 
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barrier there. And Britain didn't bar only Jews, it barred others from 

equality, you see. So these three countries didn't appeal to the Jews 

but the Germans, there was some intermarriage, much more intermarriage than 

Jews are willing to admit today or the Germans either for that matter. And 

then Austria-Hungary was a place where the Jews had considerable intellectual 

and religious and other freedoms, business freedom, commercial freedom. So 

they were. pro~German and pro-Austria-Hungarian. Now they weren't necessarily 

pro~Turkish, although the Turks had treated the Armenians worse than the Jews. 

So they f,elt that they were not badly treated in Turkey compared to the way 

it was tn the world at the time. So you see, they were pro .... ,Central Powers 

and not pro~Allied E~wers in the American sense. That's what I have to tell 

every generation of young Jews that I run into. They don't know that. 

Well, at any rate, so we learned German. And by the way, the rabbi him

self, had had-~he was born in Cincinnati and brought up in Cincinnati. School 

a half day a,t that time was in German and a half, day in English in Cincinnati 

where he was a boy. Then he went on to seminary and became a rabbi. Well, 

that's just hy the by but it shows that I had that touch of German and Hebrew 

be£o;re this;man offered me, this principal offered me Greek and Latin. 

Then in high school at Ardmore I took Latin as my language subject, which 

was required in those days, and I asked for German, too. But the principal 

said~ nNo~ the f,our solids are all that we permit. Of course physical exer'l""' 

cise and that stuff doesn't count, but four solids. But if you make straight 

A in these subjects the first month.,...,,,...we give grades every month~-wetll let 

you take German. 1I Well, in the meantime T got the German book and kept up 

with the. class, and so I entered German then the second month. I had German 

and Lattn then. 
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As a sophomore I was in Ada with my father in school there, and then in 

the summer I took up the printing trade. I tried my best; Benjamin Franklin 

was a hero of mine, and I wanted to be a printer to give me more mobility 

than chopping cotton and the other things do that boys had to do around in a 

farming community. So I learned the printing trade and the printer had got 

so discouraged with the boys he had who had been so changeable They'd work 

two weeks and then stop. Well, a boy in two weeks in a print shop could do 

more damage than good. You don't learn much in two weeks. So he offered me 

25¢ for the first week's work, 50¢ for the second weekts work, 75¢ for the 

thi.rd and so on up until it got up to $6.00, he said, adding 25¢ a week. And 

that's what I did. I went up as far as $4.00, I think and then the daily 

newspaper offered me a job. I moved over there at $6.00 a week and I learned 

typese.tting and press work, too, all the things you do in a small daily' news..., 

paper. I did not learn the Linotype though because we had a regular man for 

tha,t ~ but I set type by hand and I was quite good at that ~ a good speller and 

a good p;r:oofreader·so that I WaS useful enough for my $6.00 a week. Of course 

I was called a "printer's devil." A printer's devil has to melt up the metal 

that i.s used for casting the material. 

Well, I went on then. So in three years and a half I finished high 

school because I had a half.,...year out while I was an apprentice, and then I 

worked after hours. Then the fourth year of high school I was in Oklahoma 

City. Oklahoma City had only one high school at that time and I finished 

it along with my friend~ Harold Blatt, the rabbi's son, who was there. We 

were in the same class. He went on to Harvard and chemistry and he was at 

Howard College for a while in Washington, D.C Then after that he went to 

Queent.s College~ He stayed at Queen's College the rest of his-.,...I don't know 
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whether he's still alive or not but the rest of his professional life he 

lived at Queen's College in New York. So that's just briefly that part of 

the education. 

And I started Spanish in the second year of high school at Ada because 

German had been abolished in the meantime in all the schools. I took second ..... 

year German there all right, but the next year German had been abolished be

cause we entered the war April 6, 19~7. So in my last year in Oklahoma City 

I took Spanish but the teacher had formerly taught German and she spoke Spanish 

with a German accent. She had a quickie course, what we'd now call an "inten-r 

sive. course, ~t I suppose, at the University of Oklahoma during the summer to 

learn Spanish, which. she taught in the fall. So it was not the world's best 

Spanish but at any rate, that's what I had. And here again, I talked them 

into letting me take French as an additional subject. They were reluctant 

to do that but I said, "Well, look here, I'm just practically of draft age 

now .... -" I was approaching 18 ..... ., ... "'and ltd like to get some of this French because 

I may need it." So they put the same conditions they had in Ardmore. They 

said, IIWell, try one month and we'll see how you do" because I was new there, 

you see. So I tried my month and I got by all right and everything in math 

and all the rest of the subjects. Math was my easiest subject, by the way, 

easier than a language iS t That may seem strange, but that was the way it was. 

So I took French then, took one year of French while I was there. So that was 

that. 

In the meantime I had been in communication with the School of Journalism 

at Columbia. I was very much interested in newspaper work and things of that 

sort~ and I had worked after hours, by the way, at printing in Oklahoma City. 

It was at least an easier way of making money and more mobile; you can move 
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around from place to place. So that's the way I earned my living. And 

they were willing to admit me and all that on the basis of my high school 

record, but unfortunately, we had what was known then as a "recession.1It Now 

a recession is just as bad as a depression if you happen to be at the bottom 

of it. And I was just coming into the market and a friend of mine went ahead 
be 

to New York, and he got discouraged. He had t~/a White Wing. Did you ever 

hear of that term? 

MM: No. White Wing? 

DC: A White Wing is the man who sweeps the manure up in the streets in the days 

when they had horses. So he had to be a White Wing for a while~ They were 

dressed in white. And after that he went back to Chicago, which he had known 

during the war a little bit because he'd been a radio operator during the war~ 

He. was four years older than I, this boy. I went to Chicago as a result, not 

to the university but to work at printing in Chicago. I lived with him and 

we- worked together He worked at an entirely different thing~ but it was 

very useful for me, in Chicago because at that time"""'''''''people now donlt realize 

it-'!-400,000 people in Chicago at that time had been born in Germany and 

another 400,000 were of German descent. So that 800,000 out of the population 

of 2,5 million, I think it was then, were Germans in a way, you know. So they 

had a full repertory theatre there, an opera. So that ~ s where I got my intro,' 

duction to theatre. and opera, you might say~ is by a German in Chicago 

Then while there I took lessons at the Berlitz School in German to gain .... ~ 

I started that right away'!--to gain conversational command of German because I 

was embarrassed when I arrived in Chicago after all my A's and A+'s in German~ 

to find that I couldntt communicate. I'd hear people talking, I couldn't 

understand what they were saying. So I took this Berlitz course private 
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course, by the way, because they had no classes in German. It was just after 

the war, you see. They did in French but they didn't in German. I took French 

and German both there. Later the head of the Berlitz School there offered me 

a job in Detroit to be secretary of the Berlitz School there and English 

teacher to foreigners. So I went to Detroit for a year and there the man in 

charge of it was a Frenchman, so we spoke French. all the time. And that was 

very useful to me; even though I've spent only a week in France in my life, 

I've had no difficulty whatever in making myself understood or understanding 

French_! German I~ve had more experience with and I lived with a German family 

in Detroit even. So all those things added to the colloquial command and even 

dialect, In those days Germans spoke quite a bit more dialect than they do 

today ~ you $.ee. Nowadays they all know the standard language. At that time 

they' really used dialect quite a bit. So I picked up these things, too. I 

could tell the di~ference between standard and dialect hut still, it was 

interesting to know. It makes reading novels and th::j..ngs like that much easier. 

Well~ in the meantime ltd saved up my money and like a damned fool, kno~ 

ing very little. of inflation and all those things, I sent my money ahead to 

the deutschhank in Berlin and I was going to send it to Leipzig, which. at thae 

ttme had the, in my estimation and until much later even~ the finest preparation 

fol;' compaxative philology which was then called, ucomparative philology." And 

thatls where I intended to study. I was piling up my money, all my savings 

~rom printing and so forth, I was putting into that, sending it over there. 

Then later, quite a bit later, months and months later, I began to get letters 

from the. bank that would say, HAs of (translated into English} the first of 

January" or March or matever the month was, "all accounts will be rounded to 

the. nearest ten pfennigs,1i not to the nearest pfennig, you see. Then later 
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to the nearest mark, later to the nearest 10 marks and later to the nearest 

100 marks and so forth. So it was all wiped out. Before long I realized 

that my college education had gone down the drain with my first contact with 

inflation and a real inflation. I then frantically bought books. Of course 

we had no airmail in those days but I sent over and bought some beautifully 

bound, leather ..... bound books, Goethe's Gedichtes, Goethe's Poems, Faust was a 

separate thing, and I think one other-,.,...,oh, yes, I got some ex libris and 

ex dono printed there in Germany, ex libris and ex dono to paste in the front 

of my books, So that exhaus.ted my bank account and that was my college education 

going into these two books and these ex libris and ex dono. I had my first run

in with :i-nflatton. All my l:ife Itve been running into it. I'm still running 

into it and I look upon inflation as one of the evils that theylre just now 

beginning to discover in America in the full, in anything like the full effect. 

And even now the way they argue in Congress you'd think that they never heard 

of the word before the way they misuse it. 

Then I became interested in ......... well, even earlier, much earlier; I didn't 

menti,on this earlier but I became interested in Hinduism and Buddhism in 

Oklahoma. This was still back in Oklahoma and I studied quite a bit of it 

and then in Chicago I went farther in it. 

Ml1; How did you get interested in this? 

DC: Well, I don't know exactly except that my father was a most unusual Appalachian, 

if I may say so Up there in the, mountains of Kentucky where there were 

practically no books and practically no education of any kind available, 

he had gone, away to seminary. It· s a, seminary that still exists, by the way. 

I see :;Lts name in print from time to time. He'd gone there thinking he would 

become a minister because that was one of the honorable things you could do. 
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but after a while there he realized that most of the boys who were there, these 

young fellows that were there--of course it was after eighth grade in those 

days I think that the seminarie..§./were there primarily to avoid farm work, 

hard work. They were not really dedicated to theology or to the study of 

philosophy or any of those things. They were just interested in getting out 

of the harder work on the farm. They'd rather save souls and have fewer 

blisters. 

Well, at any rate, he got disgusted with it and came on back and went 

on with. his jewelry work there and so forth. Well, that was an aside. I 

dontt know just why I wandered off onto that, but I just happened to think 

of it So he had learned hypnotism among other things. So as a small boy, 

small child, when we were still in Kentucky while my mother was still alive, 

I:remember that, they would have rather gay parties at our house and they'd 

have. young people. in and he would hypnotize them. And the women in those 

days wore, I guess it's called "bouffant" or something. Their hair was puffed 

up over their heads somehow, you know, and he could tell one of these he'd 

hypnotized that she had bees in her hair. And of course that provided 

great merriment and amusement to everybody around. So I knew that hypnotism 

was not just a charlatan's trade because I'd been hypnotized, I'd seen others 

hypnotized I knew it was a fact of, life that it could be done. Of course 

he'd learned it and he could do it and everything. But I got into other things 

later and I didn't think much about it. But in Ada) Oklahoma, I had bent thi.s 

finger right here, got it caught in a door somehow and bent it back. Now this 

is a very trivial thing but it shows what ef,fects things could have on a 

person. And I was going to school; I was a sophomore, I guess, then, in school, 

a sophomore or a junior in high school. And it was paining terribly. The 
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doctor hadn't been able to give it any relief, and some of the boys were Boy 

Scouts. I was not a Boy Scout. It came along in 1910 and I thought it was 

a pantywaist organization frankly. That's the way I looked at it at the time. 

But at any rate, these Boy Scouts said, "Our scoutmaster will heal it for you." 

I saic, "What do you mean your scoutmaster will heal it? The doctor 

couldnlt heal it." 

They said, "Well, he can do it." So I went down there one night when 

they were having a Boy Scout meeting and he had all these boys around. And 

sure enough_~ he was an old man at that time, he must have been somewhere close 

to my present age, 80. I told him what it was and he just put his hands up 

aga,inst my forehead like this and looked me right straight in the eye and 

said!,' "The. pain is all gone." 

I said, ~'No, it hasn t t gone. U 

He said, "The pain is all gone. It's going, going, and then all gone. tt 

Well~ I did feel a little less pain then. 

Then he said, "Wiggle your finger." 

I'll never forget that. It had been stiff for days and days. And I just 

obeyed his order and wiggled it, and from that day to this there's been no 

furthe.r trouble. So this man was an engineer, a mining engineer, who had 

spent 30 or 40 years in India. So I used to go there, not to the Boy Scout 

meetings but to these meetings at his house at other times just to learn what 

I could learn from this man because he had all sorts of interesting philosophies 

and things that we;re different, you see, from anything I'd ever run into~ And 
in 

then later I started reading in the field, various field~' Chicago and Detroit 

particularly later on. So from Hinduism I soon passed to Buddhism. Buddhism 

made a tremendous appeal to me and I got in touch with Buddhists here in San 
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Francisco and later in Hawaii. 

MM: What kind of Buddhists were they? 

DC: Oh. Well, I'll tell you. I'll tell you how these Buddhists came to the United 

States. There was in 1896, I believe--I know it was not 1892; it was the 

400th anniversary of the discovery of America..-.,..they had a World's Fair ......... you 

can check when they had the World's Fair. 

MM: This was in Chicago? 

DC: Yes~ it was in Chicago, but I know it was not at the time that you'd expect 

it in 1892, the 400th anniversary. 

MM: I think i.t was 189]? 

DC: Well~ 6 or 7 or somewhere along there.. It was later, that I remember. I 

don't remember the exact year. Well, at any rate, somebody had got the 

brilliant idea of organizing the First World Congress of Religions at that 

World's Fair. So among others that they had invited, a man named Sogaku Shaku 

of Kamakura~ a Zen, a Rinzai Zen Buddhist monk, who was a very distinguished 

man at the time in his profession and his time, to come to represent Japanese 

Buddhism at this fair. He brought with him two young men. You've heard the 

natne o;e one of them, I'm sure. One of them was named later Dr. Disets Tataro 

Suzuku. He was his English secretary. He spoke excellent English. How in 

the world he learned such English when we tried so hard to teach it later and 

could never get it through the J'apanese practically. But thi.s man spoke 

excellent English, and the other man he brought was named Senzaki. And you 

may' never have heard of him because he didn't go on to fame and fortune the 

same way. Senzaki I met in San Francisco when I came here in 1922 and he 

taught me some Japanese and then I associated with him very much more than 

just for the teaching of Japanese. I learned a lot of things about Japan 
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from him. He was also Rinzai. He'd been the Japanese secretary. He was 

educated in Japanese. His English was not as good as Suzuki's by a long shot. 

He just picked it up here, you know, in working around, one thing and another. 

He stayed on in the United States and he died in Los Angeles a few years ago, 

and the University of California, we finally got them to the place where they're 

going to try to make a history, somebody's going to try to write, compile from 

notes and from the. impressions of people who knew him, a history of his life. 

He. was left as a foundling on the steps of a temple up in Northeastern Japan 

and he was brought up by the monks. And the story was that he was half Russian 

and half Japanese. He looked almost completely Japanese. You couldn't see 
that 

any Russian, but he. had enough differences in his makeuEl I guess he might 

have been part Russian, at least in his temperament and things of that sort. 

Well, at any :rate, I spent much time with him here. He was a very friendly 

and very nice man. So these two young men were taken to Chicago with Sogaku 

Shaku. Later on there were converts, among them British and Americans and 

after World War I, although I don't know that that is widely known in the 

United States, the:re were three different Buddhist movements in Germany alone, 

rtative. Buddh:j2st movements. By native I mean founded in Germany. They started 

their own sects of Buddhism and I used to read quite a bit of it because I 

read German very easily. So I read quite a bit of this material and found it 

very interesting indeed because I couldnlt read Japanese, you see, so I read it 

in German primarily, some in English but mostly in German, some in French, too, 

by the way. There were Buddhists in. certain other European countries, Scan-

dinavia and others. 

So this inte:rest in Buddhism and then in Detroit I also read Lafcadio 

Hearn. His books were in the library there and I read his books and that even 
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tended more to turn me toward Japan as well as towards Japanese Buddhism, 

although prior to that, I had been primarily interested in Ceylonese Buddhism 

down in Ceylon prior to that. You see, the European Buddhists were all based 

on Ceylonese Buddhism practically, the story in India, then in Ceylon later 

and in Burma and those other countries, not in Japan and not so much in China 

either, strange as it may seem now when there are so many millions of them. 

But they felt it was a more unadulterated variety. I found out later from 

an Englishman who became a Buddhist and who went there that he considered it 

mOre adulterated than some of the others. But that's another matter. Of 

COUrse. if you go back to pristine religion of any kind, you become I suppose 

a super~undamentalist of some sort of other. 

Well~ at ~ny rate, this interest in Buddhism then led to correspondence, 

and this correspondence led to my deciding to learn some Japanese and go to 

Japan. I came. here to Berkeley to get some Japanese. 

MM: When you were in Detroit and teaching English to the foreign residents and also 

discovering Lafcadio Hearn, had you already been out to San Francisco? 

DC; No. 

1:111; All right. When were you in Detroit? About what year? 

DC; I was in Detroit, let t S see, I was in Chicago 1919./1920, just ahout a year 

plus a, month Or two, and then in Detroit from 1920 to 1921~ approximately a 

year. It W8"S a little more in one case, a little less in the other. And by 

then,...,.,..,now, my German academic education had gone down the drain and I felt 

quite distressed that I'd lost out because I thought I could support myself 
engrossed and 

and go on and get this education. But by then I'd got so deeply/involved in 

Buddhism that I put it rather ahead of some of the other things. But I did 

come. back to the University of Oklahoma, which was my state of which I was 
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a legal resident, since I was under 21. You see, I was a legal resident of 

Oklahoma and went to college there. And in one year there I did two years 

of work in college and took graduate courses in French. They had no courses 

in German practically because of the war, but I organized a German club and 

I was a member of the French club. In fact, I was president of both of them 

at the same time. Just anecdotally, I might say that one day I was coming 

down the stairs at the University and I was rather shy, shy of girls and so 

forth,. And I heard three girls or four girls discussing my nationality be

cause I'd been abroad and working with this Frenchman 12 hours a day because 

we went ~rom nine in the. morning until nine at night in the Berlitz School; 

we had long hours, time out for lunch was all. We had dinner later. So I 

used my hands and my shoulders and talked a lot that way that they didntt do 

in Oklahoma. So they were discus'Sing my nationality and of course a young 

fellow was always sort of interested in finding out what girls vere saying 

about him. So I backed up the stairs a way to be within earshot but beyond 

sight. And one of them thought I must be a Frenchman because I talked with 

mY' hands all the. time and shoulders and this and that and the other thing 

and al$o president of the ~rench_ Club and also very fluent in French. She 

thought I must be a Frenchman. The second one thought I was a German because 

who in the name of sense but a German would ever think of organizing a German 

club right after the war. And the third said-.... I~ll never forget this as long 

as I liye'l"".,...'-'I think he must be a Jew because only a Jew could be president 

of the French Club and the German Club at the same time." So there I was 

as inaccu',l7ately described as you could imagine but still they delivered 

their message. So I backed up the stairs then and went off and came down 
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another way because I didn't dare pass those girls. 

So the man, Dr. Roy Temple House, who later founded Books Abroad, a very-

later he founded another that replaced Books Abroad, but I've forgotten the 

name of the publication. It's Literature,something or other Literature, but 

I've forgotten the name of it. But anyway, Dr. House took an interest in me 

and he was a man of about, I suppose, around 40. He seemed old to me at the 

time, but I supposed he was only--he had had a Ph.D. from Strasbourg when it 

was a German city before World War I, you see. And he had a Docteur es Litt. 

from Paris, so it was rare in those days for our professors to have a Ph.D., 

a doctor's degree, and he had two of them and two good ones, two very good 

institutions. So he was really a delightful--in fact, I have his picture here. 

His nie.ce,...,""'he didn't have any children himself, but his niece sent it to me. 

She said she thought that Dr. House would be, her uncle would have been happy 

to have me haVe it finally. So it's in the next room hanging on the. . . • 

END SIDE I, BEGIN SIDE II 

is as you know, a It's a Shin sect at universities, 

not a Zen sect. But they had the money. They had great masses of people who 

were members of that faith, so they set him up as editor of this in English, 

th:j:.smagazine waS publi.shed in English. And what he wanted me for was to 

serve as translator of non,...·Engli.sh, that is, he handled the Japanese, and he 

could handle all the English books and reviews and things that were about 

Buddhism. But the German, French, Scandinavian, because I also read 

Scandinavian languages hy then, these things he .... ,....I did not need Russian or 

Polish. by then~ though. It was just the Scandinavian languages. 

MM:; You picked up Scandinavian on your own? 

DC; Y:es. I'd exchange. lessons with somebody, English for Scandinavian, you know. 
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If you knew German, it was very easy to pick up a reading knowledge of ito 

I didn't try to pronounce them correctly, absolutely correctly, or speak, 

use them. But I could read and a number of Scandinavians have written 

articles on Buddhism. So these articles I translated--especially German; 

most of them were German-..-,for Dr. Suzuki into English. Of course I couldn It 

put them into Japanese. And the magazines were published in English, so that 

was my function. 

MM: And you did this after you arrived in Japan? 

DC: Yes;l after I arrived in Japan in April 1923. 

MM: I'm sorry I interrupted you, because I'd be very interested in hearing about 

the Berkeley experience. and how Japanese was taught. 

DC; Of course there was no CUCLA then. They called that the University of California 

Southern Branch. And all these other branches we have now, they didn't exist 

even. Well, the Davis did, but it was called "Agricultural and Mechanical 

College"or something, I dontt know) Agricultural School or whatever they called 

it then. Now it's part of the University, you see, it's one of the nine 

campuses. At that time they had Davis, they had B.erkeley. Down in L.A. they 

had what is called University of California Southern Branch, and that was all, 

these three. Well, the medical school was mostly concentrated in Berkeley. 

Now it's in San 'Francisco for the most part but then it was in Berkeley. 

Anatomy is still taught here or was taught here, a certain amount of it. So 

1. had as much Japanese as I could get here before leaving for Japan but I 

wasn't interested in credits at that time. I was interested in getting as much 

as I could and then going on to Japan~ and this was the only place you could 

ge.t it. 

MM: What kind ot a program did they have:t how extensive? Who taught it? A Japanese? 
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DC: Well, it was not extensive at all, not extensive at all because people. were 

studying Chinese if they wanted the Oriental language. You see~ it was the 

favorite one. In fact, the man who taught---I hesitate to say this, even 

afterwards-~but he was brought here to teach astronomy. He was a very able 

astronomer, Japanese. 

MM; He wa,s Japanese? 

DC: He. wa,s a Japa,nese. He was a very able astronomer and he was brought here to 

teach_astronomy but he spoke the most terrible English that when he lectured 

nobody could understand him. Well, the University had made a contract with 

him a,nd he.re he was~ and hetd written and apparently-""'ma,ybe somebody corrected 

his English_~ I don't know! Maybe he wrote good English. At any rate, his 

p1;'onuncia,tion was just ahsolutely pure Japanese~ so when I first healtlhim, I 

thought he. was speaking Japanese. It was only after a while when we~d heard 

these. stories, but I really thought it was Japanese. It was only after a while 

r: began to percolate that it was English that he was speaking. So after a 

while they took him out and put him into Japanese, and that was how serendip
never 

ttously they got a Japanese professor which they/would have got otherwise 

because they never would have invested money in one. Anti-Japanese feeling 

was!'unnmg pre.tty high in California in those days. So I stayed on then and 

took as much as I could and did as well as I could with it until I went to 

J'a,pan, And ~rom there on, it was mostly self-study of Japanese. 

J:1:M:: Could I ask liefore we. leave Berkeley how many students were with you in the 

Japanese language class? Did it attra,ct very many at all? 

DC: Well, I-II tell you. It was given in the evening so a number of the people 

were. older people~ not regular students at all. Most of them ,well , I was also 

not a xegular student, not interested in the--although they gave me a grade 
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because I was after all of an age when could one But the others, 

I don't know whether they gave them grades or not, but they were in it just 

to get as much conversation of Japanese as they could. And we read the primary 

school books is what we were reading~ and then he would ask us questions about 

the things in these. primary school books. And that was what it was. 

MM: So you were. learning some kan~ and a few kanji? 

DC: Learning some kana and a few kanji along t.he way~ not very many because by the 

time we got to the place in the books where the children were learning kanji, 

I had scooted off to Japan, which was the 3rd of March 19.23. I spent a day 

in Honolulu with the Buddhist bishop there, archbishop, I guess he was called 

archbishop. And he"s the father, by the way., of the one who was later archbishop 

here, and he 1 s still living here.. I saw him just last week. He t s now getting 

along in years himself. And then I went on to Japan the same day on the ship 

you know~ The. shi.p stayed in port a day, a Japanese ship, I tried to speak 

as much_ J'apanese as T could on the ship ~ Japanes.e ship, I arrived in Japan 

on the. 20_th. of :March, and then the next day was a lega.l holiday .in Japan, a 

V spring holiday. And T went to ;Park and all these beautiful kimonos; 

the girls were. all out in them, the. women were all out in them, not just girls~ 

The. women were. all out in their beautiful kimonos and the getta, you know, clack, 
were 

clack~ clack, clack. Those were the days and they/very,very colorful indeed, 

that fi:xst holiday_ Then I went down to Kyoto hecause that 1 s where he was 

located Suzuki, and l' wo)?ked there with. them for some months ~ I also cor-

Te.cted papers for Mrs. Suzuki, who was an Ameri.can woman. She was the daughter 

of a former ambassador to Germany, United Sta.tes ambassador to Germany;p and 

she had met him in America when he was here lecturing, and they had a little 

hoy about six years old at the. time, I also tutored the little boy in English 
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and French, so I had a multiplicity of duties of one kind or another and 

lived with the family. The tensions, however, were a little too great for 

me because Mrs. Suzuki had brought some of these ultramodern ideas about 

bringing up children from America with her. She was from the East somewhere, 

and she felt that a child should never be constrained in any way. And this 

lad would back off a certain distance and run and get me right in the stomach, 

you know, the pit of the stomach. So once I stepped aside and let him hit the 

side of the house. I just stepped out of the way when he made one of his 

charges. I thought if he could play matador, why I'd just play it my way. 

Well, he le.t out an awful yell and that led fortunately to a shortening of my 

stay there. 

Then after the war, during the occupation, I got a call one night about 

eleven 0 Y, clock or some.thing, called up from the lobby of the Dai-Ichi Hotel, 

which was my bille.t because they had billets according to rank, you know, and 

I was equated with the Army ranks. I was a commander at the time. So he 

called up and he says, "Well, this is Alan Suzuki. I don"t suppose you re..

member me except as a very obstreperous child. 1t 

I said, "Yes, thatts the way I remember you. tt I said, "Where are you7~t 

"In the lobby." 

"Well, come on up. It He came up and we had.,.....-he had trouble with his father 

later because he fell in love with a geisha somewhere along the line and so he 

went to Shanghai. He was a newspaperman during the war, and he was under this 

constant strain of having an American mother during wartime and a Japanese 

father. And he lived in Shanghai quite a bit of the time during the war. Well, 

at any rate, he came up and we had a delightful evening reminiscing about the 

good pld days~ which were good in some ways and not too good in others, of 
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course, but still was And I saw Dr. Suzuki here in Berkeley 

the war when he came for a tour of the United States. We had a delight

ful time together so it was all forgiven and forgotten and so forth. But he 

wouldn't have. anything to do with the bringing up of the child. He~d just 

learned to leave the thing in his mother's hands, and his mother had this 

crazy idea that you must never, under any circumstances, scold a child or in 

any wa,y limit his action. Well, I limited it by just stepping aside. I call 

i.t upassive_l;esi~stance .• U No permanent damage was done, I tm sure. 

So then I got a JOD teaching English in a secondary commercial school 

in Ja,pa,n~ secondary being the same as high school, the same as middle school 

g-ra,de, wha,t they used to call umiddle school" grade. I taught there then from 

September of 1923 to the following March .. 

'MM: What p.art of Japan was that? 

DC; Kyoto, the. same_ citr~ And it was a very pleasant experi.ence and the boys ..... ..-it 

was a, boys' school you see,., The boys and the girls wa::e always separated be':'"' 

yond the elementary school in those days. 

MM: So you were in Kyoto when the great earthquake occurred1 

DC ~ Yes, f wa,s ~ ye.$·~ And 1{r s. Suzuki, and I don 1 t know where Mr ~ Suzuki was ~ 

whethex he. stayed on in Kyoto or not. I can· t seem to remember now ~ I think 

he dtd a,nd I think I got in touch with him. You see, practically 

nobody had a phone in Japan in those days. They just went to tell people 

what they wanted to tell them or wrote them a letter or postcard. They had 

mail delivery four or five times a day, but they didn-t have telephones So 

we. were cut off from all communications with Tokyo and Yokohama. The lines 

we:re. all down, you see, and they didn't have radio communication to any extent 

in those. days. So we just were in the dark as to what ..... -and it so happened 
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this was the first of September, as you know, and I had just moved into a 

newly-constructed house, brand new house, with another student who became 

a very close friend of mine. We took two rooms upstairs and the old lady 

lived downstairs, a farmer's, well, it was a farmer's mother is what it was, 

because the farmer and his wife lived somewhere else, I think. Maybe they 

lived there, too; I'm not sure now. But at any rate, she'd bring up the meals. 

Well, she brought up my first meal, my first lunch after moving in that morn

ing. She brought it up and put it on the little table in front of me, you 

know, with all the bows and everything. And just as I was ready to dip into 

this food, it started shaking, the wall cracked, adobe walls, you see, and it 

cracked immediately. Brand new house, had never been lived in. We were the 

first people, this friend of mine and I, who moved in. And she yelled," 

, earthquake, earthquake!" And it was my first earthquake because 

I·d been in California for months and I was sort of disappointed I hadn't had 

one here because California had a reputation of always having earthquakes. 

And they'd had a big Santa Barbara quake not too long before I.came to California. 

So I fully expe.cted to be shaken up here but never was at that time So that 

ended our lunch in a way and then,it spilled out allover the table and then 

we. got some other food there. But I WaS in no mood. I tried to find out 

something but couldn't find out anything. Finally the word percolated through 

to us that Yokohama and Tokyo had both been destroyed and many other sections 

of Kanto had been very severely damaged. I think they said 120,000 people 

killed It was some tremendous number. And of course trying to get in touch 

with Karauizawa, a summer resort, where Mrs. Suzuki was with her mother, who 

was then 79_, if I tm not mistaken, she was about-..-I know she had her eightieth 

hirthday later but I don't know how much later; not much later. And it was 
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very difficult to get in touch with anybody because the wires, what wires 

they had, they kept £;017 police and emergency communication. So you couldn't 

ge,t things through the usual way. But we finally found out what had hap

pened and some of the mail that I had sent to the United States arrived 

in the United States with delay but burned around the edges. Some of it was 

burnt up no doubt, but some of it was burned around the edges. They saved 

pal?t of tt and it got there~ It was a terrible experience 

So I saw Tokyo before the, great earthquake, I saw it after the great 

earthquake" I saw it in 1939" before the war destruction. I saw it again 

tn 19_45 in early September before reconstruction had begun. So I saw 

Tokyo up, down, up, down four times and after the war it looked just like 

it did after the earthquake. As far as I could see" it was very much the 

same, general appearance, dif:l;erent in some ways of COurse. But a lot of 

people_ were killed and as you know~ more people were burned to death in 

Tokyo in the firebombings than at Hiroshima, which is so well advertised~ 

It was a,ctually a, greater disaster from the point of view of the population. 

M:M: You ;mentioned that you were tea,ching tn Kyoto and then what happened after 

that? 

DC; Then they were, opening~ Japan was fairly bristling with innovation and growth 

at that time, and they had started a new school in April 1923, the very year 

I' arrived in Japan~ in Wakayama, which ts south of Kyoto. And I was approached 

by a ma,n wh0'fQ. I knew~ a Japanese professor in that school" as a matter of fact. 

He Was new;. hetd corne down from Tokyo to take this job. I was approached by 

him to se,e if I would like to corne down and teach English there. They f d had 

an Englis,h, teacher the first year, an American. Their policy was to have one 

American and one Englisnman to get the variety of pronunciation and so forth. 
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And this American had got into some sort of dispute with the administration, 

a great argument, and had left for Korea. Now they paid him money to return 

home to the United States, but he didn't return to the United States. And 

so it was technically a breach of contract, a breach of agreement at least, 

not of contract perhaps. So they had a lot of trouble with him and they 

wanted to be very sure, if they got another American, that he didn't pull 

a fast one like that on them. 

So I went down there to teach in April 1924 and I stayed there until 

March 1929~five years at that school. It was a higher commercial school. It 

was then called k~t~ sho , a higher commercial school. And my 

wij~e.t s father taught in an older--it was founded earlier.,...,....an older higher 

comrn.e~cial school in Hokkaido, Japan, He taught there about 30 years, I 

think, He. was there all that time, but I was there only five years. I could 

see. though that it was I was stopped; I could not advance beyond a certain 

point~ you see~ and I wanted to come back and get my college education. 

By that time. I had learned Russian~ quite a bit of Russian, in Japan 

because I knew Russians in Japan. And ltd also taken up Polish on my own. 

The Polish legation in Tokyo had sent books down to me and I'd go through 

them and then mail them back. And they organized in 1926 to celebrate the 

se.~iquicentennial of American independence. They organized the Kosciuszko 

;;Foundation and I SaW this advertised in some of that material sent me by 

the legation Now itls an embassy, of course. In those days we made dis-

tinctions between legations and embassies. And I sat down and wrote a 

letter in Polish to the general secretary of this foundation and next thing 

I knew I was awarded one of their fellowships to go to Poland to study. And 

ltd arranged to study under Professor Jan bos~ and he was their primary 
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scholar at that time in the field I studied, philology. And unfortunately, 

just about the time I was ready to leave Japan for Poland via the Trans

Siberian, I got a letter from his son, who was a junior army officer at that 

time, that his father had died and he knew of the correspondence we'd had. 

He wanted to let me know that fact and so forth. Well, I'd already made my 

commitments. I'd given up the job there and he mentioned in fact that they 

had somebody to replace his father, would have somebody. And so I went on 

ahead to Poland and studied~ never had any occasion to regret it. I look 

upon the. University of Krakow, which happens to be Copernicus's alma mater as 

well as Pope John Paul II, I look upon that as my alma mater because even 

though 1 studied at other schools, I feel that I got more of what I consider 

an academic education there than any other one place that was older than a 

fore.ign language, Polish.. I spent three years there and took what was 

calle.d a Ph .. M ~ Master of Philosophy. It dealt with Dutch loan words in 

Russia,n I fo;rgot to mention that in Poland I had exchanged lessons with a 

Dutch'rnan and learned Dutch and taught him Polish~ He had a Polish teacher 

who WaS trying to teach him Polish., but this l?olish teacher knew his lan..

gua,ge"':""''l"''I had no complaint there and neither did he~ But he didn't know how 

to teach. it. Teaching your own language. to a foreigner you have to have had 

some. experience ::i.n these things beofre you can handle them adequately. So 

1: taught him rolish and lie taught me. Dutch. I :f;ound when I got to Holland 

that I had a Rotterdam accent because he was a businessman and he represented 

a rice f::i.rm in Poland, a Dutch rice firm in Polandm He imported things from 

Pola:nd and sent things to Poland, a two-way track. So that led later to my 

going to the University of Leiden for a year hecause I was able to handle 

the. Poli.sh When I finished in Krakow I expected to come to the University 
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of Chicago. Oh, that reminds me I forgot one other thing that is pertinent here. 

When I was in Japan, I didn't want to let my academic pursuits lie com

pletely unused or fallow. So at that time the University of Chicago had an 

excellent system of instruction by mail. Its correspondence courses were 

some of the best courses I ever took in my life, as a matter of fact. So I'd 

seen them advertised in American magazines and I sent off. I took three 

courses. One was Elementary Arabic, one was the History of the English Lan

guage, and one was Olde English. So since they had no airmail in those days, 

I would fill the lesson sheets, one of these things, because it took six weeks 

or more to make the round trip. And then by the time you got it back I had 

the. one for the next course on the way and I just kept rotating them, you see. 

And I was in touch with a professor of Russian there, Sam Harper, who was the 

son of the man who was the first president of the University. He hadn't 

founded it because. Rockefeller had founded it, hut the first president of 

the university was a Hebrew scholar:;l Samuel Harper. This was Samuel Harper, 

;J1r. He was a bachelor a,nd I'd suggested coming to Chicago to study under him. 

He. said:t II No , that would be ina,dvisable because we are not offering enough 

Russia,n to warrant a degree in it." He studied in Paris himself. He said, 

"Go to Europe and get your degree and then wetll have a place for you here.l! 

And when 1 told him that I believed in getting a practical as well as the 

theore.tica,l side of: a language, "I t d like to go to a Slavic country. II Well, 

there were three Slavic universities that had very good courses. One was 

Leningrad, hut I couldn't go there because of: our relations at that time with 

the ~ovie-t Union. We had none. So the other two were Krakow and Prague, 

The Charles University in Prague. 

Well the decision there was made primarily on the basis of the fact 
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that I had started studying Polish because I had Polish friends. And I had 

not studied Czech the same way because I hadn't at that time any Czech friends. 

It was decided on that basis. So I decided to go to Krakow and then the 

Kosciuszko Foundation thing came along and that determined it really. I got 

this fellowship and eff I went with my family because I was married then and 

we went through Siberia. And that was a very interesting experience in itself 

in those days, 1~29. You see, it was ll~ years after the revolution. So I 

started in there and I had ... -since I arrived in April because our courses ended 

in 3~pan tn April, I had until October 1st to acquire a good practical command 

o~ Polish. So I started teaching English to Poles and advertised and one 

thing and another and gave a lecture or two on the radio and one thing and 

another. So in that way I supported myself until the time came to start 

classes in the fall and went through three full years. And even there, 

normally it t S a four·,...year course but I managed to get through in three years e 

And I' was handicapped in two respects, three respects. Otherwise I got along 

verY' well indeed. But all those students in those days had had nine years of 

La,t:i:n and five or six years of Greek. I hadn't had that much of either. So 

professors in Euro.pe at that time--you've seen papal encyclicals where they're 

alwaY's denominated by the first two basic words or if there's a preposition in 

there.) they'd have three words, at the beginning of the encyclical. Well, 

thes.e professors would come out with two or three words in Greek or Latin 

and that's all they would say and then go on with the rest of their lecture. 

And I~d write those down frantically. Fortunately ltd learned to write that 

much_tn Greek and Latin. Then I'd have to ask my colleagues after; I~d say, 

I1Where is that from? Who said that and where is it?" And then ltd have to go 

and read up that passage in order to understand it in context of this. So 
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there's where I was greatly handicapped. The third thing I was handicapped 

in, of course, was that my knowledge of Polish history was not what a Polish 

graduate of a secondary school would have, which is very natural. That's 

true. of all of us. If you study in a foreign country, you are handicapped 

to th~t extent. You know that you are after you've been there for a while 

because allusions to this person or that person or this event or that event 

~nd you donlt know about it or you may casually know about it but not deeply 

as these kids all know about it. But I got through and got my degree, but 

by th~t time the Depression was on in the United States. Harper wrote me, 

he. wrote. me some months earlier. He said, "If.m very sorry to have to inform 

you th~t conditions are such at Chicago at present)the University of Chicago, 

that if ~ pro~essor resigns, retires or dies, we consider it a godsend be

cause we don't have to cut salaries~" That was the state of the Depression 

in Chicago, I-II never ;forget those three. He said~ tlStay in Europe one more 

year at all costs and by next year this thing will surely blow over. u That 

was 1932 ~ I s-aw him and another professor who in those days was called ~'advisor 

to the State Department,tt Professor Merriam of Chicago. His name was Merriam, 

i~ It'm not mistaken or some.thing like that. They called him "advisor" in 

those days. Now they would call him lIconsultant" perhaps. But at any rate, 

those. two were in the Hadlon Hotel in Berlin and I met them there. And I 

don~t know where Merriam was going, whether he was going with Harper on to 

the. Soy:;te.t Union or not, but Harper was definitely going to the Soviet Union 

because. he. was going there to try to keep up. He was trying to keep up with 

the. revolution in addit:ion to the language and all the rest and he was teach

ing everything there. in Chicago because he was a one,,,,"man Russian department. 

S'o we. had lunch. and talked things over and while we were having lunch'\""'-
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this was 1932--the Nazis, the Brown Shirts, were marching down the streets 

and another group was marching over here. And in the train on the way from 

Krakow to Berlin, I was sitting next to a German, talking to him. The next 

day was election day or two days later or something, and so all these banners. 

I saw 17 dif:eerent flags and I said to him, "Well, you Germans certainly don't 

suffer from lack of flags, do you, variety in flags?" 

He said, lIYes, that's the trouble with Germany. We've got too many 

:elags. What we need is one flag." He didn't tell me which one it was they 

needed but at any rate I knew that he felt that 17 flags, each party having 

its own flag waS just a little too much for any country. 

So by then I had arranged, I should say, to go to Leiden for a year and 

there I was working on Chinese grammar because I was working applying some of 

the techniques learned in Slavic philology to Chinese, which had not been 

done up to that time. And I had written two papers in Poland which were 

delivered :eirst in ;Polish to the Polish Linguistic and Polish Asiatic Society. 
to 

I don't remember which first and which second, but/both of those societies in 

Polish_o And l?rofessor Rozwadow'ski, who was president of the Academy of Sciences, 

Jan l\ozwadowski,--now Jan Rozwadowski is the man,of all the men I've ever met 

or all the academicians,that I put the highest. I have never known a man of 

his erudition, his courtesy, his understanding of life and everything of that 

man. But at any rate, he was also president of the Academy of Sciences for 

16 years and the 17th year they renominated him. And he said~ in his very 

characteristic droll humor and low voice, which is very hard for a foreigner; 

when I first went there I had to sit on the front row to be sure I would catch 

his words he said, "Isn't there another man in the length and breadth of 

Poland who can preside over the Academy of Sciences besides me?o That's the 
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type of man he was. I'm still in touch with his granddaughter in Australia. 

She's down there now. She's in Chinese, by the way, specialty. Well, his 

daughter was a pupil of mine in English, the mother of this girl whom I've 

never met but she's in Australia. She sends Christmas cards every year and 

we exchange sometimes an occasional letter otherwise. 

Well, he then asked me if I would prepare this in one of the European 

languages. Thatts the way they usually put it, English, French, or German, 

for publication in their scholarly journals so that it could be read by other 

people. Well, that article on Chinese grammar is what got me that post in, 

not post but ;fellowship in Leiden. And it also won acclaim here at Berkeley 

I :eound out later ~ and he read it It was a new approach~ you see, to the 

ana,lysis of Chinese grammar and our greatest.,..,··-<L don ~ t know whether you've 

hea,rd of Y.tR. Chao or not. He 1 s now living with his daughter at Harvard. He 

has three. daughters who are Ph.D. lS', one in mathematics, one in physics at 

M.,I..T.mathematics at the University of Washington in Seattle, and one in 

music, musicology, at Harvard and Radcliffe., and he t s living with that 

daughter now. His wife died just recently at the age of 9.0 something. 

Well, at any rate~ Y. R. Chao also read it and he liked it. So that 

one way and another that contributed, strangely enough, to the language which 

I don't claim to know too well. I analyzed with sharp new eyes, judging---I 

brought my Russian eyes over~ Slavic eyes over, and looked at Chinese anew and 

gave. i.t some. new perspectives l! you see. So Professor and Chao and 

others here. felt that that was a very-"..it enabled me, I think, to get the 

job. here, the. Chinese thing, rather than anything else that I did. It was 

probably that analysis 

MM; When you got to Leiden!,l did you have any occasion to check into what they 
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were doing in Japanese studies as well? 

DC: Oh, yes. I took Japanese there with the professor who was there. Now I 

don't know whether you know him or not. He's in the United States, Rahder, 
at 

Johannes Rahder. Now Johannes Rahder had been7 Utrecht just the year before 

I went to Leiden. He'd been professor of Sanskrit. He also has a deep 

knowledge of Buddhism because he got it through Sanskrit, you know, Buddhism 

and Hindu philosophy and so forth. He taught these subjects at Utrecht, but 

somehody died in Leiden and they called him to Leiden then to take over that 

chair because Leiden has more prestige than the other universities, you see. 

So he was new there that year. So I took a course with him, just a private 

course because. there was no class of any kind in Japanese and it was very, 

very strange. He was a man who had absolutely no sense of time and if the 

class was advext::tsed-~he started on time~ 1. could not complain of that, but 

he never knew when to stop. He'd start at say 10:30 or some hour, whatever 

it was, prescribed. I'd go there and then along about 1:00 I-d begin to 

feel a little ;faint from lack of food:t you know, because Itm the type of 

person who loves to eat~ Especially we had a Chinese restaurant we used to 

go to there., some. of us students;l including Robert Von Hulfg". Did you ever 

hear of him~ :Former ambassador to Japan. He was a student at that time at 

Leiden, a close friend of mine. So he and T and a few others in Chinese, we 

didn t t shanghai this man but we almost shanghai.e:l him. Many of the sailors on 

Dutch ships were Chinese. in the Far East, and these ships were laid up in 

port because of the. Depression. And the Dutch women in the country had organ~ 

ized peanut, made peanut salesmen out of all of them. They had a basket in 

front of them and they went by train. They had trains everywhere in Holland, 

you know, just go every few minutes. You dontt go on a schedule. You go down 

to the station and get on a train and off you go Well, they were scattered 
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allover the country every day They would come to the headquarters in 

Rotterdam or some place and get all these peanuts and they just went all 

over the country selling these peanuts. So we shanghaied one of these peanut 

salesmen who had been a cook on a Dutch ship, von Hulig managed to find out. 

We set him up in business. We thought that Leiden needed a Chinese restaurant. 

We guaranteed, we had a card that he'd punch it every time we had a meal, and 

we guaranteed that a certain number of us would eat there and he wouldn't 

starve., in other words. Well, later on he got to be very prosperous and ran 

o~f with a Dutchman's wife, so he did very well by himsel~. But at any rate, 

while I was there he. was still enough of an innovator that he was-..-but he 

cooked very well. 

Well, Rahder, it would come noon or 1:00 or something, held look at me 

and he'd roll his eyes big. He had a way of staring at you with his great 

big eyes. nOh., II he said, "are you hungry by any chance?" Well, I'd try to 

pretend I wasn't or something but later he'd pullout a chocolate bar. He'd 

take. one. 0:1; these little squares about that big, you know, of a chocolate bar. 

Hetd hand me one of those. That was my lunch. He was a great big fat man. 

He we.ighed about 300 pounds, And this went on every day, and he would never 

stop on t::tme.. He just went on and on, He just liked to talk about Japanese 

literature.~ Japanese language and the old and the new and all these things. 

Later we got him at the University of Hawaii and he taught there, and then he 

went to Yale, and hets oeen at Yale ever since. During the war I think he 

went back for a while. Yes, he did go back for a while and the Dutch tried 

him as a traitor. It was not, it was unfair to call him a traitor, but he 

had the most ungodly fear of war of anybody I ever saw in my life. Itve seen 

all sorts of people, you know, who are afraid of war in one form or other, but 
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I never saw anybody, because when I first met him, you see, that was between 

the wars. And I tried to find out, tried to analyze why it was he was so 

deathly afraid of war. It seems that during the war, World War I, when the 

Germans had to place~-of course they didn't occupy it then, you see. They 

weren't in Holland, but there was a blockade and no sugar could get into the 

country. He suffered from a lack of sugar. He's never, war to him means lack 

of sugar, and he says, Hltll never again be 

help myself." 

Well~ in Hawaii he took up .••. 

in a country at war if I can 

END TAPE I, BEGIN TAPE II 

. . . to be able to escape to the sand dunes along the coast if Holland were 

invaded. That was his idea of escape. Of course that would not have been 

effe.ctive at all. So he apparently was just a little--because he hated war 

so he was a little too friendly with the Germans. Because you know, the 

Dutch, they wore crysanthemums in honor of the Prince, who was a German 

himself, you know, and naturalized. They wore crysanthemums and the German 

soldiers would come along and snatch those crysanthemums out of their button

holes. They wore them every day. And the Dutch began putting razor blades 

in the crysanthemums--carnations, I guess it was. And so they had a furious 

time~ and then in a restaurant the Germans would insist that nobody get up 

and leave. Of course the Dutch_ would all get up and leave as soon as a German 

entered a restaurant. So they said you had to be at least five minutes or 10 

minutes or some.thing. So the Dutch would pullout their watch and put it on 

the table and they'd wait until the exact 10 minutes was up. Thatis the kind 

of stubborn people they were) you see. In exactly 10 minutes they'd all get 

up and leave. So that's the most infuriating thing you can do to an army of 
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occupation. Fortunately we didn't have those problems with the Japanese 

at all, but that's what they faced with the Dutch. 

MM: What did you do after your year in Leiden? 

DC: After my year in Leiden I was informed again by Harper that the Chicago 

position simply just had to be deferred another year. "Stay one more year 

in Europe,H he said. Well, by that time Hitler had come into power in 

January. MachtUbernahme was January 30th or whatever it was, 1933. It was 

while I was in Holland, and I decided that I did not want to stay any longer. 

I'd been abroad almost 11 years. I did not want to stay any longer in a 

country that was so close to an explosion and I thought frankly it would 

come before 193~. That was my own estimate of the situation. So I was 

going to come home at any cost. I tried various universities. I finally 

got one, a job at the University of Hawaii, and I went there in August 1933 

and stayed there technically until,....-I lived there even after I was in the 

Navy for several years. I lived in Hawaii during my naval service, you 

see. I lived on in Hawaii and it was only after coming here,after the war, 

in 19.48 that I changed my residence to California 0 So I spent, let's see, 

1933 to 1~48 technically, 15 years in Hawaii. 

MM: And you taught what at the University of Hawaii? 

DC: I taught, well now, that seems strange. I thought I was going to teach 

German. When they first approached me, they said German, but later somebody, 

the. person in German decided against leaving and an Army officer's wife taught 

French and Spanish. She was a native French speaker. He'd married her in 

France in World War I, I think. So she taught French and Spanish and so 

that was a job that was open. Well, I was determined then not to argue that 

that wasn't exactly my ideal combination The French I had no worry about, 
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be taught. But I just took it, and then in Holland I took that job--this is 

while I was still in Holland. And then I went to Spain during the Easter 

recess, which lasted about three or four weeks in Holland. I went down there 

just to sop up as much Spanish as I could get, you see, oral Spanish there in 

Madrid. And that's what I did and so I got that and went back and then went 

on to Hawaii and was able to handle the situation, French and Spanish 

MM: Well, how did you happen to write a dissertation on the Japanese verb? 

DC: In Hawaii I did not have a Ph.D. I had a Ph.M. from Krakowo I could see 

though. the. trend of the times, among other things> was toward everybody 

hEWing a Ph .• D. if you were going to be in the academic profession. And also 

they had no idea in Hawaii that a European university provides--in fact, I 

got more of a Ph.D. at Krakow than in some respects I got at Yale, even 

though Itm not complaining at all about what I got at Yale because I had very 

good instructors there and all the rest of it. But the University of Hawaii 

had a man whom ltd met in Japan. His name was Gregg M.,; Sinclair •. I don't 

know whe.ther you t ve heard of him or not. 

:M11; Oh.~ yes, 

.DC : Manners I think was his middle. name. Sinclair had always had this--well, he 

and I took a trip one. sunnner in Japan on foot from Kyoto to Tokyo. We walked 

along the. Tokido of the Are. you famili.ar with. them? 

MM: Yes. 

DC: We walked and we visited everyone of those 

This was a wonderful summer trip. We were going to have a thixd person wlth 

us) a German, but unfortunately he was down with malari.a~ Japan had quite a 

little malaria at that time in certain areas. He. was down with malaria and 
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couldn't join us; his doctor advised against it. So we two walked the whole 

distance from Kyoto,Sanjobashi to Nihumbashi in Tokyo. That was the route. 

And so Sinclair wanted to establish what was called an "Oriental 

Institute," and he wanted me to be part of it. He'd known me in Japan, 

you see, and he wanted me to be part of it. 

11M: What was his position at Hawaii? 

DC; He WaS professor of English and later he became president of the University, 

but we didn't know that at the time. So he kept at that and then I went 

away to do this in Japanese because I had written some on Japanese subjects 

for the American Oriental Society and so forth. So I decided to do it and I 

got it approved at Yale. And here. again, the grammar was written like that 

Chinese a:rticle I was telling you about in Poland ~ :It was written more or 

less with this background of Slavic approaches to these things and European 

approaches So it was quite different from the standard Japanese grammar 

that had been written at the time. And Bloch and also there was one Swede-

I've fo:rgotten his name--who used it in their work later~ This Swede also 

got permission to use. it. It wasn t t printed, you see, it wasn't published. 

They had to get permission of the author then to use it in the Yale Library. 

So I decided to do this analysis of the Japanese verb because I found 

it a very fascinating subject. So I did it. Now they had a man at Yale~

itts a little bit like the case here of the man who taught Japanese here. 

The man at Yale was a feudal specialist. He is one of the world's greatest, 

not only in Japanese feudalism~ but his knowledge of European feudalism--he's 

dead now, Asakawa. If you ever want to read about feudalism, he's the man to 

:read. And so Yale insisted that he be on the committee, quite properly, 

be.cause none of the rest of them knew any Japanese. They knew linguistics, 
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they knew linguistic methods, but they didn't know Japanese. So they wanted 

somebody who was able to control what sort of nonsense I was putting into 

this thing~ you know, so that they would be able to decide whether it was 

worth the degree or not. So that's what happened. I took courses with him, 

we read ancient literature. 

MM: So you went to--

DC: I went to Yale then in 1936. I went to Yale and on the way-

MM: You had to take a leave from your position in Hawaii? 

DC: Yes, I took one year leave to begin with. Most people took longer but it so 

happened I got mine in one year, thanks to that Krakow training. But coming 

through here I got to Oklahoma to visit myoId college there and also some 

friends there, professors and so forth. And they cooked up some good 

SoutheJ;'n cooking, chicken, you know, and all that sort of thing. I couldn't 

eat a,nything~ I~d developed scarlet fever on the way which I'd caught in 

Hawait.. Going to get your doctorate, I'd come down with scarlet fever, and 

I had to be quarantined in Oklahoma City. But fortunately I had two sisters 

there, and one. of them-.,...I shouldn't say fortunate perhaps, but one of them had 

had scarle.t ;fever, but the other one had not. So 1 had to move into her house, 

the one. that had had scarlet fever, upstairs in this terrible July heat. And 

my outstanding memory of that was that they'd plop a thermometer in your mouth, 

pssst right up to the top because it was 113 outside. No clinical thermometer 

goes that high., So I td always raise to 113, so how much fever I had I don't 

know. Scarlet fever, it weakened me; I must say that when you are 35 years 

of age., scarlet fever is a very weakening disease. It probably is when you lre 

younger, too, but I"d escaped it then. So I arrived in New Haven and the 

first day after ge.tting established, the first day of the school year, I had 
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to take the language exams. Yale at that time required French, German and 

Latin. Well, I knew I could pass the French and German. I wasn't worried 

about those. But Latin, I just didn't know what I might face. So the pro-

fessor of classics pulled out this 19th century dissertation written in 

Germany in Latin. You see, in those days and in fact in Sweden up until 

about 20. yea,rs ago, all the dissertations were written in Latin as required. 

You couldntt write in Swedish because nobody could read it, you see. That 

was the. thesis at any rate 9 So he pulled this thing out and handed it to me 
a 

and said, HJust look it over." He waJi.l'very polite and courteous man, thought-

ful He. said, IIJust look it over first and see that you get the drift of 

things and so forth and then start translating. ,f Well, I did I came to 

one word~ some simple word in Latin, and r"ve unfortunately forgotten what 

the word waS. It ~ s something like UsweetH or \'sour" or something of that 

sort. It wasn t t ~t sweet U because I know what "sweet" means in the old 

lingu;i:stics of the 19th century. But "sourn or something, some adjective, 

you know, some very simple. word which I knew in Latin. And I read down to 

that and I looked over and I said, "Well, the word means sour," if that's 

what it was? "but I don l t know what it means in this context." 

The professor took it and looked at it. "Well," he said, "I never saw 

the WOl;d used that way before. Passed~u So I got through my Latin. Of 

course, I ha,d translated quite a bit of it because it was not all that dif-

~:;i:cult 0;( anything. It was a linguistic thesis written in the 19th century, 

way back in the mid~19th century by a German in Latin. And it was sort of, 

shall we say, medieval or later Latin. So it~s closer to our European 

languages than classical Latin would have been. So I got by that. 

Then the next day,the language exams had to be passed first The next 
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day then I had what corresponds to the orals. They called them the Hprelims" 

there, I think. I had to pass an examination in all sorts of subjects which 

normally you would take after you'd been there a year or so~ you see. And I 

passed all those because I'd had them in Krakow basically and some in Leiden 

perhaps, but most in Krakow. Thatls where I did most of the work and reading, 

my own reading. So that was it and I just plunged in~ And they said there 

was only one course I would have to take and then I could write my dissertation. 

But I thought, "Well, now that Itm here I'm not going to take just one course,tt 

because most of my education had been abroad, you see And I felt that I 

should ge.t that much American education if possible because ltd had so little 

in the United States of academic caliber except by correspondence from Chicago. 

So I took that one. course that they said that I needed It was called Phonetics 

and Phonemics by Swadesh, Morris Swadesh. He later got into trouble just like 

Rahder did with his problems in Holland when he fled to the dunes during the 

wax and was too friendly to the Nazis because he was afraid of war Swadesh 

though was not afraid of war but he was very far to the left, you see and the 

McCa,rthy Comm,ittee got ai;ter him or something. And so he went to Mexico. He's 

been there eyer since; well, he died a couple of years ago, but he married a 

Mexican woman and he worked in Mexican linguistics after that. But I took 

that course. with. him, Phonetics and Phonemics, which was a new subject at that 

time. And th.en I took a course in Sanskcrit, one in the history of Latin, and 

one. under Sapir, Edward A. Sapir,in, well, I sat in on a course in his general 

anthropology to see what it was like because he was an anthropologist. But 

I took a course, oh, my goodness, the name slips me right now. It's over in 

Cent:ra,1 Asia, Tocharian, which he always pronounced Tocarian, for some reason. 

That course. was made up of professors only---it was a seminar--except for one 
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girl named Dorothy Pascal, who had taken her degree the year before at Chicago, 

doctorate, and she was on a post-doctoral fellowship. You see, I was pre

doctoral, she was post-doctoral, and we sat together, I remember,with all 

these gray beards around here, you know, and Edgerton. Did you know William? 

No? Well, Edgerton and Sapir are very close friends, very frank, both of them, 

and very outspoken, both of them. And they just fought each other over every 

issue. They'd just fight back and forth across the table, you know, and we'd 

sit there and cower and listen to the great titans at work. And unfortunately, 

Sapir had a heart attack during this. He had a coronary thrombosis and the 

seminar was suspended for a period, let's say in December or somewhere around 

there toward Christmas, I think. Then after it was over--this was one of the 

f;unniest things I've ever experienced in academic work. After it was over 

they came back and they started to argue allover again, just as they had 

before t And I thought, but I was getting fatigued by that time writing a 

dis.sertation, you see, so I thought, "Well, it's just my imagination. I'm 

just going daffy or something." Then Dorothy Pascal leaned over to me and 

she sa,:::i:d ~ "Haven't they switched sides?" , 

uOh., thank goodness, II I thought. "She t s noticed it, too. II After all, 

she wa,s no fly-by"..,night, you know, in linguistics. She knew what she was 

talking about I said~ "Yes." So T later asked Edgerton and Sapir about 

this becCl,use 1 got to be good friends of theirs. And this is what happened. 

They both. assured me that this is what happened. Sapir had been lying in 

bed a±;ter he got to the place where there was not immediate concern for 

this thrombosis ~ a,fter the doctors had got him over the hump. He began to 

think~ "Well you know, those Edgerton arguments are good ones. I think he's 

right." And the same thing happened to Edgerton. He began to think over 
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the Sapir arguments when he had no opposition in this seminar. And they both 

came back ready for the fray and they went right on with it. It was the 

funniest thing I've ever seen in the academic world in my life. And those 

two men and I saw Edgerton out here in California later and we laughed about 

it again. The. poor student sits there, you know. Dorothy Pascal was the 

daughter of a professor at the University of California, the head of the 

German Department many years. Unfortunately, as a young woman of let's say 

25 or 26 or so, she was an early doctorate, she went to Texas to one of these 

mee-tings of some society or other she belonged to, I don't know which society 

it W.9,S now~ one of these learned societies. She caught some disease and 

died in four days. You know, it's just one of those tragic things that can 

happen and there she was. 

MM: When you were there~ did you take any course with Asakawa? Or you just met him 

beca.use he waS on your doctorate committee? 

DC; Oh, yes~ I did, yes, deftnitely~ Oh, yes. I think technically, if I had 

not sa.id I was going to take a course with him, I think they probably required 

it. They should have If ltd been in their position, I would have required 

tt because. none of; them knew any Japanese:t you see, only Asakawa. Oh, I took 

a regulax course. wtth him and we read every, well, I don l·t know how often the 

cOU1;se-met~ but it WaS private, of course. There was nobody else studying 

J'a,p<3,ne-$e .9,t thCl,t time there~ you see. So I'd sit there with him and we'd 

read these classics:l and he would discuss ~ Now he di.dn t t know the linguistic 

te;t;mj:nolQgy~ He- wa,s verry apologetic about it and everything, but I said ~ 

"'Don't WOl;)?y about that 9 You just tell me what this means and I want to he 

I t h . t· ht d I t 11 do th ..:-s· • tI sure .. ' ve- got t e mean~ng s rCl-l:g . ~ an 1.I...L. And that's what 

Edgerton and othe:rs told him, too, Sturtevant and others.· So there was no 
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problem. 

MM: And you had learned your kanji primarily from your five years in Japan working 

on your own? 

DC: Mostly on my own. Of course I write an atrocious hand in English or any-

thing, Arabic or Russian or any other script that I write. I just have--my 

sister was always the best penman in class from first grade on. I was always 

the worst in my school, so I always caught it. On the other subjects, she was 
would have 

a poor speller and I was a very good speller. ~/won a state context once ex-

cept I missed one word. I came out number two~ runner-up in the state contest. 

I was a good speller, but I have no sense of form or color. So there is 

nothing artistic about me at all. It~s just a complete maldistribution of 

genes, if you want to call it that, between my sister and myself who are blood 

brother and sister, 

Asakawa did not know the modern linguistic terminology for any of these 

things!? but he. knew the Japanese~ the old Japanese classical terminology with 

which I was familiar. So when he would once assign it to one of those cat-

egories, I had no trouble identifying it. Now he read the dissertation, of 

course~ H.e. had to read it to see if I slipped up anywhere and it was passed 

and everything. 

MM:: Then when you got the. degree. from Yale, the Ph.D., you went back and resumed 

your position at Hawaii1 

DC: H.awaii, And 1 taught there, although it so happens that I was not teaching-':"" 

OJ' the. waY';; I taught Japanese when I went back. r: should have mentioned 

that. I did not teach- :French and German any more"""-1 mean, French and Spanish 

any mOre., And hy the way~ the second year I was there~ well, the first sum-

mer I was there~ I started teaching Russian. So I introduced Russian at the 
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University of Hawaii. So Russian was part of the Oriental Institute as we 

had it set up, and I taught Japanese there. And then I had one course 

called a "differential course" in Japanese for Chinese students, for those 

who had Chinese first. I can save an awful lot of time by showing high the 

differences could be systematized in a way, and you didn't have to memorize 

each one separately, each character because Chinese students normally don't 

like to bother with. Japanese at all, you know. They have contempt for it 

because they don't pronounce it the way they do in Chinese and so forth. 

And in fact a man who's retiring next year here at Berkeley, Ed Sheaffer, 

is going to be~-he was in the first group of students. We gave five fellow

ships to students and they've all gone on, well, one of them was killed during 

the. war as a language officer. But anyhow, the other four went on in the 

Chinese and/or Japanese field. So that Oriental Institute served its pur

pose. A profess0r~Chao was brought there from China after the bombing and 

destruction of his house, burning of his house and library in Nanking. He 

was in Nanking. He came to Hawaii and spent a couple of years there before 

he went to Yale for a year or two and then went on to Harvard. He had been 

a Ph.D. at Harvard himself as a young man on the Boxer funds. He was one of 

the. Boxer scholars and , the former ambassador, was an old friend of 

nis and he was a Boxer scholar, too. 

MM: Who took your courses in Japanese at the University of Hawaii, primarily 

Japanese and nisei or did you have others? 

DC: Well, ·there were a few of them, but they were primarily others. There were 

some. there, and very often they were students who had had quite a bit of Jap

a.nes-e. The lower schools, you know, they had these so-called Japanese language 

schools that they went to after hours from the public schools. 
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MM: Were you the only person teaching Japanese at the University of Hawaii? 

DC: No, there were others there, Uyehara, who is now retired probably. Uyehara, 

he spells it the old way because that was the way it was spelled on the 

passport when his parents came in. He was born in Hawaii .. In fact, I sat 

on his master's thesis, you see, because among the other faculty they had 

very few people who were entitled~-according to the academic custom, you 

know~ you have to be higher than the person you're examining, even though 

he knew more Japanese than I did, certainly more conversation Japanese. 

I got along all right, hut I had to examine him on certain things. I've 

forgotten what his subject was now, but he got a master's out of it, you 

s-ee, And there were, well, I think there were only just the two of us at 

that time. In Chinese they had two or three, depending upon the needs. 

MM: Well~ atter the war broke out in Europe in 1939 and then the relationship 

be.tween Japan and the United States becomes increasingly strained, did the 

American Navy or the Marines approach you because you had this expertise in 

Japanese. prior to 19411 

DC; Well, I'll tell you, the story isn't complete at that. When I was in 

Washington on the way to Yale in 1936, I stopped by the Navy Department 

and told them that in Hawaii where I was then living--I was on my way up to 

Yale to get a doctorate~.,....that the Army called on me quite often for help 

with Japanese. or some other language, European or some other language. 

MM; You mean the Army in ......... 

DC : Tn Hawaii. 

MMz In Hawaii? 

DC: Yes, The Coast Guard called on me even. There was no Air Force in those 

days It was all part of the Army. The Customs especially called on me 
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for all sorts of odd languages that they'd find secreted in one place or 

another in things~ So I'd been used to sort of general--they'd call up from 

the:i:r office and send somebody out in a car, you know, out to the University. 

And I would look at it and translate it for them and tell them what it was 

because they just didn't know what they'd got hold of. We broke up one drug 

ring that way. They found one man with this letter in his sock, and he said 

it was a letter from his aunt or something. And they said, "Why do you put 

it down there? Why don't you put it in your pocket, your hip pocket or some-

thing?{l Oh, he had some fancy story. I've forgotten now what it was. Well, 

I read that letter. It was in Slovene, it happened to be a Slavic language. 

I read the, letter and made a translation. I told him to leave it with me 

because I said, "There are a few words here I'm not sure of and I've got a 

dictionary." Fortunately, I had a dictionary in all these languages I'd 

bought along the way. I said, "Itll get it to you tomorrow." They kept 

talking about a pantry in Australia. This ship was plying between Vancouver 

and Sydney. Fortunately I kept seeing that word "pantry" and I thought, 

"That's strange:! talking about a pantry all the time." So I gave the letter 

to the man who'd brought it. I told him, I said, "There's something very 

suspicious about this pantry. Nobody's going to write about a pantry that 

much. in a letter o~ that sort and there's no reason to secret it if you do." 

So they got the Australian police onto it, through the Customs, they 

got the police and went through their legal whatever they had and they broke 

up a rtng. It was dope smuggling. That was the days before it was so highly 

Qrganized, And he was just carrying messages back and forth about it and they 

were in cahoots down there and making a profit in drugs at that other end, 

you see. They had a pantry full of it. It was a storehouse full of it. 
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So they kept calling on me for this service, this service, this service 

and so forth. So I volunteered in the Navy. I just told them, I said, 

"Well, if there's anything you ever need out there like that, why, just 

calIon me. ~t Well, they had somebody come in and examine me in French and 

German, I think, at least the two languages. And then I went on up to Yale 

and no sooner had I got up there than I had a questionnaire from them to 

fill out~ you know, application for a job. Well, I filled out the application, 

but r told them I was not applying for a job because when I got my degree I 

was going to go back to the University of Hawaii. But I said, "I can give 

you the information that's required here." And I did that. 

Then later on'l""\ ...... I knew the head of the DIO and also the head of the Army, 

contact officer they called him out there in those days. Of course the DIO 
now 

termtis out~ too. But I knew the DIO and the Army contact officer, both in 

Honolulu and Intelligence, and the Customs people and the postal inspector. 

You see" all those people ~ we had meetings from time to time. So one night 

the, Army contact officer, who was a Major Pettigrew, spoke to me after the 

mee,ting and he said, tlWe know that you have left your name with the Navy 

Department:> but we have a job here in case of war which we think is very 

i'rnpOhta,nt and we'd like for you to consider." 

I said, "Well, what is it1" 

And he. said, "Be in charge of the censorship at the post office." It 

was an enormous post office and censorship was not exactly my idea of par-

ticipation in the war, although I did quite a bit of it later, as it turned 

out. 

But I said~ "Well, I think I ought to talk." Then the DIO that same 

evening approached me. He said he had just got word from Washington,they 
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both must have got letters about the same time, authorizing him to approach 

me with a view to seeing whether ltd be interested in--well, the Army man 

offered me a commission as first lieutenant or captain, I don't remember now 

which, captain, I guess, yes, captain because of my age and everything, if I 

was interested. And then the Navy said they had the opportunity to offer me 

a commission as senior grade lieutenant, which was the same thing as a captain 

in the Army. And which would I rather have? And I said, "Well, the very 

fact that I've left my name with the Navy Department there is an indication 

that, all things being equal, I would prefer the Navy, but it depends partly 

on where I can be of the most use in case of war. lI 

He said, "Well, we've got assignments that would be more useful than 

the. censorship in the post office and so forth. U So it was decided then that 

I would talk to both men~ so I talked to one and then I went up to talk to 

the other and talked hack and forth and decided in favor of the Navy. And then 

the two men talked it over. Then the DIO took me down for a physical exam in

a.tion. Then they discovered something which 1. had not known about. I knew I 

was, as I told you, I had very little color perception. IYm not very conscious 

of: colors in general. Our car~ for example, I recognize by the number on the 

back~ The color~ there are so many cars the same color or a similar color 

that I don't pay' any attention~ I just look. at the number and I have a good 

memory for numbers and I know what's ours~ or at least I think I do. 

Well? we went down to this test and the hospital corpsman who was giving 

the test said, "Well~ you're color'r"'blind. H 

r said, HWhat? I cantt be color-blind surely." 

'tOh, yes, you're color,....,blind." And he used this Japanese test which at 

that time. was new. And later of course the Army and the Navy, they all used 
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it hut at that it still had a Japanese name on it before the war. 

This was in 1938 as a matter of fact. He'd flip over these leaves and 

it's true that certain numbers I couldn't make out. So the DIO was worried 
to lose 

oecause he was afraid he was goinyhis candidate, you see. I told him, I 

said, "Look) you've got these-..... tI they had these little weights, paperweights, 

red and green and different colors around, you know, at that time. I said, 

"You show me. any o~ those paperweights and Itll tell you which color it is." 

Red-green is the problem, you see usually and ltd point out everyone cor-

rectly, but I couldn't go ~or that Japanese, which is a much more highly 

developed test ~ you see.. I'd make mistakes there. So the DIO, it took nine 

months for them in Washington to get through all the red tape to get my com-

mission when the DIO wanted it right away. So it delayed me a whole nine 

months getting into the Navy, but I got in. And then it wasn't long until 

he called me up for duty. 

MM: You were commissioned as what? 

DC: I was commissioned on November 8, 1938. 

MM: At what rank? 

DC: Senior grade Lteutenant. And then it was in 1940, February 14, 1940, I re-

member the exact date, ;February 14, 1940, I was called to duty. That was the 

end of a semester at the University, so it was a convenient time to make the 

transition in a way. 

MM: When these. 'recruiters were talking about "if there is a war," did they mean 

a, War with Germany or were they thinking of Japan? 

DC: No) they were thinking primarily of Japan out there. Of course back somewhere 

else it might have been ......... since they examined me in French and German there in 

the Navy Department, they were probably thinking about a war maybe over there. 
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I don't know. Or in general; now that was 1936, you remembero That's two 

years earlier,while out here it was definitely Japan. And at that time I 

was teaching Japanese here, so it was not just a complete surprise that 

they had these interests, you see. So I went on duty in civilian clothes 

at ~irst because they did not want us wearing uniforms, although I had legal 

st&tus o~ being a Reserve of~icer on duty and pay and allowances were that. 

And I had to have the uniform, including a sword, which they later dropped 

from the requirements. But all these things were required at that time and 

I went through all the motions that were required and was on duty in civilian 

clothes. And we had a little of everything and also I recruited two more 

people for the. Navy. One is living right here in Berkeley now, J. L. Maxim 

~or Japanese. Of course he had been in Japan teaching in one of the Japanese 

schools, He was a little man. I met him at the ship as he came in, took 

him over to the side and talked to him right away. The other one was a man 

who had the most extraordinary talent for picking up the languages of the 

Paci~tc. He had a good knowledge of French, Spanish and a few other languages 

in Europe.. He even studied in France for a while. He's from Iowa. He was 

working then ~or the Coast and Geodetic Survey, I think, maps and things. 

But he'd get on an island with the natives of some island or other, you know, 

and he~d be speaking their language in no time. He had an extraordinary 

facilitY' in that regard and he knew their legends. He knew all about them. 

He was an anthropologist of that sort. 

MM: What was his name? 

DC; H:j:~s name. was Samuel Hoyt Elbert. Mt. Elbert in Colorado is named for his 

great-uncle~ I think it is. So I recruited Elbert for that part of our oper

a.tions and recruited Maxim for the Japanese, and those two men served with us 
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all during the war, that is until Elbert was somewhat disqualified physically 

because of his extreme susceptibility to athlete's foot. He was down in the 

South Pacific in the heat and he had to be sent up to Idaho to recover. Isn't 

there a place Sun Valley? Is that Idaho? 

-:MM: Yes. 

DC: Well, they sent him up there and he sent us pictures from there. He was out 

skiing. We. said, "You look like a crippled person. The rest of us are out 

here fighting a war and you're up there skiing in Sun Valley." 

MM: So you were recruited then into Naval Intelligence? 

DC; Yes. 

MM: DIO stands ~or~-

DC: District Intelligence Officer. That was the 14th Naval District at that time. 

MM: District Intelligence Officer, that's the counterpart of the Army G2? Is that 

right? DIO for Navy? 

DC: Well, DIO corresponds to the Army Contact Officer. That is, out at Pearl 

Harbor they had what is known as the Fleet Intelligence Officer. Now the 

Flee-t Intelligence Officer was named Edwin Layton. He had been a language 

o~:eicer at Tokyo before the war and he was under {Admiral Husband Edwar.s!/ 

Kfmmel~ under whom the attack came, you know. And then he continued under 

/Admiral Chester W:.!-I Nimitz. He came into our office in Honolulu and he was 

pacing the ;eloor. Only the captain and I were present at that time. I had 

a peculiar status. I wasn't only through a chain of command but I was ap

pointed a kind of speci.al assistant to the DIO, is the way they put it. So 

that gave-me direct access to the DIO so I didn't have to go through all the 

other administrative of.:t;icer and all that business, you see. So Eddy Layton 

was in the of.;Eice, The three of us had a talk there. This was just a few 
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days before Pearl Harbor, and Layton was very much upset with Kimmel He said 

that I point out to him--you see, we had radio, as you know; it's no longer 

secret, these things. We had radio coverage of all the ships at sea and the 

stuff was decoded and translated and all the rest of it for our use, and .••• 

END SIDE I, BEGIN SIDE II 

These codes~ we covered all traffic, as they call it, between Japanese 

ships at sea, you see. This was all recorded. The Coast Guard did that 

actually and it was sent to a central place and later we had a much better 

setup, of; course.. But hefore the war it was sent to a central place and 

then they'd work on it and we would do some of the work ourselves of trans

lation and things of that sort. And Layton was very exercised because at one 

time. all this ship-to"'"'ship traffic and also shore .... to-ship traffic ceased, no 

Japanese communication of any kind) silence, radio silence. Well, that's a 

pretty bad sign;! you see, so Layton was in there pacing the floor in the 

captaints of;fice. I was present and he said, "The Old Man-- fI this is what in 

the Navy they call the top man, you know, is known as the Old Man. "The Old 

Man says, 'Eddy, do you mean to tell me the Japanese ships might be rounding 

Di'amond Head? n. I think you tve heard this quotation now since the war. "'Yes, 

str, hy' God, I do.'" Of course that seemed rather premature to Kimmel to think 

they might be that close. And he was very exercised that Kimmel didn't take it 

seriously~ this radio silence. 

Well, that happened to be the time that they were leaving to come to 

Pearl Harborl' you see, so a few days later of course we knew the full impact 

of this. But that's the reason Layton was kept on. He was kept on all during 

the war right at Nimitz's right hand, Fleet Intelligence Officer. 

MM: Because of his knowledge of--
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DC: Because of his knowledge of the Japanese people. He'd lived in Japan, and 

his knowledge also of the importance of knowing what people are saying to 

each other from ship to ship. And if we intercepted, recorded, then we were 
in 

sometimes involve~/decipherment or decoding, whatever was necessary, and then 

translation. Once it's gone through that process, all those processes, why 

then the poor Old Man, as they called him, the fleet commander, knows what's 

what, or he can at least start surmising what might be what, you see. That 

is part of the game, so he was really very worried. So he was kept on all 

the time and later they set up--and by the way, I wanted to ask you this 

question. Have you read W. J. Holmes's book, The Double~Edged Secrets? 

MM: No. 

DC: Well, that book, I've got it over here, that book you must read to give you 

background. That book is authentic. This man-..... 

MM: You mean Holm,es? W. J. Holmes? 

DC~ Holmes, W. J. Holmes. His name is Jasper Holmes. The nickname that they gave 

him is Jasper. Jasper Holmes had to be discharged from the Navy for physical 

disability about 1935. I'm not sure of the exact year, but I met him soon 

the:reaf;ter., He Wt a job at the University teaching engineering, the Univer-

sity of, Hawaii. B.ecause of; arthritis he was just doubled over like this, you 

see-~ and naturally he couldn f. t serve in the Regular Navy that way. He was a 

R,egula;r Na,VY man, a graduate of the Academy. He was just bent over. And all 

during the. war, ..... ,,,now we called him back and in fact he mentions me on the first 

page because- T was the one who mobilized him. I happened to be on duty and I 

called him. He mentions it on page one there that fact, and Holmes was in 

charge. of what they called FRUPAC (Fleet Radio Unit Pacif~(, and that is 

where later af,ter it was organized, that is where the bulk of all this 
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activity went on. 

MM: Decoding? 

DC: Decoding, decipherment and of course encoding and encipherment, too, to send 

back by devious means, one means or another. 

MM: So The Double,....Edged Secrets then essentially describes the sorts of things that 

you were involved in? 

DC; Yes, that are now permitted to be told. They' cut out, the censors,... .... he wrote 

me about it at the time.. The censors cut out a great deal of it, the editors 

there at the Naval Institute Proceedings. Some things they cleared, other 

things they did not clear. But whatever you find there is authentic. HeYs 

not a f;alsifier of the :eacts. Whatever he says there is true and a lot more 

is true .. 

MM: So in other words this got started then prior to Pearl Harbor and then it 

became more sophisticated after? 

DC: No, no, no, that was after Pearl Harbor. No, prior to Pearl Harbor he was 

actually attached to our o:e:eice in DIO technically~ He was recalled to duty 

and we had others in the same position who were physically disqualified 

earlier f,or one. reason or other and they were called back for desk jobs 

where they didntt require all the physical strength. Now he had to take with 

him a chair that he used at home, a specially-built to conform to his problems. 

And he used that chair throughout the war, sitting in that chair. Rople jus·t 

wondered hqw he could do it, but he just stayed long hours and everything else. 

He. just did his job. 

MM: To the extent that youtre able now to talk about what you did before and 

a:eter Pearl Harbor, I was just trying to get a more precise idea of the kind 

of work when you went on duty for the Navy and the degree to which our military 
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authorities, naval authorities were concerned about a war with Japan 

DC: Well, they were very much. concerned about it and o~ course some people were 

always concerned about sabotage by the local Japanese population which~ in

cluding those of Japanese descent~ was 40 percent of the population of Hawaii 

at the outbreak of war. It·s now only 33 percent or 30 or something like 

that, but it was 40 at that time~ And that was not my primary concern. I 

£:elt that first of all, I didn·t think the Japanese trusted the niseis. That 

was one thing, and secondly, I thought the Japanese will send people that they 

know, that they can trust, and they did. The real spy, the one who gathered 

the in~orma.tion about the location of all the ships at Pearl Harbor, was a 

man attached to the Japanese Consulate General. He was supposed to be just a 

consular clerk, but in reality he was a naval officer who knew what he saw out 

there. And he v·d go driving out there, you know, out in the hills above Pearl 

Harbor. And held just jot down and all this information was sent back. That's 

where the Otto Kuhn, youtve read about him, I'm sure, Otto Kuhn came into the 

picture. That was a crazy thing. 

The Japanese gave him $16,000, a. very paltry sum, to set up a system of 

communicating with their submarines off shore. By day he was to hang certain 

items o~ clothing on the clothesline. By night he was to place lights in 

the dormer window that looked out to sea. Now I must say, in all honesty, that 

we did not suspect him. We suspected his wife of being up to no good. She 

was always going to Japan to arrange for her daughter's marriage to somebody 

out there., a German businessman, and it would always fall through somehow. The 

thing never came off. Well, that can happen once or it could even happen twice, 

1: suppose, but anybody who knows anything about the way arrangements are made 

is i~ you go that distance, you usually would have a little better idea beforehand 
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So actually, the FBI examined her trunks and her bags and everything when 

she came back from Japan I was present to read things in German. I worked 

with the FBI to read the things in German when they opened up all her stuff 

to look at it, and we found nothing that incriminated her. So she got every-

thing back, but we. still were suspicious of her because we considered her a 

very bright and perspicacious woman. Her husband had been a Regular German 

Naval officer. I guess you knew that and he had settled in Honolulu. He'd 

left the German Navy. So some people thought that he was surely put there by 

the Germans as a spy, but we began to get inklings of the reason that these 

marriages didn~t go off in Japan, these German businessmen suspected that 

she. wasn't quite. what they wanted in the way of a wife because her father had 

some.thing dishonorable in his career. Now we didn ~ t know that until later. 

One. day when there. was a German ship in port before the war, as you know, all 

the citizens are tnvited to come. aboard and I went aboard. And I was not too 

far behind Otto Kuhn when he went aboard. And the German officers berated him 

and told him to get off the ship, Now that is not the way they treated their 

Ge.rman citi.zens, not to mention naturalized Americans or others ~ They didn t t 

do that. You see~ they would let them come aboard and have some good German 

beex and Gerlllan sandwiches and all those things and German meat and everythingQ 

So I went back and reported that to the office, that here was this strange 

scene of their berating him. And that got us to thinking, why would they do 
if hets a spy 

that? Because obviously they wouldn't do it to draw attention to him/because 

that would only make things worse Well, we found out later he had been 

gutlty of blackmail in the German Navy, and the German Navy simply unceremon..-

iauslyox I guess rather ceremoniously kicked him out. That's how he happened 

to se.ttle. tn Honolulu? not because he was a spy but because the German Navy 
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had no use for him. He was not an officer and a gentleman, and so we were 

barking up the wrong tree. 

Now after Pearl Harbor, after we had somebody tailing.,...,...,...I was not the 

person who did this--tailing Kuhn to meet a Japanese out on windward Oahu 

and a newspaper with something in it .... -it turned out to be money, $16,000 .... .

was handed over to him, and it's a newspaper, mind you, and he went on back 

home. with it. After the attack, he was arrested immediately and his wife 

were both arrested. I don't know where the daughter was at the time. I 

can't se.em to recall. She was not under arrest or at least she wasn t t put 

in the. same. j ail if she. was arrested. I don t t think she was. And I was 

placed in a position,"",'rthe.y had a bug planted. They put them in adjoining 

cells. They had a bug planted between those cells somewhere there. So we 

re.corded everything and I took it down as fast as I could in handwriting, 

too, what they were saying to each other. His wife was literally giving him 

hell for being so stupid as to sell himself to the Japanese for $16,000. I 

remember the. price so well because it was repeated over and over again. She 

just couldntt imagine how he could be. so stupid. 

Well, this went on and on. We got it all down and of course we knew then 

what we. had on our hands and he. was tried and sentenced to 50 years imprisonment 

on two counts to run concurrently. After the war I asked one of my friends, I 

was in Japan w::Lth the occupation, and I said, UWhatever happened to OttO?H 

He says, uOh, they figured keeping him 50 years would cost us so much 

money they sent him back to Germany to starve there. 1I So that was the attitude 

we take. to many of our prisoners today. They say, "Oh, we can't afford to 

build j ails for them, so le.t' s just turn them loose on the unsuspecting public. H 

That's the California attitude towards criminals. Well, that was what they had 
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in Hawaii toward Kuhn. 

MM: Did you at the time suspect this Japanese who was really a naval officer but 

working out of the consulate? 

DC: There was one man in the organization, and this is very, very interesting. 

This man had a fourth grade education. He'd come up through the Navy as an 

enlisted man, made chief years before, and he was half Greek, just like 

Lafcadio Hearn, and half Irish from Georgia. He was from Rome, Georgia. 

And this man was the first one of all these people, all these experts and 

everything, to say, "So-and-So is the spy in the consulate there." He had 

an extraordinary faculty for laying his finger right on the guilty person 

and later he was given a commission, but he kept his longevity as a chief 

because. it brought him more pension pay than b.eing appointed an officer 

tha,t la,te in life. But he associated with admirals, captains, and everybody 

else all up a,nd down the line down to the lowliest seaman~ he had the complete 

ra,nge of the. Navy in a way that I have never: seen in anybody else. Admiral 

Zacharias, you·ve heard of him, have you? 

MM: Oh, yes. I was going to ask you about him. 

DC: Well, he was a close friend of Admiral Zacharias" and Admiral Zacharias had 

him and had me and a number of others to dinner. He was one of the guests, 

honored guests. Zacharias had known him somewhere up here in San Diego or 

some place. where they happened to be stationed together. His name was Emanuel, 

Theodore Emanuel. His surname was Emanuel. We called him Emanuel usually. 

MM: I ha,ve read books about and books by Zacharias and also Mashpir. 

DC: Oh, yes. 

MM: I don't know whether those two were involved in any of the things that you 

did prior to fearl Harbor or not. 
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DC: Well, Mashpir is a name I haven't heard in years, and I~ve just forgotten 

now exactly what I did know about him. 

MM: He had been in Army Intelligence and then left the Army in the 1920's but 

his name was associated with. something called "the M Plan" and apparently 

he was back into Intelligence agaiGprior to Pearl Harbor. 

DC: Yes. 

MM: Then he set up ATIS /Allied Translator Interpreter Service/ in the Southwest 

Pacific for /General Dougla~/ MacArthur. 

DC: Yes. 

MM: But he did seem to have some contacts in Honolulu. 

DC: Yes. Oh, he did. We met him there~ but I don't remember now much about him 

because I was, well, temporarily, it was not the ATIS organization, but we 

drew upon ATIS for a lot of the interpreters and translators when we got 

into the war crimes trials. 

11M: Could I ask you to reconstruct your experience on December 7, 1941 your 

recollections of that day. 

DC; December 7th? Well~ I happened to be duty officer at the DIO"s office that 

night before up to 8:30 that morning technically. And because I'm not a 

football fan.,....,...it~s a ridiculous thing but that's what happened-"""I had the 

duty' assigned to me the Thursday before. And we had the East-West football 

game for the benefit of the Shriners on Saturday, and everybody in Hawaii is 

a football fan. And they all wanted to go. We. worked in those days up till 

Saturday noon. So I thought, nobody else wanted to trade of course. You 

have to get somebody to trade with you if you wanted to get out of your duty. 

So this man who had the Saturday afternoon duty just was desperate. I said, 

"Look, I'll catchup on the paperwork. I'll trade, take it You take Thursday 
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night, my Thursday night, and I~ll take your Saturday." It had to be recorded 

of course in a book there, and we made all the arrangements. Well, Saturday 

afternoon, strange as it may seem, was not a quiet time for paperwork, it 

turned out, catching up with the flood of paperwork. Not long after the 

captain and the others had left and I as duty officer was left in charge as 

of noon, we got a call-~of course I think I had a yeoman or two with me or 

somebody. I don't rememher who else was with me. We got a call from, let's 

see, was it the. Army or the ;FBI or both. It was the Army. They had a nisei 

working for them and they had recorded a conversatim between a Japanese ,and 

she- WaS Japanese? newspaperwoman in Honolulu, correspondent of the Asahi. I 

think it was the. Asahi; I'm not too sure of the paper, but one of the Japanese 

newspapers, in which she referred to balloons. They kept asking from Tokyo, 

"Are there any balloons over Pearl Harbor?" You see, in Europe at that time 

they were using balloons above fleets to tangle up any snoopers that got close. 

They were using balloons for that purpose. "Are there any balloons over Pearl 

Harbor?" ';First of all they asked if there were any flowers over Pearl Harbor. 

They started out indirectly and she didn't understand, it was quite obvious, 

because. I heard the recording later after the war had broken out. She quite 

ohviously didnlt understand what they meant by flowers over Pearl Harbor. And 

then they were more. speeific and said "balloons" and so on. 

Well, she was obviously quite ignorant but the question is--some people 

thought right away, "Well, now, she is a spy" but that was not the purpose. 

Haye. you ever heard of such a thing as "Fox Schedule?" Have you ever heard 

of; that, Fox Schedule? 

11M: No. 

DC: Well, I don't know whether that's classified now or not although I guess 
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they've changed the name by now surely. Fox Schedule. At any rate one 

way of communicating from one ship to another without breaking radio silence 

is to communicate directly from Tokyo or from some home hase to some other 

land base and have people, the ships at sea could intercept it. They have 

arranged to intercept it at a certain time, and then they knew the meaning of 

all these. odd phrases and things which the poor woman at this end of the line 

in Honolulu just didntt have the faintest idea, it was quite obvious, what it 

was all ahout? the flowers and the. balloons over Pearl Harbor. 

Well~ at any rate, I got that call and of course it was my duty not to 

leave the. of:f;ice.. You se.e~ that was one o~ the things. So I called the 

captain whotd already gone home to within a stone's throw of Pearl Harbor be.,..., 

cause he. lived r:i:ght outside the gate. of Pearl Harbor. That was where his 

quarters were, and he said "Hold on. I'll come right in." He came in in 

his sport shirt and everything and he went down the street. Oh, no, he took 

my place, that's the. way it was. He took my place as duty officer and wanted 

me. to go down the.re and have. a listen to this strange communication. You see, 

that ~reed me. then to go legally when he was there serving as duty officer. 

I went down there or rather I didntt go because the captain took the precaution 

of phoning first~ and they said, "No." No, Itll tell youl' I was wrong about 

i.t he.ing the. Army. It was the :FBI hecause the. Army never did that on us. It 

was the :FBI The. FBI liked to hold everything close to its bosom~ you see, 

and not let any of its secrets out. It wanted to get the glory for everything. 

So the.y said, uTomorrow." That would he Monday, you see. So the captain waited 

around for a while and no results came from it, so he went on back home and I 

stayed on. And the next day I was supposed to go down there and take a listen. 

Well, the next day of course never came. It came but we were too busy to go 
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down and take a listen. It was Tuesday, I guess, before we got a listen 

while we still were no wiser than we were before. And that·s when the cap

tain said he thought it might be Fox Schedule. It might be a way of commun

icating with ships at sea without breaking radio silence to the ships or 

between the ships and shore, Japanese ships and shore. Now I don't know 

whether it was or not and I have reason to believe though that the captain 

knew whereof he. spoke, that it probab.ly was something of that sort because 

they had absolute radio silence at that time. After they left their assemblage 

point out there~ why there was no further com;rnunication between the ships or 

betwe.en ships and shore from Japan. The die was cast, they were on their way. 

So that was one. of those embarrassing things. I was there supposed to be 

doing paperwork but I didn't get much done, and then of course the next morning 

while. one. of the yeomen was there manning the phones I dropped down to get some 

breakfast. And while I waS eating buckwheat cakes, the message came from 

Pearl Harbor itself frOm our duty officer out there. He called and the yeoman 

told me on the way upstairs when nobody was within earshot because weld been 

wa,rned not to alarm the public, he said, "They say the Japanese are attacking 

Pearl Harbor." 

I said, "What??" 

He said, "Yes." 

I came up and listened and sure enough, and this man who now lives in the 

Seattle area somewhere, he said, "Hell, yes. If you were here you'd know!H 

And sure enough, I looked up then from the phone. I could see the whole sky 

was covered with this, these planes were allover the place and dropping bombs 

and there were explosions and everything. You could hear it, you'd hear it a 

little. later? you know. You'd see it with your eyes and then you'd hear it 
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through the ear of the phone later and then hear it through the air later or 

hear it at the phone immediately and then through the air later. And that 

was it. So for three days and four nights, I guess it was, I was there. I 

didn't ge.t home or anything. I just stayed on there and we just--first of all 

I had to mobilize. I had to call the captain first. I called the captain 

and he was right outside Pearl Harbor, as I told you. He had not yet known 

of it. He said, "It is a little noisier than usual. u 

Now people have o£ten wondered why didn't people suspect. The reason is 

we_ had very realistic maneuvers in the weeks immediately preceding Pearl Harbor, 

very' noisy maneuvers. So we. assumed at first that all this extra noise, and 

there'd be. tanks going through the streets at night, you seel' rumbling along 

through the streets at night. That was before Pearl Harbor because they were 

mobilizing. The Army was doing this and we were doing this and so forth, and 

people just didn t t believe., they could hardly believe their ears. They just 

thought it WaS a little noisier than usual. So the captain said, "Don't tell 

anyoody' anything." He said) "I'll check with the Chief of; Staf;f and let you 

know.~' Then as soon as he. hung up to call the Chief; of Staf;f;, I got a tel

ephone call. One of; our Reserve officers who was head of RCA /Radio Corporation 

of America/ said, UWhat the hell do you mean by knocking out our RCA transmitter?tI 

He says, uWe're cut of;£ f;rom the mainland. ~I 

I said, "Well, I don't know anything about it~ but I'll check. I'll let 

you know." I hung up~ the. captain called back. His voice had dropped an 

octave at least. He. had talked to the Chief of Staff, it was true. And then 

later I had occasion to call this man and told him what was what. So from 

that moment on-~then my next duty was to mobilize. We had a mobilization 

pattern. The duty of;f;icer, whoever he was, had to call a certain list of 
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individuals. Each of those individuals, not to tie up our phone, had to 

call a certain list he carried in his pocket at all times. And Jasper Holmes 

happened to be on my list at the office, so I called him. He mentions it on 

page one. He was having breakfast when he got this call from General Quarters, 

and he wanted to find out why, as he says there. But I didn't give any further 

information because we were told not to say anything, just "General Quarters, 

that's all you need to know." 

One night I remember at two o'clock I got that call, "General Quarters" 

at home. I just got up, put on everything and got in the car and went down 

there._ I know what it is. It turned out the Japanese were sending some 

planes over from some carriers out there in the Pacific somewhere, sending them 

over Honolulu dropping a few bomhs. That led to General Quarters. 

Of course we got telephone calls of all kinds and everybody did about 

Japanese dropping down out of trees, parachute troops were dropping down out 

of; trees Every time they'd see .... '\""and it rained slightly, and every time they'd 

see the glistening leaves in the moonlight~ because we had moonlight at the 

time,:> they'd think Japanese were landing at that particular point. So we had 

to calm all the ladies in Honolulu, it seemed, tell them that, tlNo, nobody's 

landed yet t 1,1 

MM: Was this hombing of; Pearl Harbor a surprise to you, even though you were in 

Nayal Intell::igence and presumably preparing in case there was a war? 

.DC: Well, ahout a week before ..... '\""'Saturday of the week before or not more than two 

weeks be:eore.; I think it was the week hefore-'\""we had a final lick-dick on the 

windward Oahu. At that time the captain had told us, HThis is our last meeting 

qf this sort because we don't know at any moment what may happen the way things 

are tightening up." And he said, "There is an Order No."let's say 792; I don't 
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remember the number of the order now. And he said) "It is to be put into 

effect immediately if there is a Japanese attack of any of our installations." 

Of course we thought of the Philippines and all sorts of places, not neces

sarily Pearl Harbor. And he says, "If any of us gets this number," 792 or 

whatever it was, "he is immediately to notify me," that is the captain,"and 

I will check with the Chief of Staff and will let you know. And don't tell 

anybody anything until after I have released you, so to speak." And that's 

what happened. So I called him and as you know, he called back and then we 

started mobilizing. 

I called Jasper Holmes. I called another man. Have you been in Honolulu) 

the Hollikurana Hotel, do you remember that? 

MM: I've. be.en to Honolulu. 

DC; Yes. Well, the Hollikurana Hotel at that time belonged to the Kimball family. 

And one. of the Kimballs, who now is in San Francisco, was a Reserve officer 

and he was one of those I called. Well, his duty, he was supposed to pick up 

certai.n people on the. way to bring them down to the office, you see. So he 

went by our hotel where we had a retired for physical disability, deafness in 

his case, o:£;:f;icer who had been Regular 'but was now Reserve :£;or limited duty 

only~ you see, And he went by there and of course he was still under the burden 

o~ not notify::Lng anybody what was going on. He tried to get the hotel clerk 

to let him knock on the. door and they couldn't get any response, to let him 

in, But the. hotel clerk did not want to let a stranger into a man's room, 

you know. It took considerable coaxing to do it, but he finally got in there. 

He. took his hatteries out at night, you see, so he could sleep, so he didn't 

hear anything. So they had a hard time shaking him and getting him aroused. 

He. put his batteries in and then he came down and went to work. He worked 
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all once he had his batteries but that's just one of the humorous 

episodes in the recruiting business. So poor old Kimball was delayed 

somewhat in getting down because he had to wake up this man who didn't 

have his batteries on at the time. 

MM: Well, after the Pearl Harbor attack, did you remain in Honolulu for the 

duration of the war, in Naval Intelligence operations? 

DC: Yes, practically the whole time. I went to Midway but that was a very special 

assignment due to the.ir finding what had been misinterpreted as a proclamation 

by the Japanese Emperor. It was in Japanese, a Japanese newspaper, but this 
off 

Japanese newspaper was embedded in concrete, you see, and it was/on the con-

crete. so it was mirror writing. So you had to use a mirror to read it. So 

they sent me out there and 1 was almost lost in the drink, by the way. We 

had a marine pilot who bucked a 90-mile headwind, and when we got there we had 

no gas and he was measuring the gas constantly. And there was only an admiral 

on board, a medical admiral, and myself and an enlisted man, a radar replace-

ment, just the three of us except the crew. And the admiral was the only 

one of us who knew anything and he got us all outfitted to make the dive be-

cause. he felt we were going to have to do it very soon. There are two islands 

at Midway and this pilot had been ordered to land on an island that was not 

the. one that he-d landed on in the past. He just simply disobeyed the order 

because he was afraid if he made one pass at that island and missed it, we'd 

be in the drink. So he. landed on the familiar island, which made the skipper 

mad out there because the skipper had to come over in a bouncing boat because 

we had a typhoon or something close to it, to get over to greet this admiral. 

He wouldn't have had to greet me or the enlisted man, but he had to greet the 

admi.ral. 
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So this thing proved to be concrete, the imprint of Japanese mirror writing 

and a man in uniform. We couldn't make out who he was. Well, it turned out 

to be King Paul of Greece. It was a 1912 newspaper. When they'd poured 

this concrete, it had come off the newspaper onto the concrete, you see. So 

it was a fool's trip you might say to go there, but they didn't know what it 

was. They thought that perhaps the Japanese Emperor had proclaimed the 

annexation of Midway and we wanted to be sure that if they knew that they'd 

take legal steps to see. what they could do. So really I stayed,for all 

practical purposes I was writing my own rules. 

MM: So that was how the Navy decided to make use of your Japanese language 

expertise.? 

DC: Yes, and not only Japanese. Do you know we did 63 languages here? 

MM: Yes, I keep f;orgetting that you were also working in the other languages. 

DC: Yes, because we had the job of; censoring all Nehru letters. And fortunately 

a great number of these languages I can read myself, and we had a few other 

staff; members including one girl who lives in New York now. She married a 

man from there. She was a Smith College graduate, a very gifted girl, Frances 

Buck. Her name is Hamilton now; she married a lawy'er later in Hawaii. Frances 

Buck was very' gifted at languages. Then we had a young man who came along 

later by the name of; Jack Hires f;rom Nebraska, who was a lawyer, a graduate 

of; ¥\ale, and he also had won a Rhodes Scholarship to Oxford. And we found 

that he was the most adept person at sorting mail. He just knew languages, 

even those he didn't know personally he could just guess what they were. He 

had a f;antastic talent. So he would assign these and then we had a Jewish 

boy whom I remember with the fondest affection. His name was Moses Berg, and 

he was in rabbinical studies gt l.eshiva University in New York and they had 
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got him into the Seabees. He didn't know one end of a hammer from the other, 

and he didn't know what a saw was even, I think. And they put him in the 

seabees. Well, of course in the Seabees they phoned up to us and, HOh, we've 

got somebody here who claims he knows Japanese." We had lots of those com

plaints and most of them didn't know a thing, you know. They'd come in there 

and then we'd have to send them back and say they didn't know anything. 

But this fellow not only knew Japanese; he'd studied Japanese in the New 

York Public Library during the war, sitting there studying it by himself. And 

then he. had a number of other languages that he could use, but his German was 

lousy. It'-s funny knowing he was a Jew but his German was mixed up with 

Yiddish. He was very, very poor in German, so we never used him for German. 

We used Frances Buck for that. 

MM: Did the people in the Off;ice of War Information out in Honolulu ever contact 

you for any assistance in their psychological warfare campaigns? 

DC: Very little. One man who did was Tausser of Harvard. He! s a Harvard anthro ..... 

pology prof;essor. He was head of, I think it was ass /Office of Strategic 

Services/, wasn't it? Not OWL but ass that he represented. He's an anthro

pologist and he. was studying Okinawa particularly because we were planning to 

occupy' Okinawa~ you see~ and he was making a special study of that. So we had 

lunch with him every Tuesday practically, Yeo Maxim and I. We became very 

good ;f;riends. It was OSS. OWL I don't have any recollection whatever of OWL. 

:MM: That would have. been Bradford Smith. 

DC: Brad Smith. we. met in Tokyo later. We didn't know him in Hawaii or I didn't. 

MM; l' would like to know now how you got recruited for the job with the war crimes 

trials hut prior to that..--I hope I'm not leaving ott. anything of importance in 

your Naval Intelligence work. 
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DC: No 

MM: Were you involved in any other kinds of naval intelligence such as commenting 

on the character of the Japanese people or whether or not the soldiers would 

surrender or what you might think about postwar planning? 

DC: Yes. Those things of, shall I say, a less formal nature. That is, we'd 

get toge.ther in the captain t s office, and the captain would discuss these 

things. And also discussion went on about what to do with the Japanese popu

lation of Hawaii. You see, here in California they moved them all away from 

the. coast. So people in Hawaii said, "My goodness, if they're that scared up 

there, we. should he more scared. They've got only 2 percent Japanese or 1 

percent or whatever it was up there and wef. ve got 40 percent. So we're the 

ones who should be worried." Then they had these meetings and I remember being 

up there. pacing the floor and I just pointed out how stupid these suggestions 

were without saying so in so many words~ But one suggestion was to take all 

the Japanese and put them on Lanai~ that~s one. of the islands, and let them 

grow vegetables on Lanai for the whole islands. All of them would be over 

there growing vege.tahles, They wouldn l t cause. any harm to anybody else. 

Another suggestion WaS they' all be put in one end of Oahu, up there in 

the ·11ailfilii district where a lot of them do live~ and then build ramparts 

al;ound there. and have American soldiers parading around the top all the time. 

And I sa:td~ uLook~ you know very well that"these are people of Japanese descent 

::rtm talking about that theyld have in there in addition to the Japanese. I 

said, lIyou know very well that if you were put in a situation of that sort, 

you'd be so filled with. resentment you'd do every darned thing you could to 

ge.t out of that situation. It t s childish. If the Californians want to make 

asses of themselves, that's their business. But here we're getting along all 
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right. H We arrested all told 55 or 65, IWm not quite sure of the number now, 

people. 

END TAPE II, BEGIN TAPE III 

65, and they were examined, of course, and were kept segregated more or 

less. Some were freed later, some were not, but we just kept them there in 

the islands~ We didn't send them up to the mainland because we took care of 

them there .• 

And then later I made a suggestion which_ I had got from Austria when I 

had had this European experience 0 You may not be. aware of the fact that in 

Austria'l""'Hungary before World War I, in Austria-Hungary was a league of nations 

that made the. United Nati.ons look like I don f. t know what. The United Nations 

or the League o;t: Nations were nothing compared to what Austria was. But when 

they had a war they had a problem, so they had many people of Italian descent. 

They obviously couldn't send those troops, Austrian troops, down to fight the 

Italians because they might go over to the other side. They had Czechs; they 

couldntt put them up to fight the Russians because they'd go over to the 

other side, So they sent them to fight the Italians and they sent the Italians 

up to fight the Russians and so on. They had 17 constituent nationalities that 

we:re blatantly nationalistic and another five that were softly so, 22 national

ities in the Austrio-Hungarian Empire prior to World War I before the dis

solution of the Empire. So 1 said, UThat's what we ought to doH and I 

suggested that we send--,the people said, "Oh., when we send the Japanese out 

as troops? why we~ll think theytre the enemy. We can't tell them apart." 

I said;! "Send them to Europe. H It was my memorandum but I had to do it 

secretly and I had to give it to a businessman to get it into circulation because 
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the channels 's just throw it in the wastebasket, ideas 

of that sort. So I gave it to a prominent businessman there, Dillingham, who 

owns a whole strip of coast here in California now, gave it to a prominent 

businessman. He had the commanding general to dinner that night, you see, 

so he brought it up that way. I told him about this Austrian system. I'd 

wrote up a memo. I wish I had a copy of the blasted thing. You couldn't 

keep copies of anything in those days~ and then what copies we had were all 

QU17ned at the end of the war. They burned all that material, a lot of it. 

Historical material was just thrown in the flames. 

11M: Who burned it? 

DC: After the. war~ the Navy did. They had to move and so the rent was up and 

they just burned everything. I.t was just awful. Well, at any rate, so I 

made. that suggestion that we send these people to Europe. You read histories 

of this, whole thing nowadays and you find a chaplain gets credit for it and 

thi,s person gets cred:;tt for it. The whole idea came from Austria transmitted 

BY' 'me. to th:;ts businessman~ from this businessman to the general. The general 

had the idea and then it went through. That's the way things-..-the more devious 

a thing is done sometimes, the better itts done, the more deviously it's done. 

Well, at any rate, because California, you see--I said to these men who were 

going to segregate all the Japanese there.~ 1. said ~ HAll right. California's 

seg:r;egating all the Japanese. What would you do if the Japanese were Germans 

and r:taJians? Are they putting all people of German and Italian descent 

away in California,? If they did, they wouldn 1 t have anybody to live practically, 

e,spe.ci,ally some areas that are so completely Italian. U I said, "No, it t s 

stupid. Ge.t people who ha,ve something against them. U So we had 55 or 65, as 

the. casem.ay he, and we, made a few mistakes, even there. But at least it was 
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not wholesale miscarriage of justice. It was only a very small miscarriage. 

MM: Since you knew Japanese and had lived for five years in Japan) were you ever 

questioned for your opinions on Japanese education or--

DC: You mean when I was there in the twenties? 

MM: No, no, I mean during this wartime period. Was your expertise in these other 

areas tapped? 

DC: Well, not too much. 

MM: You basically were involved with the radio? 

DC: Yes. Informally, of course, in the course of conversation-rwell, not only I 

but Layton~ the. man I mentioned as ;Fleet Intelligence Officer, Zacharias, and 

all these people? they had all had experience with the. Japanese before and 

they knew their shortcomings~ they knew where they were good, and they knew 

where they werentt. So there were a lot of people who had had previous exper..

ience. there who knew something about the possihilities? and t.hen when I got to 

JaPan I met SOme people~ Admiral Sakarno, for example, Admiral:l Itve forgotten 

his first name now, Sakarno, and Admiral 'Y~mamoto Soroku, who was the top 

Navy 'man. These two had heen in Washington at the same timeqSoroku X-amamoto 

Was senior, so he was the naval attache, Japanese naval attache. This was 

back years ago and Sakarno was his assistant naval attache. And they told the 

government and the army and in fact Sakarno had to resign because he was very 

outspoken. Sakarno said) "I told them. I said, 'If you hit Pearl Harbor or 

you hit some place like that. youlre not fighting the Russians now, you're 

not fighting the Chinese. '" He said, "You can inflict a first victory, a first 

defeat on the Americans But they've got room to recoil and come back. The 

R,ussians were still building the second road to the Trans..-Siberian at that 

time. They had only one and so trains would have to come a great distance 
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before they could switch about and let another train go back toward 

Russia to get supplies. u He says, "That's the reason we won the victory 

there where we did. It And he says, "The Chinese of course were so dis

organized that the Army has had nothing but victories. We think we're 

invincible, but we're not invincible if we're up against American military 

might and industrial might." And so he just resigned. He wasn't in the 

war at all. Yamamoto was, of course, and Yamamoto was killed at Admiral 

Nimitz's specific orders. We got word that he was flying on an inspection 

flight down to a certain island) and at that time Nimitz believed that 

Yamamoto had said the things that the newspapers had reported he said. 

And Nimitz o:t:'dered, even though at the risk that we might think we had 

intercepted broken a code of theirs, he thought, °Well, we'll get rid of 

the top man anyhow. Later N.imitz was very sorry about that because he 

found out the truth, you see, about this. Yamamoto was opposed to the war, 

but the army ran the roost, you see"" 

MM: You were telling me that there was some plan to parachute you into Japan. 

DC: That plan didnf.t last very long. 

MM: What was this all about? 

DC: Well) Scrappy Kessing) he was sitting there at Pearl Harbor at a desk that 

was preparing to go to ,that's near Corsica, to be commanding 

officer there. And he wanted somebody dropped behind the lines, not behind 

the lines exactly, but in between the lines of American troops and the 

J'apanese because the war was over then, you see, dropped between the lines 

to help with the negotiations so there'd be no misunderstanding. But the 

Japanese handled that very well. I talked to Japanese generals later. We 

had a dinner there one night and the Japanese generals told me that what 
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they did they ordered all their troops facing back, not toward the 

American troops but facing to see that the Japanese public didn't lunge 

in there and cause trouble. In other words, the troops were disciplined. 

The troops would prevent their attacking the Anerican troops that came 

in. So they didn't drop me. They dropped somebody else though who went 

in there to help make some arrangements. 

}1l1: The idea was to drop you to help make the arrangements-

DC: Yes, help make arrangements. 

MM: -~~or taking over Yokosuka? 

DC: Well, not Yokosuka~ This was, yes, farther up than Yokosuka. It was not 

just Yokosuka but it was the Yokosuka district, yes. And of course later 

in Tokyo~ there was no problem with this. There was no trouble at all with 

the. Japanese" Once theytd surrendered, they surrendered, and they were a 

little wary at first at seeing us go down the street and everything, and 

we. were. all in uniform then. And HacArthur did one very wise thing. He 

did some things I thought were a little less than wise, but there was one 

thing. He was also quite an actor, as you know, and liked to parade around 

and ~launt his something or other. But one thing he did that was very, very 

proper. I would have personally liked to go to their Arlington Cemetery or 

the. nearest equivalent of it, but MacArthur ordered no American military men 

are to go to any of these sacred, particularly sacred for the war dead, you 

see' ll shrines. And that t S right, that's the right policy because you might 

cause disturhances of one kind:t psychological disturbances or riots or 

something else, you see. And he was quite right, quite right about that. 

MM: May I ask when you arrived in occupied Japan and under what auspices? 

DC; Well, I'l"""'l"""you kno'w, the funniest thing is I don-t remember the exact day 
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I remember though that we arrived in a typhoon. So it was about the 

middle of September and I arrived by Marine plane from 

Now is a beach resort about two miles from that school where 

I used to teach, by a strange coincidence. When we left we were supposed 

to go to Okinawa and from Okinawa go somewhere. But actually, and by the 

wa,y, our ship was dead in the water, too, on the way there because ..... -I dontt 

know what you know about the point system o:e troops. Every time we'd make 

po:rt anywhere, and that applied also to soldiers, if you made port, they'd 

take o:ef all the people who had points) who had served a long time in the 

war, take them home first, you see. Well, they took all the skilled ones 

that way II so on our ship they took o:ef a water tender. Well, the man they 

put in there, he had water going into the fuel tank, the fuel into the 

water tank, a,nd goodness knows what. So we were going in formation towards 

J'apan~ and we went dead in the water. Now, the war was over, so there was 

no particular danger at being dead in the water, but it slowed everything 

down a,nd it was a very unpretty picture for a captain to have to be dead 

in the water~ you know. And also logs were floating from Japan. You see, 

the J'apanese had cut these logs to take out to the various islands to 

build their forts. They had these heavy timbers, you see. They were very 

good protection for them and saved many lives. And they had these all cut 

and piled up there and some of them had floated out into the ocean and 

these. logs damaged the rudder, among other things once, in addition to this 

oil, ga$, fuel oil confusion. So men we got to there was one of 

our mine. swe.epers that was lying there on its side. It had hit a mine. 

Somehow or other it Was overturned. So there were dangers about still, 

you see., logs floating around everywhere in the water, beautiful logs, like 
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our redwood practically, enormous logs. And we got there and then we flew 

in a Marine plane to Yokosuka. My orders called for me to go to Yokosuka, 

and we flew over Tokyo. The pilot took us over Tokyo, which is a little 

out of the way, just to show us~ and you could smell the char from the 

burned city up in the plane at the distance we were flying. And he showed 

us what it looked like. It just looked like after the earthquake, as I 

recall. 

Well;t we. went there and I wanted to take my bag with me. And the 

Marines said~ "Oh, no, no, just leave it here. It~ll be over there in 

10 minutes on the tender." Well, I got over there, it didn't come. The 

bag was lost. He wanted to take my other bag in which I carried my orders, 

but I'd been told in the. Navy, uNever get separated from your orders. 

Lose- your soul, yes;l if you have to, but not your orders>c" So I hung onto 

them. And when I got there I had no clothes I reported in when we got 

ashore. The windows were all blown out, and we had a typhoon that night 

and the water just came. through in sheets. And I never heard anybody swear 

:tn my life like that cha,plain did. He was in the next room to uS:l some of 

us, and this water was just going through in sheets, you know, through his 

rOOm and ours.. The windows were all out, and he was just swearing a blue 

streak. And then later,the next morning I was very bedraggled, to put it 

mildly. I went in to report to the captain and it was Scrappy Kessing, and 

he. said, UWhat's this, Carr, I hear about your being transferred to Tokyo? 

Do you know anything about it? Did you put in for it?" That 1 s the naval 

expression~ "Did you put in for it?" 

IINo, Sir. I know nothing about it. I didn't put in for it. I thought 

I WaS going to be here as senior language officer." 
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"Well, tI he said HI' 11 have to see my personnel officer 1.1 So he called him 

in. Sure enough, there was an order from Washington ordering me up to Tokyo. 

It was in connection with the civil censorship detachment for the Navy. 

Now the Army had its detachment and we had ,the Navy had one. The Navy 

handled certain things, the Army handled other things. We handled tele

communications and Naval correspondence and things of that sort, and the 

Army handled the post office. That's basically what it was So I went 

there--oh, the captain said:;. "Well, you go up with these other three men, 

three officers. They~re going up there today, and you go up with them. 

And if you find that they do have orders for you there, why you come back 

and I'll detach you and then you go." That's what he did. I found out 

that they did have orders for me. So I came. back and he detached me~ and 

then I went up. 

;For two weeks I had no uniform or anything, clothes or anything. In 

the meantime they issued us some Army clothes because a lot of people, one 

way or another, had lost their clothes. We carried these sea bags, you 

know, with. all this stuff, tropical gear and everything, on our shoulders. 

And yet it was all lost somewhere between there and the tender And then 

two weeks later, I got word that they~d found it. I went down there and 

went out and there was another typhoon, and this one was worse. There was 

one. Naval officer standing there and he sa.id, "Well, I have orders to go 

to Hokka,ido or to take this over across over here somewhere and take a 

plane.~ U He says, ·'1 -m not going to go. H He just refused to go. He said, 

"Itt.s too dangerous.H He was right it was too dangerous, and I was the 

only one. who went, and I regretted that I had gone because this poor 

coxswain who was working it~ it's a wonder he didn't drown us both. We 
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came within an inch of drowning. After making it all the way through the 

war, you know, and go over there and drown in Tokyo Bay. But we got to the 

tender and got my bags and finally got back up there and everything was okay. 

Well, in the Civil Censorship Detachment, they detached a man and they 

made me executive officer. Have you heard of Scalapino? 

MM: Ohll surely. 

DC: Oh, you have.? Well, one of those names that came across was ,one of my 
to 

duties, was/ assign personnel to other posts in Japan to CCD, Civil Censor-

ship Detachment. One of these names--I didn't know who he was ..... -Robert A. 

Scalapino. I sent him to Osaka. Somebody else I sent down to Kyushu, you 

know~ just didn't know who they were, but they were men who were available 

and they were language officers. And Scalapino has told me many times since, 

he didn't know at first that I was the one who did the selecting. He said 

he's always been grateful for the fact that he was in Osaka and not in Tokyo 

in that bureaucratic mess up there because down there he could get acquainted 

with people and get along well and everything was much better. 

But I stayed there a short while and then I was transferred on what the 

Army calls VOCO ..... Verbal Orders Commanding Officer, VOCO. The Navy doesn't 

use that term. I've forgotten what they called it now because I heard that 

VOCO so often. What they wanted me for was in ATIS they were organizing 

temporarily a so"""'called Pearl Harbor Section, people who had any connection 

wi.th Pearl Harbor or that part of the naval operations they wanted fQ" the 

war crimes trials. You see, they were preparing for it. And I don't know 

exactly how long I was at CCD. Let's say three weeks or four weeks or 

something. But at any rate I transferred over there and Captain Robinson, 

who has his office in Washington, D.C., he had asked for me. He had actually 
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been in that--he'd met me in Honolulu and he had also met me in that car 

that Scrappy Kessing ordered for four of us. There was one salvage 

officer in the crowd, Captain Robinson, another man and I. I don't remember 

who the other one was, but the salvage man really had plenty to do. He was 

an expert salvage man in civilian life and boy, they had plenty to do at 

that time around Japan. 

So Captain Robinson, after renewing this acquaintance, why he would 

come to see me at the hotel where I was assigned and he just simply said, 

uWell, we've just got to have you for this other." So we went in there 

and we picked our men:» a few of them, and they were not very competent. 

The ATIS men were mostly niseis who had never had any experience with high 

diplomacy and things of that sort. They had a vocabulary. If they'd ever 

served in any court at all, it was only that somebody had stole a chicken 

or something, something like that~ you know, some trivial thing. And 

they just didn~t have any background in these things, for the most part. 

There were a few exceptions. 

So I had to ge.t together an assemhlage of officers who could handle 

documents dealing with the war crimes trials, who knew something about 

inte.rnational law. Well, that was quite a job. I sent down to 

thatts Sasebo for Yao Maxin, who was up here now. He~d been sent there 

by Scrappy Kessing because he was junior to me. They gave me the senior 

post~ they gave. him the junior one. I got him up to Tokyo. 

11M: Could 1 ask when this was approximately? Would this be in October? You 

said you only spent a few weeks with the CCD 

DC: It would have been before the end of October in any case. 

11M: And Robinson was in the Navy? 
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DC: Oh, yes. Well, he was Naval Reserve. But he was a legal officer. 

MM: I'm curious because this is before the International Prosecution Section 
even 

ha4../been set up. 

DC: Oh, yes, because December 7th saw the arrival of the first planeload of 

lawyers and I don't know what opinion you formed of some of those lawyers. 

Some of them were very good men and they usually got out fairly soon. But 

they scooped up--a lot of them were drunkards, as a matter of fact--they 

scooped them up in the gutters of Washington is the way I like to put it. 

But they'd scooped them up from OPA, Office of Price Administration and all 

those things that had been abolished at the end of the war, and they had 

all these surplus lawyers on their hands. And they shipped them out there 

to try men in diplomacy and high military things. It was an absolutely 

scandalous per:eormance, so I made the statement then which has been quoted 

since that i:e you've got any wars to fight~ I ' 1 1 fight them. If you've 

got any occupations, no. Run your own occupations. 19.11 have nothing to 

do with them because I felt that they just went about the thing backwards. 

MM: Well, this is very interesting because you were involved in setting up this 

Pearl Harbor unit prior to the arrival of the prosecuting attorneys. 

DC: Oh, yes. And prior to that, well, we could select on our own basis. We 

had our--Captain Robinson could pick lawyers who were competent. We had 

competent lawyers. There was one Jewish language officer from Pittsburgh 

who I believe now is in Washington, his family was in Pittsburgh, Saul 

Horowitz. Now you've run across his name somewhere? 

MM: Oh, yes, I have. Is he still living? 

DC: Well, that I don't know. 

MM: Yes~ I've seen his name. 
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DC: Yes, Saul Horowitz has written about it. You've seen it? 

MM: Yes, Itve read what he published about 1948. 

DC: Well, Saul Horowitz knew his role. He knew international diplomacy and 

things of that sort, and he knew Japanese. 

MM: Where had he been trained in Japanese? Do you know? 

DC: Oh, at Yale or Harvard or one of these places or Boulder. 

MM: At one of the Civil Affairs training schools? 

DC: He went to one of these schools. Civil Affairs, maybe thatts where he went. 

I don't know, I cannot be sure now where he went. I did know at one time 

but my memory fails me. But he was one of those you could discuss these 

things with because--

MM: And he had been picked before December? 

DC: Oh, yes Well now~ wait a minute. I can~t be absolutely positive when 

we picked him, whether he came in that same ship, on the same plane or not. 

MM: You see, I~m just curious as to the kinds of things that were done before 

{George/ Kennan arrived. 

DC; Oh, hefore Kennan arrived? 

MM~ And who would have been the controlling person? 

DC: Well~ Robinson did the selecting or looking over the lawyers, and there were 

a number of lawyers on duty in one capacity or another And he examined their 

legal credentials and it was up to me more or less to examine the linguistic 

credentials of some of these people. And I found that some of these people 

did not have enough linguistic credentials for the type of work they'd be 

doing. 

Now we also interviewed Japanese because we found the son of a Japanese 

diplomat in ~aris, Sato, who was studying law at Tokyo University. He came 
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in and we examined him. Takashi Oka, who is now correspondent for the 

Christian Science Monitor, he was one of the young fellows. He was about 

18 at that time. He came in, and he was good. He was equally fluent in 

English and Japanese. His family was a Christian Scientist family and 

the whole family, my wife knows a number of them, the whole family is 

gifted and spent half their time in the United States, the Matsakata family. 

Youlve even heard of the Matsakata's. They have jewelry stores in Boston, 

T think, and things allover the place. Also, the uncle of this girl who 

later became- a correspondent and who is {Edwin O,.!.../ Reischauer's wife, 

second wife--his first wife died of heart trouble. But his second wife is 

Haruko Matsakata. I knew her before she was married. And it1s a very 

gifted family all the way round. 

So by a combination of picking out new talent and picking out linguistic 

ability, we- had a small group. But this small group knew something about 

what they were doing. And then we recruited Maxin from down there at Kubatene 

and had him brought up to Tokyo. So we had-..... and we had an Englishman, whom 

1 always thought of as a Scot because- he could tell the best Scottish stories 

l~ve ever heard in my life. His wife was Scottish. He was born in the 

North- of England. He had a perfect Scottish accent and he was the man who, 

he-was my exec actually. He rose from private to major in World War I and 

then tn World War II he spent many years in Japan, teaching there in Japan, 

just a.s my wife ~ s father did for a long time. And then he went to New Zealand 

and joined up there, and he served in the New Zealand Army from private to 

major. And he was my exec. 

MM: What was his name? 

DC: His name was Ashton, Alexander Ashton. And he later went back to England 

and hecame a minister of the Anglican Church. And he told me this. He was 
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an Englishman but we always thought of him as a Scot. He was very spare 

of figure, and they had big holes in the streets in Tokyo at that time 

when we first went there, chuckholes. Manhole covers were gone. One guy 

we were walking back with him, there were several of us like this walking 

along side by side. Suddenly he disappeared down a manhole. He put his 

arms up like. this. Thanks goodness he weighed only 98 pounds or something. 

And he caught himself with his elbows and then we pulled him out. And he 

had sampled of course the sewage underneath, but otherwise he was okay. 

There were some hazards connected with those early months. 

MM: You were already collecting documents, you say, for the war crimes trials? 

DC: Yes. 

MM: Does that mean that you at that time were familiar with any of the policy 

statements that were coming out of Washington as to A, B~ and C war crimes 

trials and as to the conspiracy thesis and all that? Again I'm trying to 

find out what happened before December of 1945. 

DC: Yes, those classes, I don't know the date frankly. But we were taught A, 

Band C and they vere Ahle and as you know. But what the date of that 

knowledge was, I donlt know. They sent Kennan out there, and Kennan was 

stiff; drunk most of the. time. And a lot of these other lawyers were, as I 

told you. And then they sent a historian out to make the history of it, 

and one of the historians was an Italian, Piatelli, of a very noble family, 

Piatelli:; a very interesting man. But he said, UThey donlt want a history 

of what really happened,"so he got up and left. He was an independently 

wealthy man, too. His wife is very, very famous in the United States. She~s 

a fashion designer, used to be three or four years ago, Piatelli. He was a 

very good chess player, too, I remember, 
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Then they sent for another man, and this man was an Alcoholics Anonymous 

He'd been cured, he didn't drink at all, wouldn't touch anything, even at my 

daughter's wedding, my daughter who lives in San Mateo. He offered a toast 

but he didn't touch his lips even to the champagne. He tried to keep 

Kennan on the straight and narrow, but one day our poor French prosecutor 

named Oneto--I've forgotten his first name now. Oneto came to me because 

I' was a kind of international liaison because I could speak to these men 

privately in my office in thei~ own language very often. The Russians did 

the Same thing, And he sa,id;J "Oh, Mr. Carr, I think our chief prosecutor 

is dead." 

I said, ':'What? Where'd you hear that?" 

1I0h, I didn't hea,r it." He says, "I went in and I knocked and went in, 

didn~t get a,ny response. And hets stretched out in his chair and he's dead. u 

Well, of course we looked into it and found out he was stiff drunk at 

nine o'clock in the morning. And here was this French prosecutor went in 

there. to discuss some business matters with him. Couldn't do it. He was 

just a good politician back there in that connection in Washington. I was 

just fed up with that whole crowd of lawyers. I had no use for them. 

As far as the language men went, most of them were good for their pur ..... 

poses, Those nisei boys didn't know very much, but they did a conscientious 

joh as fa,r as they could go~ That got them well acquainted with the girls 

in the neighborhood. That was one of their prima~y purposes and they were 

always getting caught because the police:l you see, the shore patrol, always 

noticed that their shoes were better than the Japanese shoes, even if they 

were. in plain clothes, which was a violation of the rules. They were sup

posed to wear their uniforms at all times. So we had some troubles there, 
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but that's another matter. 

MM; Did you have the same opinion of the defense lawyers as you had of the 

prosecution lawyers? 

DC: No. The defense lawyers were better. :Funny I can - t think of his name 

now. He·s in England. His wife is :French~ he married here, he was a 

student here after the war. He was major in economics here and went to 

England. He ~ s professor of economics in Engla,nd somewhere, one of the 

universities there, and his children have been brought up over there. 

~Y.ve forgotten his name, Sheldon or something like. that. Do you know a 

Sheldon1 Do you know that na,me? Which defense lawyers did you know of? 

:M:M: Well, there.~ s a man named George Furness who is now retired in Tokyo and 

George Y'amaoka. 

DC; I t:"emember the name Yamaoka and :Furness, hut 1 dontt place them well. 

Sheldon, Charles Sheldon, that was his name. Charles Sheldon was a spec

ia.lt,st in economics and I think he was head of the def ense. He had liaison 

w::ttQUS, too;! because when the defense case was on, we did work for him. 

You see., we did translation work for them. I mean, he also helped us out, 

and whoever had more work because it was all for the same cause of justice, 

or hopefully it was. And Taka.shi Oka was so good that when they organized 

the court--the court was not organized at first, you see--I released him to 

the court because the court had people who were nowhere near as good as he 

was. And I felt that the court had first claim on the best interpreters and 

translators that we had. And so I released him to the court. He was a very, 

very fine fellow. 

MM: There's one thing that puzzles me. It has to do with the romanization of 

Japanese words. A decision was made, I don't know exactly when, but a 
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decision was made to follow the Hepburn system. 

DC: After the war? 

MM: Yes. I wonder if you have any insight as to how that decision was made, 

why that decision was made, or how early? 

DC: Well, I'll tell you. That is a sad story. In 19, let's say 1936 or some-

where along there, the prime minister issued a decree that the 

be adopted officially by the Japanese. And of course the usual amount 

of nonsense came out. For example, Ghichibu Maru became Titibu Maru. And 

then everybody was laughing and laughing, and they changed the name of the 

ship to Kamakuro Maru. That's the type of thing that goes on all the time. 

But I used to tell them. I said, "Watakeshta is Takesita. Did you ever 

think of that? It's the other way around." No, they'd never thought of 

that. You see, it's unscientific names are used for these things. 

Now he. did that. Then it became tarred with the militarist's brush. 

They said "Oh, if the Japanese military use it and favored it, why then 

it must he no good. It must be a form of indoctrination, military indoc-

trinati.on. ., 

Now there was an American linguist. I wish. I could recall his name now. 

I know him quite well or knew him quite well. He was from the Washington, 

D.C~ area and I saw him in Washington later. During the Korean War Twas 

on duty in Washington for two years. He was in favor of the 

just as I was. In fact, I wrote it up for the American Oriental Journal. 
who 

Reischauer/at that time was some years younger, took exception to it. 

MM: Now when was this? 

DC: That was in let·s say 1936 or 1937. 

MM; Oh, these discussions that you had a.n articles were 1936 and 1937? 
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DC: Yes, yes. And then after the war at an American Oriental Society meeting 

in some city in the East. I don't know whether it was in Washington or 

Chicago or where, well, Kennedyr~ 

MM: George Kennedy? 

DC: George Kennedy. George. Kennedy presided at this particular meeting and he 

said, "Well, I-m glad to see my friend Denzel Carr here." We'd known each 

other before the war at Yale. "My friend Denzel Carr is here. 1l And 

Reischauer spoke up immediately. He was in the audience there, and he 

said, "Well, I wish to apologize. I took you to pieces for this 

article that you wrote, you know, explaining the to Americans and 

the. advantages of it and everything, linguistically speaking. At that time 

I'd ha,d no linguistics and I just thought it was ridiculous." He'd been 

BIJ Iborn in Japan/~ you know, and used to the other. And he says, "I've 

changed my mind. H But somewhere along the line after that man who's name I 

can't think of right now left~ I went around to see some of the Japanese 

leaders. And they said, "Oh, the Ministry of Education ordered us to change 

back to .... _H 

MM; To the Hepburn system? 

DC; To the. Hepburn system;! yes) so they did it. That's where I would have fought 

i~ I~d lieen them, hut of course the Japanese don't fight things like that 

MM: But you don't know who was behind MacArthur's decision in September of 1945 

to order the Japanese to use the Hepburn system in designating place names 

and other things? 

DC: No, I dontt. Well, if you ask any of these Japanese or foreigners teaching 

who ha,d lieen brought up in Ja,pan, they practically all would have told him 

to, HUse. the $ystem that we know. H That would he the word. "We can't play 
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around with these other systems. 1f But I donlt know/it was 

:MM: But you weren't involved in any of the controversy-..... 

DC: No. 
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No, I don't. 

:MM: --of the Civil Information and Education Section over language simplification? 

DC: No, I wrote about, when they wrote the constitution, for example, in simplified 

Japanese. I wrote a letter in to the Mainichi or some paper, Tokyo Mainichi 

at that time~ I guess it was, about the system, the advantage of 

it. And also I said~ "One thing you have to be careful of when you simplify 

a language. is that you do not obscure, do not destroy synonymy. If you have 

synonyms that have a distinct meaning in law, in a constitution, it should 

not he oyers:;[mplified and made too much like ..... - u I didntt say "baby talk" 

hut Utoo much. like the talk of a sixth-grader or something. lI Real language 

has to have.~ there are certain things it has to have. Such terms as even 

in English, I don ~ t obj ect to 8. term like le.?£ loci being in a legal document 

because it's Latin~ in Europe, I mean, and everybody knows what it means, 

if anybody is interested in the laT"v # And in fact just saying, "the law of 

the placeu is not..--the law of the place mayor may not convey the same thing 

as lex loci, Marriage laws are almost always so construed 

MM: You wrote this to a JaPanese language newspaper, Mainichi? 

DC: No~ it was to an English language newspaper. 

DC: Well I ~m not sure. ;Frankly, L don't know which paper it was. It may have 

been the Nippon Times. I suppose it was there in Tokyo at that time. And 

this man~ whoever he Vlas~ this linguist from Washington~ he and T discussed 

it We had a meal toge.ther and we discussed it. 

MM: Not Halpern? 
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DC: Halpern, that's who it was, that s the man. 

MM: And you discussed this in Tok;To? 

DC: In Tokyo, yes. 

11M: He was the language simplification officer for CI&E? 

DC: Yes, I think so, yes. 

11M: So you discussed this with him? 

DC: No, I didn't discuss language simpli£ication with him. It was the 

romanization system. 

11M: I'm sort'y, the romanizEtion. That was part of language simplification? 

DC~ 

MN: 

Yes II but it was a, separate thing yes. 

So you had a discussion with him about the 

system and you were not able to persuade him? 

and the Hepburn 

DC~ Romanization. But as £ar as the changing of the spelling goes in kana, he 

and I agreed that Tokyo, there·s no reason nowadays to spell it as they 

used to years ago, not Tokokyao is the way it used to be spelled, you see. 

You see, the1:"e t s no reaRon to change. mean~ it's just ]ike Russian spell-

ing after the revolution. Most people think that the Soviets changed the 

spelljng. It was suggested in 19D4 by the man who had done most to compile 

the Russian Speller. He was the one who made the suggestion but it wasn't 

adopted. You see, it takes the government to adopt these things and enforce 

it. In ;t;act, I've got myself caught in a very peculiar bind. I compiled a 

dictionary with an Indonesian and the Indonesian :insisted that it be in the 

old spelling. • 

END SIDE I, BEGIN SIDE II 

. translators who translated from Japanese into English, their English 

had to be revised before and it had to be somebody, you know, who knew Japanese 
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who could check it with the original. We had checkers and then we had a 

man in charge of each room who gave it a final go-through to see that 

this was presentable in court. You see, it had to be just not merely 

checked for accuracy but also somewhat for style because of the nature of 

legal proceedings. 

MM: Well now, the trials did not start until the very late spring of 1946. 

DC: That's right. 

MM: And so I'm wondering what you did in the early months of 1946. You were 

setting up the Interpreter Section. Were you also involved in interrogations 

and collecting documents? 

DC: Well, we were also interviewing--among other things--interviewing applicants 

because we let it be known that we were looking for people who were competent. 

We got some English language teachers, you see, and other people who were 

unemployed at that time. We got them in and interviewed them and took some 

and turned down some naturally. And it was a very hard time in Japan and 

we had one man, I remember~ who got up at three o'clock every morning to 

commute in ~rom wherever it was he lived in to Tokyo because there was no 

housing in Toky'o, you see, at the time. It was all burned down. And then 

he~d go back every night. And he kept that up and he was a very good man. 

I~ye ~orgotten his name, but that's the type of thing we were up against. 

MM: Well now, how large a staf:f did you think that you would have to have? 

DC; We had three or :four rooms of interpreters and translators, mostly trans

lators, I must say. And they were say 30 to a room;t so we must have had, 

I dontt remember the numbers now, but it must have been 90 to 100 or 

a;r;ound Like that. 
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DC: Yes. 

11M: Did you have Allied personnel in addition to Americans, Japanese? 
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DC: Well, we had access to them technically but in practice, there were a cer

tain number of Russians. They were translating for their own prosecutorial 

staff and they were supplying evidence to the International Prosecution 

Section or to their attorneys, who were prosecutors, you see. And the 

French did not have a translation staff of that sort. They had one or two 

people who translated from French into English, but only one or two, and 

the rest of it was all done by us. 

M}1; You also helped the Chinese? 

DC; The Chinese, strangely enough, were not much involved in this at that time. 

They', were having a civil war, you might almost say. It was going on in 

China~ even though it was not~~there were two governments, you see, and 

they were fighting among themselves. And we had very little input from 

the Chinese area. Now we did have some from Manchuria. We even had Henry 

?u Yi as a witness on the stand later, but he was looked upon more as a 

;f'apanese. witness than as a Chinese as far as the Chinese were concerned. 

They considered him a traitor. So we had very little help from the 

Chinese in this matter. It was largely a European..-American thing. 

}1M; Now i:~ I understand correctly? the interpreters and the translators for the 

w~;t: crimes trials were responsible for interpreting in court and also 

responsible ~or preparing translations of documents? 

DC: Ouy prosecutors were not responsible for interpreting in court at all. The 

court had its own staff of translators and interpreters. Interpreters, I 

should say. So that they interpreted the evidence as given by the living 
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witnesses. The documentary evidence was all translated either by the defense 

or the prosecution and submitted. And very often we did work for the defense 

when we were busy with an internal prosecution case and they also did work 

for us at different times and during the prosecution case. And then later 

in the defense case we did work for them. I got it backwards at first. 

11M: When you say that the court had its own interpreter staff, who set up that? 

DC: Well, actually I was instrumental in helping them with it because they had 

an ex~m,issionary who had been there before the war, but his Japanese was 

inadequate for this type of thing. But he was a very fairminded person. 

His name was :Moore, I think. Do you have his name down? 

11M: Not yet. 

DC; I think it was Moore but I'm not absolutely sure of the rest of his name. 

But he told me very frankly that he didn't feel competent for it but they 

selected him and he took it as a kind of obligation he felt toward a fair 

tria,l. But it was only afte.r we got Takashio Oka~ who had applied for a 

job with us and had worked with us~ He was. so good that I surrendered him 

to the court, so to speak, transferred him to the court. And he worked for 

the court the rest of the time. He was the best one we had. 

11M; Now when you say "the court," there's the defense, there's the prosecution, 

and the court came under General 

DC; Well, the court was the International Military Tribunal for the Far East, 

IMTFK. Now we were not pa,rt of the court, you see. We were the prosecution 

and then there wa,s a defense group there, too. Now strange as this may seem, 

the de~ense attorneys were almost all drawn from the Marine Corps. Now this 

struck some as being very strange but it just so happened that they liked to 

volunteer for the unpleasant and difficult jobs. And they felt they had a 
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more difficult job and so there they' were, They-were legally prepared 

and language- o:t:ficers and they worked for the defense 

MJ1: Now are you talking about the second group of defense people? I~m aware 

of an earlier group~ some of whom were naval officers, and they left, I 

understand, in something of a huff around about June of 1946~ Some of 

those people stayed and they, were augmented, people like LGeorge/, Furness 

and Blakeney and William Logan and George M. Oka~ 

DC: I am not absolutely sure right now why they' lett) but I think~ if I~m not 

mistaken.,..,.,...,I don't know what you've heard. My impression was that they 

:t:elt that there is not going to be a fai.r tri.al here ~ that we don't want 

our hands mixed up in this at all. We just want to get out, clear, scot,.... 

free.~ scot,-,cleanl' as clean as a. whistle. And they all left. Now one of 

the reasons for that, although my dating chronology may be a little wrong~ 

was what happened in Manila. There was a miscarriage of justice there._ 

The man who was hanged at the war crimes trial was in no way responsible 

~or those crimes. 

MJ1: Are you talki:ng about ~amashita [General Tomoyuk±:i' 1 

DC; Yes, Yamashita. Yamashita reported for duty and all the trainingl' all the 

indoctrination and everything, had been done under his predecessors~ He 

came there into a bad situation and yet MacArthur, now this is the one thing 

I hold against MacArthur. :M;acArthur had directed'--1""'I happened to know the 

marine- who served; you may have heard of his name, too, B.oardman, Eugene 

Boardman~ Do you know him? 

11M: ~es, 

DC; Eugene. Boardman;! you ask him, if you haven ~ t already done so. Eugene 

Boardman served as interpreter there, and he told me that MacArthur had said 
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"Now this is the first case. We want to establish a precedent !I a good 

example. Yamashita must hang-..- II or swing or whatever word he used. "We l ve 

got to have a conviction." And Boardman was very put out about it, the whole 

thing, but the judges that they had there just went for a conviction. And 

so he was executed and he felt very grieved about the whole thing, Boardman. 

He was a marine. His father had served in France in World War I. I met 

Boa.rdman actually before the war at the University of Michigan in an 

intensive course in Chinese that was given the summer of 1937, the summer 

I finished at Yale. So Boardman is the man to ask about that because he 

was first-hand, he was one of the interpreters. And he"s a very honest man 

and tha.t was a miscarriage of justice. 

Ml1: Did you feel that at the time, that this Yamashita and also the Homa trial, 

that those trials were miscarriages? 

DC; The Homa trial. I don"t recall right now about the Homa trial. 

11M: But the Yamashita trial, did you hear these stories at the time about the 

miscar~iage of justice or later? 

.DC; Well, thanks to Boardman, I heard about it at about that time, very soon 

at any rate. But it was very distressing, so as I say, I felt very distressed 

all the time about this job I was in, that I'd got pulled into ostensibly, 

origina.llY', because of the rearl Harbor case. It was the pearl Harbor case 

we were supposed to be dea.ling with. Captain Robinson and I formed a 

li.ttle Pearl Harbor group and we were examining Pearl Harbor. And then they 

spread it out in this IPS and brought all these lawyers in. And then they 

were having people who knew nothing about international law) diplomacy, or 

the responsibilities of high government officials;t especially military of,.... 

~icialse You see, theY' were all civilians. They had no knowledge of the 
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responsibilities of the military chain of command and so on. So I felt a 

split within me all the time in this job I was doing. The only thing I 

could do is say, "We must be sure that everything we turn in as written 

evidence corresponds as closely as possibl:e in letter and in spirit to 

what we find in the documents that we have. And that's where the Kido 

Diary proved to be very useful because it was not only--he distributed 

his remarks, as I recall now, very well. But he knew who had done what 

and he put it all down or put down a great deal of it. And he never in-

tended it for publication or never intended it for circulation. It was 

his son-in .... law, I believe. It was a relative of his who felt that might 

be a useful means of getting some clarity and some truth, because a lot 

of the newspaper stories were coming out about that time about this, that, 

and the other thing, and a lot of it was very misleading, you see. So the 

Kido Diary was a genuine contribution. I'm sorry I don-t recall the Roma 

case. I just don't. 

MM • , That comes out of the fhilippiries, too. I just happened to mention it. 

I'm very interested in the subject you've just raised, the Kido Diary. Did 

the prosecution tumble on that fairly early in its preparation of the 

prosecution? 

DC; No~ I don~t think it was as early as frankly they would have liked to have 

it. They ran into allusions to Kido and so then of course the military 

authorit:j:..es had power to impound almost anything they wanted at that time 

in J'apan" So they got that diary ~ and it was submitted to us for translation. 

It wasn tt at the beginning. It was,...., ..... we stumbled onto his name. It was not 

a name. that would normally have been conceived of by the people who were 

planning this thing as one that we would naturally find very profitable 
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or use~ul. But thanks to the fact that he wrote it down, it's a little 

like Pepys Diary. He wrote down everything, so if you write down everything, 

you are bound to have something there that may be of some interest, may 

give you further leads to--in fact, the Kido Diary was useful for its 

further leads, too. Because a lot cr people are mentioned and then some 

of those people we had documents from and others we didn't. And we began 

to trace down these things. Of course, I wasn't doing that. The lawyers 

were doing that but they'd bring in documents, you see, and this indicated 

that they had followed up. 

Now a person like Sodus Horowitz? who was not only a trained lawyer but had 

a sharp 'nrtnd, he moved into things readily and was enabled to get things. But 

most of the lawyers were just scum as far as I was concerned. 

MM: Y,ou~re talking about the prosecution? 

DC: The prose.cution and well, yes, the prosecution. I think the defense lawyers 

on the whole. were better and more honest people) yes.~ And they were all 

military. These others were all old civilians really. 

MM: Whgt about the panel of judges? 

DC~ Oh, well now that is a delicate matter in many ways because each nation 

appointed~ selected? its own judge and some of those judges had had very 

little experience in international affairs" There was a Chinese judge 

there, too, and he had very little to say. He made very few contributions 

Of any kind. The Indian judge did more talking. He v, d been brought up in 

the Bri,tish school of jurisprudence~ among other things. He had more to 

say than most. The American judge.,.-,-Iv've even forgotten his name. Do you 

re.call his name? 

11M; There were two. The first one left in the sunnner o~ 1946. I think the 
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second one was named Kramer. 

DC: Yes, I think so now that you mention it. Do you know why the first one 

left? 

MM: I·ve been given a story. It had something to do with a clash with 

Keenan, I understand, and he had his own political career to think of in 

Massachusetts. 

DC: Well~ I didn't know about his political career in Massachusetts, but I 

did know that he felt that Keenan was going about it in the wrong way, 

that that is not the way to prosecute people of this type and so forth. 

So his objections~ those objections at least, were some of those that I 

would have had if I'd heen sitting in his seat. I would have felt like 

resigning, too l? ;erankly~ Where I WaS I just felt, well, the only thing we 

can do is to give as honest a translation as possible on the material that 

comes to our hands. We weren't out looking for it because that was not 

our business. It was other people who were doing the searching and order

ing and impounding of evidentiary material. 

lY.lM: Do you re-call the chief justice from Australia? Did he make any kind of an 

impressi,on on you? 

DC; Yes. The chief; justice from Australia, first of all, he was an Australian. 

He- had many Australian characteristics which carried over. He had a certain 

blunt f;orthrightness at times which was not exactly in the British tradition, 

you see. He was more outspoken than the British were, a bit, under similar 

circumstances. But I think he was fair enough as far as fairness went and 

the Russian judge, who was sitting there, was anything but fair in his 

outlook on life. Everything was tainted and especially it was almost to 

snicker at when he talked about the aggression in one place or another. So 
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his march into Manchuria after they had the flimsy excuse denouncing the 

Japanese Peace-Amity Treaty, you know, Peace and Amity Treaty. They marched 

in there because they wanted to get in on the killing at the end and they 

postponed the end of the war in Europe one day in order that they could 

capture Berlin themselves and not let the Western Allies do it. So I was 

not~-Itve even forgotten his name now. But we didn't think much of him. 

Some of the prosecutors and some of the prosecuting translators were 

very interesting, one prosecutor in particular. He left early though and 

went back home, I don't know why. 

MM: Was that Galonski? 

DC: Yes. Then there was a young translator, a very able young man. I asked 

him, I said, "How did you happen to go into Japanese?" He'd studied under 

a :f;or:rner ~rtend of mine, as a matter of fact~ who'd been in Japan and been 

teaching at the same school Betty's i:ather taught at. Then he taught later 

in Osaka~ Osaka ~oreign Language School, ~d~~ku Nievski, Alexander 

Nievski. But Alexander Nievski had been sent out by the Czar as a student 

abroad~ you see. They gave them a stipend and they were to study Japanese 

and others were sent to China and so forth and to Turkey and out-of-the-way 

count'l';"ies like that where the language is very difficult. We had the same 

policy in the State Department in those days, we sent out a few. So Nievski 

got homesick. I was walking with him once, walking over with these beautiful 

little mountains there and everything, walking with him and we spoke Russian 

at that time.. I spoke Russian fluently at the time and so he said, "Take 

those mountains away so I can see something. tl He had the broad Russian 

feeling for expanse. Well, Nievski petitioned for restoration of citizenship. 

NoW that meant Soviet citizenship, you see, and he went back,. .. ,-he had a Japanese 
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wife. He went back in 19, oh, what year was it? I'll say 1927 or 1928 

or somewhere along there. He went back and taught Japanese. 

Well, to continue with this young man, this young man had studied 

under him, so he had a very good knowledge of Japanese. And I said, "Did 

you apply for Japanese?" 

He says, "No. When we got in the military service we were given certain 

intelligence tests to determine our ability in languages and things of the 

sort~ And all of us were selecting either French or German or English, one 

o£ those three languages. If we selected English, they gave us one easy 

language, English, and one difficult language, Chinese or Japanese, in the 

area where English dominated. If we selected French, they gave us French 

and then they gave us Turkish or ?ersian or Arabic, some difficult language 

in that ';I:'rench dominant area, you see~1t 

I said, nWhat in the world did they do with the German?~l 

He said, "lvell, with German they felt that there was no area where 

German dominated, so they let them sta,y in German. But I chose English 

and they made me learn English and Japanese." So he had those two. 

I said~ "\fuat happened to Nievski? How is he?U I didn-t say, UWhat 

happened to him~" I said? "How is he?" 

He said ~ "Well, II he just sort of bowed sheepishly and said, "He was 

liquidated during the war for treason." I don"t know what happened, what 

led to it, and I didn~t go into it any further because we were allies at the 

time a,nd supposed to keep our mouths shut ~ you see.. But at least I found out 

he. WaH liquidated. 

11M: Go:ing back to the documents that were brought in to be translated, I wonder ~ 

di:d you ever work yourself on the lido Dia,r¥'? Or you made the assignments 
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as to who would do what? 

M11: Well, I'll tell you. There were so many of these things coming in and also 

I maintained liaison with all the foreign language delegations because I was 

one of the few who could do that. So that task) and also as administrative 

head, I had to deal with the whole Army apparatus of administration to keep 

if our boys had got out, our translators had got out and visited a Japanese 

girl, why the next thing we knew we had problems there. So we had all these 

things to attend to. But basically, no. I looked at the Kido Diary in the 

translations that they brought in and also the original to see just how, in 

other words for a checkup on the people who were doing the checking in each 

room, to see how well it was going. And then I went to court from time to 

time to see how these documents were being received in the court, how they 

were being pounced upon by the defense council, how they were being handled 

by\ the judges, and how they also were being handled by the prosecutors. 

That is, I ~elt it was also a duty to know just exactly how these things 

were being handled in court. So I had to go to court from time to time 

to see how things were going along there. 

11M; Yes! I was going to ask you if you got into the courtroom and what your 

observations were of the proceedings. 

DC: Well~ some of the observations were~ depending upon the individuals involved, 

very favorable. But on the whole, I felt that Keenan and people-.,...Keenan 

always wanted to be top star. He was a little bit like MacArthur in that 

respect, but he was an alcoholic and he would prime himself for court. He 

was very eloquent. He was Irish, you see, very eloquent. And so held get 

up there and the words would just roll from his tongue and he'd say all these 

things. Another thing that must be-..... I cautioned them about this very early. 
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"Never ask a Japanese witness a question in the negative." That's one thing 

that you must not do and American lawyers always ask questions in the neg

ative. You've been in court, you know that'S their practice. They says, 

"Weren't you at such-and-such a place at such-and-such a time?" And the 

Japanese would say, "Yes" and what he meant was No, you see. And then it 

would take minutes to unravel this. And I sent circulars around to them 

and to the judges up on the court, too, and told them about this hazard. 

And I said, "Impress upon counsel that they are never to ask these questions 

in the negative, that you just don't do it in Japanese. You'll get the 

wrong answer, you're wasting your time and you'll put it down and then 

youlll a,ccuse them of perjury later. Then they waste a lot of time over 

pejorative statements, you see." You have no idea how much trouble we had 

to spend on that. Sometimes, of course, the question of tense would get 

involved. The Japanese, when they~re graphic, they often use things in a 

di:E:Eerent tense from what we do in English. Sometimes they use the present 

instead of the past, and so you've got all sorts of confusion from that. 

But that didn-t amount to-.,...that could usually be straightened out more 

:r~;q)idly by saying~ lIWell:t when was this? Yesterday or last year or 10 

years ago Or something?" But with the negative questions, they were just 

incurable! Our lawyers simply could not change their habits in the interest 

of justice. 

1"1M;: Despite this instruction :from you? 

DC; J)espite the instruction. 

MM: J)id theY' ever come to you for any other kinds of advice on problems of 

handling the Japanese questions? 

DC: No~ lawyexs never ask for advice. They think they know it all. But we gave 
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unsolicited advice and gave it in writing gave it orally, and told them 

about it. And it was primarily the American lawyers who suffered from this 

affliction. The British learned very quickly not to ask questions in the 

negative. The Frenchmen learned~ even though in France they also ask ques ...... 

tions in the negative very often, as you know. But they learned very 

quickly because they were used to languages being different and they're used 

to pit~alls that can occur in languages. But our American people had no 

knowledge of any foreign language. They had no knowledge of the pitfalls 

that' are inyolved. So justice. can hardly be done with such hazards. 

M11: That ls yepy :;tnteresting, the. point that you're making, the linguistic 

problems. that stood in the way of justice" as "livell as all of the legal 

problems and procedural problems. When you were in court~ did you have any 

occasion to observe how well the system of interpreting was working? I 

understand it was simultaneous interpreting? 

DC: Yes. There was simultaneous interpreting into the languages. Well, 1V.ll 

tell you~ I think everybody except the Frenchmen and the RU8sians got it 

in Eng 1 t.s h_o That ~ s all they wanted it in, the. Philippine judge and so 

forth, and the Australian judge naturally. But the Russians had their 

own interpreter who li.stened to what was said in court and he interpreted 

it immediately into ~R,ussian~ And the Russ.ian judge sat there with his 

earphones on and he got it that way. The Frenchman als;o~'even though he 

$poke English and understood English, he als'O had a ;French translation~ 

MH; And the. defendants though? Tojo and the others? 

DC: Oh~ they had it in Japanes.e~ yes. And I don f.t remember in the audience. I. 

don ~'t know whether there were any Japanese. T can \t recall now~ strangely 

enough whether there were any Japanese in the audience or not. There was 
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a demand for seats and so the time these lawyers had passed out seats to 

their :eriends, "why there was very little. But I think there were some Ja,p.,.., 

anese there. They also had access. You had, on the back of the seat you 

had an earphone and you could adjust it to four languages, I guess: Englishll 

;French, Russian and ~Japanese. I guess that was it Chinese~ now lim just 

trying to think about Chinese. I can t. t recall whether Chinese was added to 

that lot OJ:' not~ 

HM: Do you know if the Japanese ever complained about the system of interpreting 

in cQurt7 

DC: You mea,n about t.ts being simultaneous'7 

}:U{: Accura,cy~ 

DC; Oh~ yes, oh~ yes. 

Accuracy? 

MM: That is the ~Ja:panese defense a,nd the Japanese. de;Eendants? 

DC; Oh~ Y'es~ And in ;fact I wa,s called into court because I was the headman 

of i.t. I was called into court on more than one occasion when a question 

was raised as to the accuracy o:e a certain thing. And I would take it up 

and Ild find out that som,etimes they were right. It got oy all our checks 

and sometimes they were wrong. Now there~s one word in Japanese which. you 

ha,ye. learned,. one prefix or whatever you want to call it, one component of 

a word:l whtch you have. learned but which I also learned early out I didnf.'t 

learn the full meaning of. If you say, "izen? inno, igo ~ ~I as before and 

a:eter) it does not mean the sam,e thing as it does in English. For examl?le.~ 

on the consul general- s calenda.r pad on his desk in Honolulu, he had written 

nYoka igo.\I Now in English that would be normally translated~ HAfter the 

eighth~" That m,eant the 8th of December. In other words? he'd got a clue 

~rom Japan somehow that the attack on Pearl Harbor would come on or after 
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Now that does not mean after the eighth It means on or after, and so 

that was misinterpreted, and they got into an argument over that. And I 

was brought up on the floor of the court, and I had to explain and it was 

interpreted duly into the other that there was this section and we had SimPlY! 

missed that, that the Japanese igo meant on or after. And then it was set~ 

tIed and we were satisfied. And even the witness in the chair, I remember 
the 

at/time, smiled. He smiled very seldom but he smiled that that thing was 

cleared up at least. But those are the things that they dontt teach us in 

school. Did you ever get that? 

MM;: No, I donV't recall anybody explaining it that precisely. 

DC: NQ, but I: ,:I;ound out in practice because it didnlt make sense... Somebody had 

thought, they thought they were going to have it on the eighth. Instead of 

that~ they had it on the seventh~ that is in our area. But it was Japanese~ 

First they were talking about Japanese area, Tokyo time because it was 3:25 

in the morning Tokyo time on the eighth of December, Monday, not Sunday. 

So these things occur in languages. 

And another difficulty is that our lawyers had never had enough legal 

Latin or legal French. You see, a great deal of our legal vocabulary comes 

via the French, Norman French. The Normans brought it in for better or for 

worse. Itt.s part and parcel of the language. They~d never had that, so 

they misinte;t:'preted it. Phrase after phrase after phrase of English be-

cause they simply didn't know that corresponds to this international phrase 

in ;F1;'ench... Because French, after all, determined the international phraseology 

o~ all i.nternational law in Europe, and to this day it does. And they don't 

like to beli,eve that ~ that the English domi,nates ~ But at that time at any 

rate, at the time of the war crimes tr:tals~ it was French. All these phrases, 
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these treaties that had been signed, every time there was, every time I 

could, rid get hold of the French original of one of these treaties, not 

the English version, which was circulating around everywhere. If.d get the 

French and lId go through it line by line. I'd do that myself because I 

wanted to see just what is said there and how does it differ from this 

English? And sometimes there'd be discrepancies there that were of con

sequence to a man whose life is in danger. 

Now the importance of French, even though I've never been just an 

out-and ..... out propagandist for French, but the exactness of French in inter

national usage is an overwhelming advantage over English and all other 

languages I've had anything to do with, international legal terminology 

~or treaty purposes. I would insist on all treaties being written in French, 

but ltd insist on people in the State Department getting some French before 

they attempt to go to treaty conferences. It's very important, even now. 

MM: Do you recall any talk of trying to get hold of some Kanoe documents and 

KQnoe papers a,t the time, in addition to getting the Kido nikki? 

DC: Yes, Sodus Horowitz should be asked about the details of this because so 

;f;al;" as I know, he is the person-..... this is my recollection ..... -he is the person 

who managed to get,...,-they tried to destroy some of these papers, you see, and 

they' were. destroyed or at least we assume they were. They disappeared anyhow, 

hut I think Sodus Horowitz managed to get certain of the things and Sodus 

Horowitz grasped the importance of Konoe, his status, and his role. He had 

been prime minister, after all, and even apart from the prime minister, his 

social status, which is an important thing in Japan, gave his words and his 

suicide, for example, was far more important than Tojo's attempted, bungled 

suic:;i:de. The bungling of it made it, of course that reduced it in rank 
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immediately. Tojo had no respect in Japan after that bungled suicide 

attempt. Konoe, however, did a nice clean job of it and the Japanese 

people admired it. And Sodus Horowitz understood that, and he's the only 

one of those lawyers who had the faintest grasp that that was different 

from some of these other things. 

MM: Well, being in the position that you were in, do you recall much talk about 

whether or not any of the zaibatsu might be indicted and even more important, 

the question of the Emperor, whether or not he was going to be indicted? 

DC; That question was debated and tossed around, but it was the opinion of 

Zacha:t;i,as who advised against that. It was the opinion of others) too, 

not only Zacharias. 

MM: Do you mean that Zacharias came out at this point or he had just expressed 

his opinion? 

DC; He expressed his view. He wasn~t in Japan, as. far as I. know, at that time, 

but he ~ d expressed his view back in Washington. He said ~ If'No ~ it is a 

mistake, ~I And in fact he gave a speech. You have a record of that speech 

that he made~ 

11M; Well, T know about his broadcast at the end of the war to the Japanese, but 

I don ~ t know ahout any formal statement tha.t he made about the Emperor. 

DC; Well,maybe he made it to the American public. He made some statement or 

other because they were all after the Emperor'-s hea4, you see. And Zacharias 

said;t uNo.. If you want a civil war, a bloody civil war and continued war with 

us, in other words, if you want chaos in Japan first which we'll have to put 

down, bloodily put down perhaps, and it will cost many American lives and 

everything, that's all you need to do is to execute the Emperor, even indict 
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him.l! So he was opposed to it, and it is my understanding now--I don't know 

whether this is true or not--it is my understanding from somebody who knew 

Zacharias personally quite well, it was not published, but that Zacharias 

had advised people in very high authority, maybe the President himself, I 

don't know, that we must not .. 

11M: This is interesting because now it would be lHarry S~/ Truman rather than 

Franklin Roosevelt and of course Joseph Grew and Eugene Dumon in the Depart

ment of State were advising exactly the same thing. But Zacharias might 

have had more influence on somebody like James Forrestal. 

DC: Well, may 1:e~ I don v t know. 

11M; We can track down this particular statement. 

DC: Yes. 1 don ~ t know now just where the statement came from or how it came, 

but Zacharias was in favor of sparing the Emperor because it would spare us, 

too~ not only the Emperor. It would spare the Japanese people unnecessary 

bloodshed. That is, there-dbeen enough of what was essentially necessary 

bloodshed. 

MM: The_ reason I ask this is that I have seen the Joint Chiefs of Staff directive 

to MacArthul; at the end of November 1945 ordering him to conduct a very 

secret, discrete investigation of the possible guilt of the Emperor., In 

other words~ Washington had not yet decided as of late November 1945 exactly 

what it would do about the Emperor. There was to be no prejudgment of 

either guilt or innocence, and so he was asked. Now in January of 1946 he 

sent back a telegram to Washington using some of the arguments that you have 

just given saY'ing, you know, he'd need a million troops in Japan if he were 

ordered to do any such thing as to arrest the Emperor or indicate that he 

mtght possibly be indicted as a war criminal. And then in June of 1946 
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Keenan in Washington made the public announcement that the Emperor was not 

going to be indicted. 

DC: Well, the truth of this is that I just don't know what went on behind the 

scenes. I know that people everywhere were demanding his scalp and-.,.... 

MM: In Japan too? Or do you mean the American people? 

DC: No, the American people. No, in Japan I didn't hear.,..,.,..,you mean Americans in 

Japan? 

11M: Among the occupationaires in Japan? Or the military a lot more than the 

civilian people? 

DC: I'll tell you, among civilians, yes. Among the military, no.' Civilians in 

America, don '. t understand. People who 1' ve fought in a war are more prone to 

~orgiye. and forget soon than people who did not f:ight but listened to the 

propaganda. I learned that after World War I. It was a hard lesson for me 

to get through my head at the time~ I remember as a youngster. But I've 

se.en it time a,nd time again. I've Been it in other wars. Well, just like 

the:M;arines taking over there and defending, the Marines who refused to 

serve on the prosecution staff. They served on the defense staff to a man. 

It was one of those things that is a little too clear.,....cut just to be an 

element of: chance. And yet they were not ordered to by the Marine Corps. 

They volunteered for it. So there's something there and also, during the 

war and I know this from direct combat troops whom I've had contact with 

in many places, they·d forgive and forget. For example, in one place in 

the South, Pacific-""'you've heard this story I feel sure that on Guadalcanal 

and some of the smaller iBlands, too, there was somebody called "Washing

ma,chine Charlie" that used to fly over. And h.e 1, d drop beer, cases of beer, 

good J'apanese beer down for the American troops to have to celebrate. And 
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in War I the Germans and the but not the Germans and the 

French, but the Germans and the English exchanged beer for cigarettes. They 
would 

put up a signal and one of them/crawl out and leave it under a helmet. And 

then he~d crawl back into the trenches and then the other side would crawl 

out and nobody would shoot. And then they would make it a fair exchange. 

Of course the. Germans were short of cigarettes and the British were short of 

respeetable beer. So they'd drop a case of this.Asahi beer or something down 

there and put a little parachute to it and it would come down. It would be 

in good shape and they toasted him. They'd say, "Thanks Charlie"tI They 

called him HWashingmachine Charlieu because his old plane was not of the best 

ca,liher a.nd it wasn't maintained as well as it might have been. It made an 

awful lot o~ noise~ 

So you ha;ve scenes of that sort going on all the time between combat 

t;roops but those who·ye never b.een. . • " 

END TArE III, BEGIN TAPE IV 

· combat are much more prone to inflict damage on the then surrendered 

enemy and take unfair advantage of his weakness, his unarmed state. 

MM: I want to make sure that I understand preci.sely what your title was. ~'ou 

were chief of the-... 

DC: Let me see, what was my exact title? My goodness, I don·t know what my 

exact title was there at IPS. I was chief o~ the) not chief o;e the 

International Prosecution Section) but chief of the La.ngua.ge Section, 

That's what it was called) chief of the Language Section of IPS That 

was my title~ chief of the Language Section. 

:M:M: And I also want to make sure that I unders.tand the kinds of procedures 

that you set up to insure accuracy because as you pointed out, you had 

a. certain amount of disgust with what was going one So your contribution 
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would be precision and accuracy to assist as much as possible fairness. 

DC: Well, the procedures we had were, we had a room full of translators, we 

had four of these rooms, I think, about 30 to a room. And then we had 

checkers, what they called checkers. Our checkers were people who knew 

Japanese quite well and also knew English, perhaps not up to English major 

status, but at least they had a good knowledge of English, so they could 

make. the two correspond pretty well. And then at the head of the room we had 

a chief who was a college,-educated man in the truest sense of the term and 

who had a very good knowledge of English. All four of these people were 

people, one from Harvard, one from the University of Washington, one from 

Stan~ord at that time, later Cal. Ph.D~l' and one was a British subject. So 

we. had ~our of these 'men at the head of the rooms who knew. Later when one 

o~ our m,en retired to go back to the States~ we put a nisei in charge of that 

f~om Chicago~ So we had four men with a college education who did that. 

Then it would corne in for a final scrutiny by Najor Ashton to make sure 

tha,t there hadn t t been a slipup ani the number of pages is all there and col .... 

lated properly before we submitted it to the attorneys", 

MM;: Does that m.ean then that your original translators before we even get to the 

checkers, your or:i.ginal translators were Japanese7 

DC: They were all Japanese. 

MM: The or:;tginal translators) say 30 to each room, those people were all Japanese? 

DC; Yes-, all J'apanese~ 

MM: And then the checkers were also Japanese who had good English? 

DC; Japanese who had good English or niseis who had very good English. But then 

the. m,an at the head of the. rOOm was an Allied officer in each case who was a 

Japanese language officer and also who had lived in Japan prior to the war or 
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who had very good first-hand knowledge of Japanese. 

MM: O~ course your original translators also knew English. That is--

DC: Oh, yes. Many of them were ex .... English teachers actually in middle schools 

or sometimes higher and some of them were excellent really. 

MM: And your checkers then came from those whose English was the very best? 

DC: Yes., weld pick out the best ones. They got a higher salary than the others. 

and we. tried to select them with great obj ectivity if possible, just to find 

out'!""'-because sometimes a person is good at translating but not good at 

che.cking. They'might overlook something, you see, easily even though when 

they're doing it theyV re good translators. But that was the general setup 

that we. had and the defense had a roughly comparable system~ They came up 

to di.scuss with us how we were. doing certain things because we were organized 

first. You see they were organized later because the defense case came on 

later. They began to gather evidence much later and everything~ and it was 

comparable but it was not as complete and not as many people were employed 

there as they were up in the prosecution. After all, the prosecution has to 

make the ca,se. The defense only has to refute it~ 

MM: Now' I gather from what you have said up to this point that you had grave 

reservations about these trials. I wondered if you wanted to make any ~urther 

comrrtents along those lines and whether you think that the war crimes trials 

served any useful purpose in making a point to the. Japanese people about war 

guilt. 

DC: Well, that would be very hard to answer honestly because I think many Japanese 

took the attitude, uWell, if you w:j.n, you win. 

a ,"you know, "that's what happens." 

I~ you losel' you lose, sort of 

They knew that that was what 

had happened in China when they won, they were top dog and they did everything. 
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They just looked upon it as a matter of course, I think But on the other 

hand, there were others who felt very strongly that justice would not come 

out of such a system. First of all, we didn't have the right people in 

the dock in many cases. What they did, they assembled these top military 

officials of the nation, more or less, or a few ex~prime ministers and 

people of that sort. But a lot of the people, newspapermen, now this is 

where I,...-one of the reasons I wanted to go to Columbia to study journalism 

waS that I had a feeling after World War I that newspapermen can make or 

break a war or the trend toward a war. And I felt that was the most impor'!'"' 

tant job in the world was to present facts squarely and straight. And 

that·s what I didnlt think they were doing in World War I and I didn~t think 

they were doing it in World War II or a wax s~ince., It is just one of those 

things that seem to be an inevitable concomitant of the fever people get into~ 

Now the J'apanese are no exception and Admiral Sa.kano) whom I mentioned 

yesterday, who had been assistant naval attache in Washington, told me, he 

said, "Do you know where. that story came from that Admiral Yamamoto-rl! you've 

heard this storY'l'""'\'""Admiral Yamamoto had said held ride down the streets of 

Washington on a white horse. Well, the real story, he got it for me from a 

newspaper which I have somewhere in that pile of stuff in that room of mine, 

that study of mine. A newspaperman invented that story, but this is 'the 

way Admiral Yamamoto put it himself, paraphrased as my memory serves me, as 

Sakano told me, He said, "Admiral Yamamoto told his colleagues in the 

cabine.t or in the chie;E of staff s, I guess is where it was told 0, He said, 

tIf you want to attack Pearl Harbor' or 'attack the United States' I guess is 

the way he put it then because they weren~t mentioning Pearl Harbor, 'attack 

the United States~ you must be prepared not only to defeat the American fleet 
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in the Pacific, you must be prepared to land on the shores of the Pacific at 

several.points up and down the West Coast, take Denver, march to the interior, 

take Denver~ march. still farther and take other cities, Chicago among others, 

St. Louis and so ~orth, Detroit o~ course because of, its manufacturing of 

war materiel, and New York, Boston, and then be able to ride down the streets 

of Washington on a white horse without ~ear of being assassinated' or something. 

He. says, • I~ you ca,n do that, then you can start a war, not otherwise. t" 

Well, by the time this newspaperman got through telling that story he had 

Admiral Yamamoto going down the streets of VJashington on a white horse and 

thatts the reason Nimitz okayed his killing~ He was shot down, you know? out 

there.. That was the reason he okayed it because he believed it. After the 

war or lqter on when Nimitz f,ound out the truth~ he said he was very sorry 

he had done tha,t but he said he acted under what then seemed to be the :facts. 

He. acted on the. facts. 

MM; So you~re. indicating that..-

DC; I think the media'T"""-

MN: That some other people should have been in the dock if we were going to have 

war crimes trials·? 

DC; I J1),ade. a statement once that made people mad but I said, "I:f they don~t hang 

one newspaperman in this trial~ the whole trial is a farce tI That's the way 

I put it. I put it as bluntly as I could. And I said, "They didntt and it 

was." That WaS about as bluntly as I could put it. 

MM:. Thatls very clear, Are there. any others about whom you have strong feelings, 

othe;r-s who should have been indicted either by name or by category? 

DC: ~{ell ~ I was. so preoccupied and so busy that I could not go into doing my· own 

inves·tigating of who had done what and besides, I was not on the inside of 
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the zaibatsu. I don't know to what extent they were responsible for this, 

that, and the other thing. And I didn't know the newspapermen well enough 

individually to know which ones or which authority should be there. So in 

practice, I would have limited war crimes trials. I wouldn't have had the 

(A) at all--

M11: That's the conspiracy? 

DC: ---because that was not in international law. It WaS not recognized inter..-, 

national law, and it would have been (B) and (el and hold the individual 
are 

c01ll,1l1ander responsible and the individual responsible. eE) and eCl/recognized in 

international law. CA) is not. 

MM: In other words, the kinds of trials that were held in Yokohama? 

DC: Yes~ and certain other places. 

11M: And other places, yes, throughout Southeast Asia. 

DC; Even though there may be miscarriages of justice even on an individual basis 

just as in the United States~ We have these miscarriages of justice but at 

least--rit"s just like with the moving all the Japanese out of California. It~s 

true. that they may have removed one traitor or one scoundrel out there among 

them but then you don't punish a whole group just because of one or two. 

In Hawaii we did it much be.tter. We had 55 or 65, I ~ve forgotten the number 

now, I think it WaS 55 on the pickup list~ They were. picked up and later 

some o~ those were freed. Others were sent farther on, incarcerated in 

Hawaii or sent to greater incarceration somewhere else. But only a very 

limited number and even there there may have been a few injustices committed, 

although. not too many. 

11M: Do you recall your feelings at the time when Togo" Tono and Shigemitsu in 

particular and Hirota Koki were indicted? 
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DC: Well, I recall some of my feelings First of all, this idea of diplomatic 

immunity has been pretty widely established for so many centuries, so many 

millenia even) that I didn't feel that you hold a man responsible like 

Admiral Nomura for example just because he happened to be ambassador at the 

time, hold him responsible for the attack at Pearl Harbor whether he knew 

about it or not. Now I personally felt that Nomura did not know of the 

attack at l?earl Harbor. I had a feeling that Shigemitsu, who was sent through 

later-,-he Came through Honolulu and was wined and dined there, as a matter 

of; fact jus't a few days before he went to Washington. I had a feeling that 

he. might have been tipped off; beforehand as to what was coming" he was so 

close. to the. attack. So people would say, you know, because he had what was 
or 

it an American/British wife? Which was it? An American wife, was it? 

Shigemitsu? 

11M: I think American 

DC; I thi.nk it was an American wife. They said that was to allay suspicion to 

send somebody with an ,AnJ,erican wii;e. Well., when,..,.,... 

11M: Oh, Kurusu ~. 

DC : Oh~ Kurusu ~ yes, 

11171: Yes, not Shigemitsu~ 

DC; ~eS'!I pa;r'don me, Kurusu, 1 felt~ yes~ that was my error, Kurusu I felt 

might well have known something about what was coming. I think he did. He 

was so close to it. There would be no use in sending him. Nomura could 

handle the. ordinary routine diplomatic job~ res, Kurusu, you're right yes •. 

Mr. Shigemitsu I don't recall now what my feelings were at the time. 

11M: It\s my understanding that he was not going to be indicted by Keenanls group 

but the Russians demanded it and in the end he did get the lightest sentence~ 
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DC: That's right. Well, Shigemitsu at one time was in Moscow and the Russians 

presented ...... -I guess you've got that down somewhere in your files--presented 

a whole raft of carbon sheets with Chinese characters which they'd rescued 

in Moscow from the wastebaskets of the embassy. And the Chinese characters 

he would go down this way and there'd be another row going up this way, you 

know, because it was turned around and used more than once. And translating 

that, transcribing it and translating it when these lines ran into each other 

on the. carbon was quite a job. The Russians claimed that it said such-and

such and such,...,and-:-such there and OUr people went over it. And in some cases 

it w~s only conjecture~ not anything more than conjecture. It could have 

been but it could also have been something els.e because the way they ran into 

each_ other. The Japanese unfortunately were throwing these things awa,y, Of; 

course you know now that they've got a scam in the United States' that deals 

with the dis.carded sales slips and deposit slips and things, In Los Angeles 

and New York they have arrested jewelers who were involved in this thing. 

They had men going out and going through in the posh districts ot: Los Angeles 

and New York going around through the garbage pails. getting out these slips~ 

That's one of the reasons why they don't use thos.e carbon g,lips on bank 

statements any more, They have the paper impregnated s.o that it will",,,...because 

you can get a lot from carbon paper. And as a matter of t:act~ we also utilized 

the. process. We were told in our establishment never to use carbon pa,per, 

It had to be shredded and flushed down the drain. That's the only way you 

could ge.t rid of it or burn it up and watch it unt:;tl every ember because 

even after burning you can still read. You had to, after burning and crush'l'""'1 

ing it~ down the drain. Then it was pretty well t~ken care of~ 

MM: Well now that wetve touched again on the subject of Russia or the Soviet 
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Union I wonder if you have any comments on the issue of Communism as it was 

viewed by the occupation. 

DC: Early in the war or early in the occupation, I discovered very soon that cer

tain groups were camouflaging themselves, that is, I'll say partly camouflaging 

themselves and partly they were really Chinese and Koreans. They'd come up 

in front of MacArthur's headquarters and present a petition, Chinese. And I 

went down among the crowd and I found in many cases no spoken Chinese at all. 

They were speaking Japa.nese. And I went to a Korean, to what was supposed 

to be a COIIlTIlUnist-.,...,pardon me, the other way around, a. Korean meeting in Hibya 

Park. And they passed out the "Internationale," they sang that and they had 

their leaf;lets were all in Korean, it's true. But they were Communist leaf;..

lets that they were passing out~ The occupation, I was the only one present .. 

In fact, somebody in the newsreel in the United States took a picture of me. 

It was shown at home and people recognized me standing there in uniform at 

this all",""Korean gathering, and it was a Communist gathering. 

Now there was a veterans' organization organized during the war, toward 

the end of; the war) called AVC. I don't know whether youY:ve heard of that or 

not, American Veterans' Committee. It was sU1?posed to be different than the 

American Legion, the Veterans of Foreign Wars, and so forth, with less emphasis 

on :elag-waving and hoorahing all the time. Their slogan was, "Citizens First~ 

Vete:r;ans Second~" That was their slogan~ Well, I joined that~ paid my $l,Sn 

or whatever it was ~ $2. 00 ~ joined that. So I went to me.etings in Tokyo ~ they 

held meetings. Well, it was no time, I don l t know whether it was the f;irst 

mee.ting or the. second or third, I could see that the Communists had taken 

over. They controlled the thing from the inside as far as that group in 

Tokyo was concerned ~ Whether that 'was true back in the States ~ I didn f t know 
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yet. I found out later that it was~ 

}1M; This was a group of American officers in Japan? 

DC; These were American officers and/or enlisted men, yes. It was an organization. 

}ft1;: You mean American Communists? 

DC; It was an American--

MH: Communists had taken over in J'apan? 

DC; Yes, and they met right under the nose of MacArthur. In fact, it was in the 

same. building~ They met there and they dis-cus'sed these things, debated them. 

And they invited the Co:mmunist leader at that time. His name was just the 

oppos:;Lte o~ Sakano. His name was Nos'aka. And I went to hear him. He was a 

very eloquent man. When you'd hear him, you "d just immediately want to sign 

up with him. Later he was ousted from that post but at any rate, he'd come 

out of hiding, so to speak, after the occupation began. So they began to 

crawl out from all sorts of sources and infiltrate these various groups. But 

especi.ally I was amused at these so-·called Chinese who were out there in front 

and they all spoke J'apanese .. I didn t t hear a word of Chinese spoken in that 

whole crowd~ They presented a petition in the name of the Chinese for this, 

tha,t and the other thing, and they were really ;e'urthering-.... well, they were 

probably Mao Tee-tung t s advance guards in J'apan, They had been there during 

the war, you see~ 

}1t1: When you said that Nosaka.,...,

DC; Who had organized this group. 

11M: 'r""'l""'who had organized it. When you said that Nosaka was invited, you mean by 

the. veterans, the American veterans group? 

DC; Yes, they invited him. 

}1M; His, English was good or there was an interpreter? 
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DC: Yes, his English was good. I don't know where he'd got it. At the time I 

knew but I don't remember now. He also, I went to a Japanese meeting where 
at a 

he spoke. He spoke/Japanese meeting, too. He was advertised in the papers, 

you see, and I went to hear him. He was very eloquent in Japanese, too. So 

in the early stages.,....,...,and they had posters on e'Very.,...-you see, what I wanted to 

do but I couldn't do it in uniform; that t s' the trouble, we had to wear uniforms. 

I wanted to do what they do down here. Palo Alto had some young men going 

around in Japan pulling down these posters, organizing 17 political parties 

01;' whateve;r the number wa.s. They were allover the place. Everything was a 

new' grouping o~ SQme kind.. I wanted to go in and pull those things down for 

their historic importance but I couldn't go a.round snatching them off the 

posts because I was in uniform and it would be interfering in Japanese freedom, 

:p:r;ess freedom and so forth. But there was a lot of interesting material 

thexe that you could see some of the old phrases cropping up. 

So they felt a great freedom all of a sudden to come out openly, since 

the. Japanese were no longer in controlQ Well, one night, for' example, I saw 

in the dining room of the field O:Eficers l billet, I saw a man whom I had met 

in Honolulu. And he had been kicked out of Germany, he said, by the Nazis. 

He gave me a song and dance about being expelled from Germany and then I saw 

him in Tokyo~ He. was eating there with the Army mess, that is, this Army 

mess that was reserved for officers' of the field grade rank, you see !I the 

th:r;ee. field grade ranks. At that time I also found out that he was actually 

wo:r;king for the Russians. He was a Russian agent, and that's the reason 

p:r;obably he. was expelled f;rom Germany or he had to get out of Germany because 

of that, So I reported it to the G2 in l1acArthur's headquarters. This man 

who had been there and was now cavorting with the Russians and consorting 
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with them, and I thought he ought to be watched a little to see just who it 

is he is associating with. And later he was barred from the mess; he had no 

business being there anyhow, you see. He was not authorized to, but somebody 

had given him authorization, somebody in the military organization had 

authorized it. Probably some of those people who'd been at our AVC meetings~ 

I don~ t know. 

11)1~ NOv-l that you lve mentioned your bi1leting;t I wanted to ask you some different 

kinds o~ questions having to do with what life was like for you and other 

occu:pationaires in that per:j.:od from 1945 to 1948., How were you billeted in 

Japan? 

DC: Well it after TIrea,tVing ¥okosuka" which was only one or two nights there or some", 

thtng~ 1 wa,s bille.ted as a field grade o:eficer be.cause I was a cOIIlID,ander~"'" 

that ~ s the Same as lieutenant colonel, you see ..... , ...... in the Dai ..... Tchi Hotel. T 

was given a room~ 713 or something on the seventh floor, T remember. I had 

a good view of ~uji if I got up on one elbow in my bed, when you could see 

Fuji~ that is~at all, weather permitting., And I stayed there for a consider,.., 

able length of time.. I don·t remember exactly how long but the occupation 

had taken over priVate homes for these lawyers for the prosecution and as 

one after anothe'r lawy'er retired and went home or resigned and went home. to 

his own practice or resigned in disgust or :eor one reason or another left, 

they had vaca,ncies~ And they had a feeling that these houses:t these plush 

houses the. finest houses le;Et unburned in Tokyo~ would be taken over and 

~etll~ned to the owners if they didn't fill them up~ So they drafted us 

qgainst QU17 will and sent us out there. We went out by jeep and came back 

by j ee:p but otherwise we were not very free agents.. We worked during the 

day and then we went out there at night and slept there where we were in bed~ 
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you might say, with all these prosecution lawyers. Host of them w"ere just 

drunkards really and it was a very unpleasant story. 1~ile you were in the 

hotel you at least had the privacy of your own room and you selected your own 

friends, including the Russian who felt around in my drawers. 

:MM;: Oh, you didn~t tell me that story on tape. 

DC: Oh, that's right, I guess I didn't. Well, one of the Russians whom I knew 

quite well; came in to see me one night and he was sitting over here, I re

member very d:;tstinctly, and I was sitting here. And his hand, he'd just 

somehow pulled open the drawer, and his hand was going around through the 

tOl? dpawer this evening~ And he suddenly realized that he was perhaps doing 

something he shouldn't be doing, so he looked up sheepishly and said, "Well, 

you know~ we sort of ge.t used to this sort of thing, "something to that effect 

in Russian. We. only spoke Russian and we had a good laugh and I gave him 

some chocola,te~ I had some chocolate there, and we had some chocolate together 

oyer that and then went back to bed later. 

:M:M: ,But what you l re saying about the prosecution lawyers ~ confirms what others 

had alluded to and you did see them out of court and s.ee that they did have 

a little too much to drink1 

DC; OlL, Y'e.s~ yes. I didn~t~ when I was at the Dai,...Tchi Hotel, I didn~t see much 

o~ that because I went to my room~ We had very long hours in this translation 

and th:L.s is what lawyers are often doing :;tn Tokyo. They had a five-day week, 

Friday night before they lef,t they dumped everything that they wanted done 

110 nday' 'mo:rning in court on us so we had to star- there on the weekend and get 

tha,t stuf,~readY'.' So I have other resentments that grew out of; this unfeeling 

a,ttitude towards others. Actually I~ve come to have less and less respect for 

the legal profession as time ha,s gone on. So then when I was put out there 
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in the midst of them, everybody except that AA man practically was a heavy 

drinker and some of them were genuine alcoholics. They had to be incapacitated 

for certain periods of time and one or two were shipped back in straitjackets. 

MM: Does that mean then that you had very little time yourself to get out and 

see more. of Japan and renew old acquaintances? 

DC; VeTY little time. I had no leave, I had nothing of any sort that enabled me 

to.,...-I did on New Years Day visit an old friend from 1924, 1923, that period, 

who had married of course and had a daughter then, a teenaged daughter who 

was a pianist. She had remembered, she was a sister of that closest friend 

of mine who shaTed that house with me in Kyoto, you know, when he was a student 

engineer. He. was in the shipbuilding business, by the way. So I went to 

her house and her daughter played for us. And she sent out in this hunger~ 

swept Tokyo~ she remembered that I liked a certain Japanese dish and she had 

tha,t dish~ WheTe s.he got the ingredients for it, I don't know, but she had 

my £avorite dish. She remembered all those years. That's the way the Japanese 

remember things. 

Now 1 visited her brother) too, very' soon, early in the occupation~ and 

hex brother invited me to the launching of the first ship after the war~ It 
that 

was let ~ s say October or November 1~45 s It was one/was almost completed) you 

s.ee~ when the war ended and they 'were going to launch it They had a very 

m,odes't stand-up luncheon to celebrate this and he invited me to it ~ I went 

and he sa.:i:d to me~ "Well, this is the last ship Japan will ever build~tf 

I said~ ttNonsense~" I said, "Within :f;ive years youtll be right back to 

where you were building ships.n And he didn~t think so but sure enough~ within 

£:j:ye. or ten yea,:1?s""'~';\lg'ithin ten years they passed Norway, I think. Within five 

yea,rs they were build:i:ng ships. And I remember I gave hi.s little baby'!'"' .... he had 
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a little baby on his arm at the home when I visited his. home. I gave her 

some chocolate and she put it in her mouth and then she spit it out. And 

he said, IIShe's never had chocolate," so it was an unfamiliar food. You know 

how children are. They will spit out anything that's unfamiliar and not part 

of their regular diet. 

And I found another thing. When you go back, you make new friends in the 

occupation, new Japanese friends, I mean, after the war. They don't have the 

memories of the prewar. They stand between you and them and in a way it is 

an oBstacle. So the closeness that you once had, the Japanese are so terribly 

conscious of these differences then that it's a sort of strained atmosphere. 

And ;eor that reason the friends I made after the war I was able to associate 

with muchR+ore easily. There was a pianist and there was a movie maker and 

others that we got along very well because they'd never known me before and 

we. just sta,1;'ted from scratch in the new circumstances. But myoId friends 

from before the war, there was a certain restraint, although in the case of 

this girl, the sister of this engineer, she went out of her way to get that 

special food for me and I took something out, a present for them on New Years 

Day~ of course. And she got this special dish and we had quite a delightful 

day. I didn't :f;eel a res.traint with her but with her brother there was this 

reS'traint~ 

Anothe:r. thing was that just after I had visited him in 1939_ on my way to 

Okinawa~ he had agre.ed to take. me for a ride around Tokyo to show me the new 

Tokyo my, last day in Tokyo. He had a car at his disposal as an engineer and 

he waS ~oing to show me the city~ Well, I was arrested the next morning at 

seven o'clock before breakfast in the hotel where I was stopping and I was 

kept long enough that I thought I I'd missed the boat to Hawaii. 
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11M: I dontt think we previously got into your trip to Okinawa in 1939. 

DC: No, in 1939 I went down to Okinawa, down to the last island to study their 

dialect down there. 

11M: You may have referred to that. This was after you have joined the Navy? 

DC: 1939., yes. Yes, it was. So when I entered Japan, they asked--I was not in 

naval uniform and I was not in service at that time. I was still at the 

university but I was Naval Reserve officer. So they ask you to fill out 

your m,ilitary status and I put it down. T discussed this with the DIO before 

going. I just put down "Naval Reserve" and "Senior Grade Lieutenant;l tI you 

see~ which was my rank at the time. They said nothing, the thing went through. 

"{i.Tell~ later on then they may have reexamined all these things, so T had police 

following me everywhere. Well) that was usua.l in Japan in 1939. anyhowll and 

when I went to the library there on the island, why five policemen would 

attend me- and they'd sit there with their swords dangling at their left side 

or their right side~ I guess. I donlt know where they dangle now. They'd 

sit there. until I got through and then they would accompany me back. And 

they always insited on a rickshaw. I like to walk and I wanted to walk~ No, 

no, they wouldnlt walk, so I had to take a. rickshaw back. Thatts the way 

it was~ 

Well, when I got back to Yokohama to the hotel, that morning at seven 

o·clock before breakfast, just as I had finished brushing my teeth and so 

forth1 here. were two men in the room and in accordance with usual practice 

of people of this sort, one took the soft approach, the gentle approach; the 

other took the hard approach and they would alternate this playing the black 

and white keys!t you se.e~ And they kept me there and accused me of this, 

that and the other thing. One thing that~ this was a mistake, they just 
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through inadvertence, on the way down there in Osaka I had bought at 

the only book about the island that was halfway between the main island of 

Okinawa, it~s Hia Kojima, it's called, halfway between the main island of 

Okinawa and Nishi Nakoshima, which is the island I went to. So halfway be~ 

tween those islands the ship stopped at port. While it was at port I went 

to the lihl,'Rry, a very friendly library, and he said, "Well, there's been 

only one book published about our island. Would you like a copy of it?" 

He. showed it to me •. 

I said, "Yes." 

$0 he. s.ent a boy out, you know, to get one. 1 yen 80, I remember the 

price very well~ 45Q at that ti:me. The boy brought i.t back and I put it in 

my trunk~ Well when the police examined my baggage back in Yokohama, they 

discove~ed I had two copies o~ this same book and there's one chapter in 

there on meteorology_ So they took a razor blade and cut out those pages~ 

They confiscated one copy~ "They said, "You need only one." And they cut 

that passage out of that one, So then I did something that I suppose is 

foolish, but anyhow I did it. 

I sp,id, "Well, that t 11 be 1.80, please ~ II since they were confiscating 

my book.. I wasn't charging them for cutting out this chapter but th.e other 

one, 1~80. 

They said, uIf I were yOU;t ltd forget the 1~80_~ II At any rate~ they went 

on interrogating :me and making all sOrts of allegations about being in cahoots 

with a nisei girl who waS on the same ship ~rom Hawaii)' as if we were. covering 

the esp:i:,onage. trail toge.ther ~ only she was not in Okinawa at all., She went 

to visit her relatives in Hiroshima or Yamaguchi, one of those places., And 

they said that 8he~d said thi.s. and they told her that I had said this about 
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her, you see, what we'd done. So I said, "Well, bring her in here!, let her 

tell it to us face to face. tf They never would do that because they just 

dreamed up the whole thing. 

Well, they kept me so long that I thought I had missed the ship to Hawaii 

but fortunately, although not so fortunately for other people perhaps, we 

di.scovered later that they had arrested 45 I think it was persons on that 

ship and they held up the ship one day. So the ship left a day late, so I 

got on it but I never did think it was a Japanese ship. It was the Kamakuru 

Maru, the one_ that had been called Chichibu Maru I mentioned yesterday. I 

didnlt ~eel free though until I'd stepped off in Honolulu, stepped off down 

the gangplank and was home again. It was a most uncomfortable feeling although 

nothing, there was no torture except the mental torture that goes with such 

th:~Lngs ~ 

:Ml1: Now that we tre back on a prewar period, I just wanted to briefly slip in a 

question about your still earlier experience in Japan from 1~25 to 1929. 

DC; 1923 to 1929. 

11M: 1923 to 1929. And you were teaching in a commercial higher-

DC: A higher commercial school. 

11M: And I just wondered what kinds of impressions you formed at that time about 

your students and about Japanese education~_ 

DC: Well, the. school ot. course was very different. It was all boys; that was the 

waY' it was beyond the elementary school. The boys were very bright, learning 

~ast, ~a.rning as hard as they could, studying as hard as they could, and 

all terribly nearsighted. The Japanese nation seemed to be a nation of 

nearsighted people and when I could stand back at the back of the room even 

and read what was on the board, they couldn't see it when we were standing 
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right at it practically_ So at first I thought they were cheating when we 

h~d a written exercise. They were down like this, you know, and I had an 

awful job proctoring the crowd. I thought, liMy goodness, this is awful." 

But I ~ound out later it was just their eyesight~ and then we had a quake~ 

Wakayama was famous for the number of its quakes. We had 700 in one year 

and that~s over two a day. Some of them were perceptible, others weren't 

except to the seismograph. But one day not too long, just a few months after 

the big one in Yokohama, it was just a few months later, soon after I went 

there, we had a quake and the building swayed quite a bit. And one boy 

started to run and jump right out the window~ He were second floor, I guess. 

I barked at him in sort of military fashion in a way and he halted in his 

tracks because I thought he was going right through the window~ And in the 

meantime it had stopped shaking and we were all right.. But they were extremely 

nervous about quakes and the boys though did a very good job. They were hard.

working and I had a very good impression of what those boys were learning in 

economics, for example .. And in fact I waS so ignorant of economics that I 

borrowed books from their library in English and German and read up on 

economics myself because when they'd make figures of speech when they were 

writing English, because one of the things of course we always liked to do is 

to have them write about their home village or about their early experiences 

0:(' family or something, give. them something to talk about. And theyf.d write 

this all up and also I asked them to tell legends of their area. I got a 

whole. pack of interesting legends in that way of, Japan. So it was very, very 

good. We attended the graduation exercises and we also had races. The prin'""' 

cipa.l of the school and I turned out to be the fastest runners of the faculty. 

We ha,d a faculty relay race. So here we were~ just, one good family together, 
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happy f,amily together. No major problems there. The only thing that--I 

don't know whether I mentioned that or not--is that we had, when we moved in 

f,rom Wakkanaura where we'd been living in a private house, an artist's house, 

who had a beautifully landscaped hill in his back yard which we enjoyed. But 

we. had to move into government housing because it was furnished by the Govern

ment af,ter it was built. And when we moved in or wait a minute, we'd moved 

in and then later on he. moved in, I guess. I guess that's the way it was. 

I don ~ t remember now which it was but anyhO'~v, we didn't move in simultaneously. 

An army of,ficer moved in next door, and he didn't speak to us. Everybody 

else was very :friendly. He didn' t speak~ So I went to one o:f my Japanese 

colleagues who lived in the United States and I said. 

END SIDE I, BEGIN SIDE II 

. I said, "What do you suppose is wrong?1i 

And he said, "Well, did you give him anything to eat Or drink when he moved 

in?" 

I said, "No. It didn't occur to me to do that," 

He said, "Well, you go down and get him some nice beer and since you ~re 

:foreigners, get him Some bread and something of that sort, just a nice cake 

or bread or something." 

So we did that and put it on his door and after that everything was all 

right. It was just a custom, you know. When you move in you are supposed 

to make gifts on both sides of you. So af,ter that everything was all right, 

We got along very well with him .. 

M:M: In this school where you taught, were there periodic observances of the 

Emperor's birthday? 

DC; Oh~ yes, 
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MM: Or school ceremonies when the Emperor's portrait was brought out and the 

Imperial Rescript on Education was read? 

DC: Yes. It was always read, yes. It was always read and very solemnly we stood, 

bowed before it. I stood there with them and bowed in the same way because I "m 

not a Catholic but I go to Catholic church~ I always try to behave with decorum 

but I don·t cross myself because it's not my custom to cross myself, you 

see, so I don~t. If I were an Episcopalian, AnglorCatholic or something, I 

would have" but I didn t t ~ So I just bowed and I didn't obj ect to that. 

There a:re some missionaries who obj ected to bowing to anybody but God, but I 

~igured that those things are things that you just have to conform within 

reasonable limits as long as ,you don't sacri:eice principles. ;lou just con,

:eorm. 

MM: But for the students, did you feel that--again, wetre talking about the 

1920· s, not about Japan in the 1930' s" Did you ;eeel that there was, anything 

out of order or inordina,tely na,tionalistic at all? 

DC: No, I didn't at that time. There was patriotism but there was not the strong 

nationalism tha.t came along in the thirties" It was beginning about the time 

I le~t Japan but this business i,n 1939 .. wh.en I wa.s there, you td see. signs up 

everywhere, uTherets' a spy around the corner" everywhere~ you know. And 

people would come up to youl' little boys would come up to you and say, uNippon 

Ichi." uDai Ichi." "Nippon Dai Ichi" and things like that. This was all 

in the thirties, 1939;1 but in th.e twentie.s. when I was there;! I didn t twit.,.., 

ness a single episode of that sort. The only thing, the only thing and I 

have to specify this, that happened was one day I came to class and I had not 

read the morning paper~ I usually read it every morning but that morning, 

~o:J; some reason, I had not~ and I called the roll. It was customary to call 
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the roll, 55 boys in the room, and nobody responded. Well of course I knew 

that one or two absences were to be expected but not the first four or five. 

That just isn't the law of nature or averages. So I looked up and I said, 

II WeI 1 , Nakano," or whatever his name was, "I see you're here." 

He said, "Yes) sir." He got to his feet of course. He rose to his feet, 

"Yes, sir~!I 

I said, "Well:t why didn't you respond to the roll call." 

He sard, "I feel like murdering every American~" 

I said~ tlWell, what's happened?" And then I just gave up the regular 

less.on ~or the day and I let them talk. We had passed the Exclusion ,Act and 

the whole nation was offended. 'Fortunately I had resourcefulnes.s enough at 

that t:L'llle that I let them have their say and then I drew an analogy. But I 

didnlt tell theII\ it WaS an analogy~ I took the case of Manchuria, I had 

Japanese Manchuria, and I don't remember all the details of it but I tried 

to translate them into a simila,r situation. You see, when I was in California 

one of the things that caused resentment, a ship I was on going to Japan 

from Calif;ornia had a number of; young men going back for military service 

They were drafted, it was the time for them to go up f;or military service. 

The government paid their expenses and off they went. So I turned this 

thing around somehow and got Manchuria involved and I didn't mention America~ 

And a~ter ltd got them all to agree that no Ja.panese would stand :eor that, 

you see~ the Manchurians drafting them into the Manchurian army and so forth~ 

after I t'd got agreement on that) I pointed out the analogy with the United 

States. ,And I said, "I personally am opposed to that, always was, in Calif;orn:La 

and here. But that is it. Dual citizenship and serving in foreign armies is 

a complicating factor. It must be attended to." And so we spent the whole 
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hour debating and I gave them the Latin words, by the way, the types, jus 

sanguinis and jus soli, the two different ways of determining citizenship, 

but when they're in conflict, you get dual citizenship or sometimes you get 

zero citizenship if something else, if a revolution happens. And we discussed 
they 

that and/ learned the Latin phrases, they learned international law con-

nected with it. And I said, "What Japan needs to do is to do what--" at that 

time all European nations but later Germany and Italy backed off from that 

plan and they kept their nationality here. The Greeks still do, by the way. 

I don-t know whether you realize that or not. Every Greek through the male 

line :;ts still a Greek citizen~ I checked with the consulate here a couple 

o~ real;S ago, And the. Chinese have that status, too, Chinese and Greeks. 

But the Japanese at that time passed a law that went into effect December 1, 

19_24, and I read that law and translated it for the use of the Navy, by the 

way. That law if a child is born on American soil, it acquires only American 

nationality unless a positive step is taken by the father to register it with 

the Japanese consulate. And then it acquires Japanese nationality, too. So 

if you don't do that) then you don't have the dual nationality, you see. 

So T had no further trouble except that going home that night, walking 

down toward Wakkanaura-~we still lived in Wakkanaura; we were not in Wakayama 

yet in that house that's very close to th.e school-.,...walking down there I heard 

a man gesticulating and waving, brandishing a knife, a farmer's cutting knife 

or some.thing out there.. And he was yelling and he was saying things that I 
ignore it and 

knew were very unhealthy for me. So I decided t~/just walk on. I just kept 

on walking at the same 1?ace, although I felt my back quiver, just walked on 

at the. Same. pace and went right on. And no further disturbance of any kind 

as far as I was concerned. There were, of course some Japanese jumped over 
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the fence at the Embassy and committed suicide, and you heard all these 

stories. But that's the way to handle dual nationality_ Itm still opposed 

to dual nationality. I think that a child can't help it, of course. It 

depends upon the laws of the country, but at the age of 18 to 21 or where

ever the Law of Accountability applies or citizenship applies in the nation 

in question ....... I had an English friend that had dual nationality. And on his 

21st birthday he opted~ he renounced his British nationality in favor of 

only Ame'l;'ican. He was born on American soil. So I think that in either of 

them we have sovereign states. You~ve just got to choose one or the other 

and take the consequences. And the consequences are very unpleasant at times 

but those are your consequences and you do it of your own choice. What hap"" 

pens to you as a baby you have. no responsibility for, and I'm all opposed 

to inflicting this burden on children. 

MM: You mentioned yesterday how long you were out of the country and you wanted 

to come back and get a little bit more American education after you had 

finished at Krakow and you'd been at Leiden. I wonder to what extent you 

followed politics in the United States or were interested in the shifts and 

changes of the. American political scene. 

DC: Well, I kept up with it. I took American magazines or read them at the school 

where I was teaching or took certain ones and tried to keep myself informed. 

I didn't take dailies or weeklies. Well, I'll tell you, I took a good Dutch 

daily paper after I learned to read Dutch. There was one paper called De nieuwe 

Rotterda,mse Courant. This was the finest paper in the world, I thought at the 

time. I subs'cribed to it and I learned most of my Dutch actually from that 

paper" It gave broad coverage of the world from a kind of neutral point of 

view out there in Holland. Of course in Japan I had to read English language 
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press because the other was too expensive, I also read a Soviet weekly:> 

I subscribed to it, it came to me every week. So I read that 

every week to get the Soviet changes and growth. and point of view and every

thing. I read De Nieuwe Rotterdamse Courant, so I learned Dutch, and I read 

one Polish paper when I waS in Poland" And I'd pick up occasionally a German 

pa:per~ a Viennese paper, a Paris paper or some other, just buy it at the 

newsstand because they had their newsstands allover Europe, you see, for 

the leading papers .. 

MM: When you got back to the United States and especially when you were out there 

in Hawaii, how did you feel about the way in whi..ch the DemocratS: and ;President 

Roosevelt were handling the problems of Depression America7 

DC: Well~ you see~ he took power Harch 4th~ Xou see, it wasn't January in those 

days, March 4, 1933. I got back in August 19.33, so I used to rea,d the Paris 

Herald'r'T:t;ibune., which is an American paper published in Paris~ I used to 

read it to try to keep up with these things, and 1 felt that something was 

obviously necessary because every bank in the country was closed on the day 

he took of;;Eice~ That's something some people forget. I think it started 

in M:;Lchiga,n, if I'm not :miS.taken. That 1 s my recollection at least that the 

Michigan banks' closed first and hardest~. So I had conflicting views. First 

o~ all:J when I left the United States I was basically a pacifist, basically 

a, little too extreme liberal, either Democrat or veered towards Socialism, 

these things. You know, /Georges/ Clemenceau said, ~IA man who isn -t a 

Socialist at 20 or who is one at 40 is a fool H or something like that. Well, 

at any rate, I had these ideas. Then I lived in Japan, observed some of the 

advantages of tradition, some of the things that needed to be corrected in 

Japan~ Goodness know they had plenty of them. So I felt a great deal of 
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sympathy with the students. And the students, by the way, most of them were 

older than I at that time. I always had them guess how old I was. They 

thought I was 45 because I had light hair. They thought it was gray. All of 

them were in their twenties and some of them were 28, 2~, and I was only 23 

when I went there. So I was acquainted with these differing views. 

Now I felt that it was an emergency and something had to be done immediately 

because we had none of these laws we have now to help out. At the same time, 

as time went on, I began to see--well, first of all, about pacificism.I 

~ound in Europe I just had to give up pacificism because I could see that no 

matter how good it was on paper, in practice it just didn't work because the 

ultimate aim of pacificism is if--some ministers have faced this problem, by 

the. way,-,-if somebody comes and breaks into your house and tries to kill your 

wife, you're supposed not to oppose any weapons or anything or even hit the 

person_ And that is unacceptable to me. From that time on, I never labeled 

myself a pacifist. But as far as politics went, I usually voted,...-well, I 

couldn~t vote, first of all, when I came back to Hawaii. I voted democratic 

there) primarily because the Republicans had such a stranglehold through the 

Hawa,tian Sugar Planters' Association. They were always trying to dictate 

hQW the University should teach things, $0 I voted democratic and so on. But 

gradually I changed, perhaps with increasing age, and also increasing obser

vation of what went on. So I am now a registered Republican and sometimes 

you have quite a time making a choice when the time comes as it has between 

ce:r:tain candtdates. But my wife is a registered Democrat and very often votes 

l\epubltcan in the finals, Sarai was a registered Republican, although her 

views are closer to the Democratic line than to the Republican line on the 

whole~ 
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:Ml1;: Di.d you retain your interest in Buddhism? 

DC: Well, in Japan I became somewhat disillusioned when I had to pull the 

Buddhists down from their pedestal. That's one of the troubles with falling 

in love; you fallout. And when you fall in love with an ideology or any .... 

thing of that sort, socialism for example or any of these things that sound 

so good,and when you start applying them, you find that all your ex~socialist 

friends are becoming millionaires, Abby Hoffman is this and So ..... and-So. We 

had a man here who interrupted our senate meetings on campus all the time 

wOO·s now living in a penthouse in New York and he's tossing his half millions 

around. He wore an enormous cross that dragged the floor practically and he ';d 

bJ;eak into the senate, come. in there, and they should have thro~m him out~ 

He had no business being there, you see. But he had here in the heart of the 

cross, this great big,long cross as big as he was that touched the floor prac

tically~ he had what he called dope or marijuana or something in there~ And 

he'-d take it out and take a taste of it. And the senate, they should have 

thrown him out, but they didn't. We had the most supine people here running 

the university. We wasted 10 years of our lives because people couldntt 

say No to these people, just throw them out. They came around once checking 

to see how many people were out on their so-called strike, boycott of classes. 

And they came to my class; it happened I had only one student. He was a 

student who later on was to specialize in Cambodian. He 1 s a Cambodian 

speciali.st at the present ~ and he was sitting there. He and I were working 

together on Indonesian, and this man with the list said:t "How many students 

have you? How many are observing the strike today?tI 

T said, uNone of your damned business.~' He closed the door and left", 

But the other professors would give them a list of those who were absent. I 
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refused to do that; it's too supine. 

~1: Back in the twenties when you were in Japan, you said you were sympathetic 

with the Japanese students in the things they wanted to change. What things 

did you think needed to be changed in the 1920's? 

DC: Well) one of the things that needed to be changed was manhood suffrage. Of 

course. at that time they couldn't vote until they were 25 and only if they 

had certain other preconditions, you see, head of family or something of 

that sort. And I felt that it was time now in this modern age to eliminate 

th~t head o~ ~amily qualification plus 25 was too high. I thought since the 

Japanese were decimalists, I thought 20 might be a good age. Let them vote 

at 20; you have to be foolish at some time or other. You might as well start 

being foolish at 20. And it balances out in the long run with others voting 

the. other way. The same thing here. I think 18 frankly is a little too young 

in Japan, and I think it was too young here. 1 think if a student had two 

years of weathering after high school, he'd be a better voter and a better 

citizen., As it is, only 50 percent of our people vote. If you forbid them 

to vote~ youtd have a very heavy percentage of people voting. 

MM; Were there some other things that you thought should have been changed in 

the twenties? 

DC: Well~ the class sy'stem was too rigtd to suit my concepts~ You see, after all~ 

1 was brought up in the West and though I came from a ~airly class-ridden area,-..... 

many of my !7elatives on my mother t s side a:r:e class-ridden~ They had everybody 

categorized according to class really and they are very conscious of that 

when mar'!7iage comes along or anything else comes. along. But the Japanese 

were much more rigid than anything Ii.d ever run intQ:I you see~ or ever hoped 

to So I thought they' should reduce that rigidity of class and have a little 
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more movement. But one thing I can say for the Japanese, education, which 

was made mandatory under the Meiji Era--more people could read and write in 

Japan than they could in the United States, a heavy percentage. And that 

was for everybody. An elementary school education 'l;vas for everybody without 

distinction or favor, and the Japanese were very wise in many ways that left 

us looking sort of stupid frankly as of today, not only as in the past but as 

of today. 

MM: Well, that leads me to come then back to the occupation. This is all very 

interesting dipping back to the 1920's and returning to the occupation period. 

I would like to ask you, since you did leave in 1948 after your period of 

service with the war crimes trials, what your assessment was of the occupation 

and of MacArthur too at the time you left. 

DC; Well~ I personally thought that some reforms that he put through were put 

through just as they were, some of them in the Meij i Era, without the people 

having a.ny grasp at all of what was being done to them or for them because 

some.times yOU have to say ~'to and foru in these cases because some of those 

things--take the $'apanese. Code of Laws, for examI?le~ They borrowed ..... ..fuey had 

the. Crimin,al Code a.nd the Civil Code. Now I"m talking about the Meiji Era 

now or shortly after the Meiji Era. They adopted the German Code in one case 

and the French Code in the other:t but those codes ha.d nothing to do with the 

mo;ral sense of the Japanese. They were based on German and ;French values of 

what constttuted morality or justice a.nd so forth~ So that ~ 13 part of the 

cause o~ the indigestion that we saw in Japan. 

Now the United States made the same mistake in a way of ~oisting some 

,American tdeas of law and of order on th.e Japanes.e when they were not ready 

for it~ It should have been a more gradual process:l I think. 
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11M: And what do you have in mind specifically? 

DC: We.ll, you take the courts because I think--I have attended COUI;'t,. Japanese Court~ 

Now a young man was brought up in one case He was brought up for stealing 

something, I've forgotten what it was now, some minor thing. And his mother 

WaS hungry and according to the law at that time~ which was still a prewar law 

becquse. the laws had not yet heen changed in Japan and it was early in the 

Occupati'On.. I went with Captain Robinson to visit this court ~ And he would 

have been given a very stiff sentence in jail, according to the le.tter of 
to 

the law. There were three judges there and the senior judge talked/the boy, 

found out these things about him, and admonished him. He took it all bowing 

and of course very .... -but he'd s.tolen it to feed his motheI;'. I think he really 

dtd~ Imean~ the evidence all pointed in that direction, and at that time 

it was hard to get anything. So they not only freed him from that, but they 

took steps to--the principal judge asked the subordinate judge to refer him 

to some pla,ce where he could get some work so he could work at something~ you 

se.e, even in that stage. 

Well, that is not the way things are handled in an American court. The 

judges donlt take. a personal interest in the culpert in that way. They tIl 

have a psychiatrist in there psychoanalyzing you to death or telling you one 

side. Qr the other and turning you loose on the public if you murdered some-

body. But I felt that inherent justice was done with the Japanese system 

and that way_ 

Now a:t:ter they changed everything, of course the question of dissident 

thought, that i.s a delicate matter and the question is how soon do you go 

from dissident thought to overt action. And there is where the rub comes 

and that by the way is where the United States has a very very poor concept 
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of--it ha~ these words, but in practice it has a very poor concept of what 

con~piracy mean~, for example. We let a man off just a couple of day~ ago, 

Russell Little. There was a man killed and it's a question as to who killed 

him, some question. But at any rate, the question that really got him freed 

was: our courts cannot convict anybody of conspiracy. You just watch closely. 

The British courts do and when the British prosecutor was a~ked in court--he 

shocked American lawyers present who said, "Well, don't you have to have two 

people or three people or something working together hand-in..-hand, hand ..... in-

glove with declared aims of doing something and then taking overt steps 

towards doing it, don't you have to have that?" 

II No , not in the British courts." 

It~s very~ very different. They get convictions of conspiracy even if 

they don't get it from the overt act. And I think the British concept of 

conspiracy is the only one that makes· any sense. Otherwise you might as well 

take it out of the law books~ It doesn-t make any sense in American books 

because they cannot convict anybody of a conspiracy in the United States. 

They, turn people loose right here in California all the time. You just read 

about it every day. If you stay here fo;r: two weeks:J youf.ll read about cases 
no 

turned loose because there'~jroom in jail for them or a psychiatrist has advised 

that he was under great s.tress at the time) had a bad mother or he had made 

some statement or other~ but held done nothing overt. He didn't kill a man, 

you see... So with all these means they get people off all the time. 

A little six-'year-old boy WaS stuffed in a garbage can ju~t three or four 

days ago~ probably after you came here. The boy next door had killed him. 

Hetd been up before for killing somebody. He was turned loose because het~ 

16 yea;r:s 0;1:; age~ Such people should not be turned loose, They may take care 
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of them somehow. I mean, you won't execute them but you have to do something 

with them. 

HM: In the case then of Japan you've mentioned the courts. Are there other things 

that you think were important or that occurred during the period of the 

occupation, either positively or negatively? 

DC: Yes. Well, I think that changing their basic kana orthography was a positive 

step. It was a step in the right direction,just after the Russian Revolution, 

to bring the language a little closer to the people using hiragana instead 

of katakana. It was probably also, although I learned katakana first because 

that·s the way it was taught at school. But the people are familiar with 

hiragana. They use it more and using more and more hiragana in place of 

Chinese characters where they're obviously not needed;! where you can under.,... 

stand pe',!:;";f;ectly clearly without. I think :L,t!'s a step in the right direction, 

especially' since the Chinese meaning of characters, the classical Chinese 

meaning, the modern Chinese meaning~ the Korean meaning, the Vietnamese 

meaning insofar as they use Chinese characters in their older works and the 

Japanese meaning, are all different, very often all di:f;ferent or very--they 

resemble ea.ch other and they have a common source which is Chinese ~ of course. 

But the unity which at one time represented something in Chinese civilization 

and in all those countries that came under its influence, now that no longer 

obtains because the Chinese have. abbreviated the Chinese characters in their 

way since the revolution? the Japanese have abbreviated in their way, so that 

t;f; you're not in one country or the other, you don't know what that character 

is. If you go back to the old, complicated characters) it's just a waste of 

extra time.. And I think nowadCl,ys for a writing system~ it t S an improvement ~ 

11M: Did the. occupation contribute to the taya kanji, that is setting the number 
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of toyo kanji at less than 2,000? 

DC: I don't think the occupation contributed directly. People like Halpern and 

others had their opinions about it and expressed them and even I expressed 

my opinion to some Japanese government officials and had dinner with them 

one night and we were talking about it. I think MacArthur felt that it 

perhaps WaS not the place for us to interfere with the toyo kanji but he did 

have. a feeling that had done a service to the Chinese language 

by simplifying it and bringing it closer to the spoken language. And I 

think he had some of those ideas and encouraged the Japanese to do something 

of that sort~So the constitution was written in modern style. Now whether 

that's an adequate job or not I'll leave to others because I"m not a good 

enough Japanese stylist to know just how funny that may sound to Japanese, 

especially those brought up in the old system. 

MJ1: Do you think that the occupation had a healthy effect on the status of women, 

Japa,nese women? 

DC: Frankly I doubt that it did because American men seem willing to fall into 

any pattern that puts a woman at his feet and at his service. And I don't 

think that there was any ..... ..-if it had been 20 or 30 years later there might 

hpye. been something of that sort, but I don't think at the time. Treating 

them courteously, yes, but the Japanese did that, too, within the limits of 

their society. I don't think that they improved their status really directly~ 

M11: Not even through the clauses in the. constitution or changes in the cndes? 

DC: Well, you see, you put things down in writing, but unless it's implemented~

it ~. s jus.t like in the United States. You Can put as many things as you want 

in wxiting. Just like there~s conspiracies in every law book in the land and 

yet we never convict anybody of conspiracy in this country, you see. I just 
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feel that theory and practice are too far apart. 

MM: How did you feel about land reform at the time? 

DC: Well, land reform is one of the most sensitive subjects that you can ever 

get into anywhere because it depends upon how the land is distributed, how 

wisely it's distributed, and whether proper compensation is made. The Jap

anese government had no money to make compensation to the landlords. They'd 

only just take it away and give them some worthless paper which later on, through 

inflation, was wiped out practically. I don't think that land reform was 

carried out and then later it falls into other hands, if they're not--I don't 

know first-hand. I have not studied land reform in recent years~ but I don't 

think that-~what it has done,it has reduced production of rice in Japan. 

They import rice heavily because they leave the farm because the industrial 

life pays more. But that is not a question of land reform as such. It's a 

question of a whole social and economic setup, it seems to me. Land reform 

is a very, very difficult thing~ and usually or very often it is an excuse 

for putting into effect taking somebody's property away without compensation 

because if it's compensation, it's not adequate. 

MM: Do you think we might have had political motives, too, that land reform was 

not just for economic purposes? 

DC; No;p no~ it was not just economic. It's always political. 

:Ml1: It's an anti-communist device? 

DC: Yes. Well, land reform, some people go into it with anti-communist motives. 

Others go into it with pro-,communist motives ~ you see. So you cannot tell 

from the label that's attached to a thing whether it is pro-communist or anti

communist or a mixture of both, 

MM: Although you had misgivings about the war crimes trials, what about the purges 
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that were effective at that time, the political purge, later the economic 

purge? 

DC: Well, you see, we were kept so busy with the things at hand that I would hate 

to pass judgment on these purges. I happened to know of one or two cases 

where I thought they were wholly uncalled for. But on the other hand, many 

of them may have been proper, quite proper, and in order. I just don't know. 

1Y1M: What would be your final assessment of MacArthur and the role that he played 

in this period? 

DC: Well, I had to change my view somewhat becaus.e at :eirst I was prejudiced 

against 'MacArthur because I felt he was trying to overlord it a little too 

much over the Japanese. But I realized later the Japanese needed some sub-

stitute for the Emperor in that transition period and they'd lost their faith 

in the Emperor in a way. It was a residual :eaith but it was not a very overt 

i;aith, and we've actually heard Japanese students coming to the United States 

who just laugh. when the national anthem is played. I couldn't imagine such 

a thing as that when we were younger. 

Now MacArthur dominated there but he made an impression on the Japanese. 

Eve.ry time theyl d be lined ul? along the streets to see. him go to his office 

every morning at the same. time. He left every night at eight o~clock. You 

could time your w2ttch by it. He'-d go right out the. :eront door of the Dai .... lchi 

Building and go home in hi.s car and the Japanese would line up there and look 
up 

at him. They pu~/signs, you know, HMa,cArthur for :President" in Japan, things 

like that. It was not all just put on. I thought at first it was just some 

:PR agent there in the General Headquarters was doing it~ but I think the 

Japanese people were impressed by somebody who could--then when the Korean 

Wax came along and he made those Inchon landings, of course that was after 

I was out of; Japan;t I think that made an impression on many Japanese that 
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he did have military strategy, strategic ability, of no mean order. Hi~ 

father had had it and he had it, too. So on the whole then for that par

t::tcular period in time, it was probably a good thing that it was somebody 

like him rather than Nimitz~ whom I had much more respect for personally 

becaus'e Nimitz was too quiet, too calm. When Nimitz carne out after the 

blow at Pearl Harbor, he came out about, well, letls say, the 15th of 

December. I donlt remember the exact date, a few days after the attack, 

when Ki1U1Ilel was removed ~ Ri..rnmel and Short were removed; they put new men 

in those two positions. Nimitz came out; he didn1t go round scolding his 

predecessors, he didn't go round blaming anybody for anything. He said, 

"Here, we are, we start from scratch, we're going to build up to stay and 

we're going to go in. And we're going to work~" And that was about all, 

but people had confidence. He didn't go around smiling all the time or 

marching axound and wading in the water like--there was nothing theatrical 

about Nimitz at all. But I had great respect for him and I never lost it 

the whole war or the peace that followed. So I personally felt at the time 

that Nimitz should have had it. But later I realized that Nimitz would not 

have, been able to win over the Japanese as well as HacArthur probably, in 

all hQnesty~ 

MM: I'm very curious now? having spoken with you the past few days as to how many 

languages you've learned in your lifetime. 

DC: Well~ at di~ferent times, you know, you've heard o;e the Rus~;ian experiments, 

ha:yen~t you, with the brain~ that they've discovered that the latest language 

learned is the first to go~ So you end up with your mother tongue or something~ 

So in re.cent years these languages are going because I~m not using them, not 

re~d::tng in them. And also I~m just getting older~ so that the don 1 t 
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function in the same way or something. But I could read, except for Basque, 

and I had a go at it, I can read the languages of Europe except Finnish and 

Hungarian and Estonian. Thos.e three I cannot read 0 I know a lot of words 

in them and I know something about the structure of the languages but I can't 

read them. But the other languages of Europe I could read. Then there's 

Japanese and some Chinese and Indonesian and Hawaiian. And Malay and 

Indonesian are basically the same languages, just two different systems of 

spelling in the past. So there are others along the line. Dh, yes, Latin 

and Greek, a certain amount of each, Hebrew, Arabic. I learned them but 

they're going fast. 

MM: What I should have said is how many languages in your life have you studied? 

DC: Well;! I donlt know, :For a long time I had that slogan of a language a year 

and at one time I could say that I~d kept up with it. I suppose it was 

about the age of 60 that I could say' that up to that time I had about 60 

that I could puzzle through or read. Now reading is a di'£;t;erent matter from 

:puzzling th:r;ough. Well:J I t'orgot to mention the 1?hilippine languages, Tagalog 

I a.cquired a, certain reading knowledge of and used to read a magazine in 

Tagalog. But the others I just didn't bother. I knew a lot of words in 

them because there were native Tagalogs when we were in Malaya or something. 

But T jus.t found them entertaining, although as I think my wife mentioned 

yesteTday,- I found mathematics my easies.t subject. That's the way I took 

up languages. Mathematics was too eaS'y for me when I was a youngster ~ I 
it 

foun~/too easy, not challenging enough, and so I took up languages because 

languages are hard, they were hard for me. I just couldn -t make head or tail 

of the so-called grammar that we were taught at school because first of all, 

a thing you haven't had to suffer from at your age~ but we were taught to write 
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one way, mid-Victorian or early Victorian English, and we had to speak another 

way. And the pronunciation varied and 50 there was too much conflict there 

and the thing didn't fit. Oh, Esperanto I forgot to mention and a lot of 

these international languages. I picked them up on the run. 

MM: Well, in the case of Japanese--this will be my last question to you--in the 

case of Japanese, what advice do you think would be good for the beginning 

language student and what kind of advice would you think would be good for 

the teacher? 

DC: Well ~ since I did not have what I call a good s.tart in Japanese, I studied 

under Yoshi S~ Kuno here at California~ the astronomer, Yoshi S. Kuno is 

his name. We didn't get very far and it was mostly picked up. I think that 

sound and intensive drill at first is very good, oral drill in the language. 

I stress it greatly because 0:1: m,y Berlitz School associations partly, I sup

pose, but I :l:ound out how ignorant I was of German and French, which I'd 

always made good grades in when I went to the B.erlitz School. So I think 

you should have that~ but you must never stop with an intensive course. That 

is one thing I'm sure 0:1:. You forget it very quickly. It goes in quickly, 

They·ll pound it in and then it evaporates quickly. You have to just go on 

immediately with follow-up courses and then, in the case of Japanese and 

Chinese~ after that oral introduction where you don 1 t need much of characters 

or anything, you can learn kana if you wish. But then go in and learn. • • . 

END TAPE IV~ BEGIN TAPE V 

. easy at all. To be a good teacher to foreigners is very difficult. 

Now this International Christian University there in Tokyo was organized partly 

to teach Japanese to foreigners, you see, and English to Japanese. But I don't 

know~ I've seen some products of that school who were very good and others 
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who were just as lousy as could be who spent most of their time getting 

politically indoctrinated it seemed to me rather than anything else. 

11M: Well, I certainly want to thank you for what has been absolutely fascinating 

two afternoons. 

END OF INTERVIEW 
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